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SUMMARY 

Research on reciprocating, elastomeric seals has been conducted for more 

than 40 years. A literature review is presented. Nevertheless, the design

ing of such seals still appears to be mainly a process of experimental trial 

and error, requiring a lot of skil and experience of the designer. It is the 

main aim of this thesis to contribute to the development of adequate theo

retica! models for leakage and friction,· which coutd be helpfut tools in the 

designing process. This aim involves the modelling of the tribological 

process in the seal contact as well as the proper experimental verification 

of theoretica! predictions of leakage and friction. Attention is confined to 

the axisymmetric, stationary and isothermal situation. The experimental and 

theoretica! resutts are presenled for a simpte sliaped polyurethane rod seal, 

called RRR seal. 

A test rig is designed, allowing the separate and accurate determination 

of outstroke and instroke friction. A new, accurate method is developed to 

determine out- and net-leakage for only a single out- or double stroke. It 

exists of extraction of the leaked oil by solution in hexane, followed by 

vacuum evaporation and weighing of the residual oil. 

The tribological process in the seal contact depends among others on the 

deformed geometry of the seal and the internat seal stresses from assembly 

and pressurization. The calcutation of this so-called static contact situa

tion using the fmite element method (FEM) is studied. Specific attention is 

paid to the modelling of the non-linear elastic behaviour of the seal mate

rial. Some FEM results of the frictionless static contact situation of the 

RRR seal are presented and discussed. 

An adequate approach to solve the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) 

problem is developed. The inverse hydrodynamic lubrication (IHL) theory is 

applied to a frictionless static contact pressure distribution, additionally 

using the clearance profiles outside the static contact to consider the 

boosting and relaxing action in the entry and exit zone of the film. Cal

culation results are verified for the isoviscous Elll.. of the Hertzian line 

contact by comparison with the numerical resutts of Herrebrugh (1968) and 

for the piezo-viscous Elll.. of the RRR seal by comparison with experimental 

outstroke leakage and friètion resutts. The approach is incorporated in a 

user friendly computer program PROGRES, which may be a helpfut tool for the 

designing of seals. 

The practical applicability of an Elll.. calcutation with PROGRES may among 

others be limited by the influence of viscous shear stresses acting on the 

seal surface and by the influence of the seal roughness, generally being 

x SuntmiJI)' 



much larger than the roughness of the opposing surface. 
The influence of viscous shear stresses acting on the seal is theoreti

cally investigated for a fictitious, but realistic problem, using an ade

quate FEM formulation for the EHL problem. Viscous shear stresses lead to a 

reduction of the film thickness at outstroke and to an increase at instroke 

compared to the frictionless situation. For seal designs, permitring only 

the occurrence of very thin films (« 1 (j.Lm]), it may be important to incor

porate viscous shear stresses on the seal in an EHL analysis. However, it 

must be noted that in such cases surface roughness effects may significantly 

rednee the practical validity of the calculation. 

The influence of the seal roughness on the lubrication is investigated, 

consirlering experimental outstroke leakage and friction results for the RRR 

seal sliding· on a smooth rod. It appears that the seal roughness is partly 

oppressed as a result of micro-EHL. Nevertheless, it will generally be 

responsible for the transition from the full film to the mixed lubrication 

of the seal contact in practical applications. The flattening of the seal 

roughness asperities extends the validity of a calculation with PROGRES to 

smaller film thicknesses than may be expected, consirlering the undeformed 

roughness height parameters of the seal. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Gedurende meer dan 40 jaar is er onderzoek verricht aan translerende, cias

tomere afdichtingen. Hiervan is een literatuuroverzicht gegeven. Desondanks 

blijkt de ontwikkeling van dergelijke afdichtingen nog hoofdzakelijk experi

menteel via een "trial and error" benadering te gebeuren. Ervaring en 

inzicht van de ontwerper zijn daarbij belangrijk. De doelstelling van dit 

proefschrift is bij te dragen aan de ontwikkeling van geschikte theoretische 

modellen voor lekkage en wrijving, welke bruikbare gereedschappen kunnen 

zijn tijdens het ontwerpproces. Deze doelstelling omvat zowel de modellering 

van het tribologische proces in het afdichtingskontakt als de kolrekte 
experimentele verifikatie van de berekende lekkage en wrijving. De rotatie
symmetrische, stationaire en isotherme situatie is beschouwd. Experimentele 

en theoretische resultaten zijn gepresenteerd voor een polyurethaan stang

afdichting van een eenvoudige geometrie, gekodeerd als RRR afdichting. 

Er is een meetopstelling ontworpen om de wrijving van een stangafdich

ting in afhankelijkheid van de bewegingsrichting nauwkeurig te meten. Een 

nieuwe, nauwkeurige methode is ontwikkeld om de netto-lekkage als ook de 

lekkage voor alleen de uitgaande stangbeweging voor een enkele slag te 

bepalen. Zij bestaat uit het afspoelen van de gelekte olie op de stang met 

hexaan, gevolgd door vakuüm verdampen van de , oplossing en wegen van de 

residuele olie. 

Het mbologische proces in het afdichtingskontakt is onder andere 

afhankelijk van de gedeformeerde geometrie van en de spanningen in de 

afdichting ten gevolge van de montage en de belasting met oliedruk. De bere
kening met de eindige elementen methode (EEM) van deze zogenaamde statische 

kontaktsituatie is bestudeerd. Bijzondere aandacht is besteed aan de 

karakterisering van het niet-lineair elastisch gedrag van het afdichtings

materiaal. Enige EEM resultaten van de wrijvingsloze kontaktsituatie van de 

RRR afdichting zijn gepresenteerd en besproken. 

Een geschikte met!Îode voor het oplossen van het elastohydrodynam:ische 

smerings- (EHS) probleem is ontwikkeld. De inverse hydrodynamische smerings

(lllS) theorie is toegepast op een wrijvingsloze statische kontaktdrukver

deling. Daarbij zijn de geometrie&l van de spleten tussen afdichting en 

tegenloopvlak buiten het statische kontakt gebruikt om de opbouw en de 

afbouw van de druk in de in- en uitgangszone van de smeerftlm in rekening te 

brengen. Berekeningsresultaten zijn geverifteerd voor de isoviskeuze EHS vau 

het Hertze lijnkontakt via vergelijking met de numerieke resultaten van 

Herrebrugh (1968) en voor de piazo..viskeuze EHS van de RRR afdichting via 

vergelijking met experimentele lekkage- en wrijvingsresultaten. De ontwik-
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kelde methode is geünplementeerd in een gebruikersvriendelijk komputer 

programma PROGRES. Dit programma kan als gereedschap bij het ontwikkelen van 

afdichtingen worden ingezet. 

De praktische bruikbaarheid van PROGRES kan onder andere worden beperkt 

door de invloed van de viskeuze schuifspanningen, die werken op het gesmeer

de afdichtingsoppervlak:, en door de invloed van de afdichtingsruwheid, die 

doorgaans veel groter is dan de ruwheid van het tegenloopvlak:. 

De invloed van de viskeuze schuifspanningen, die werken op het gesmeerde 

afdichtingsoppervlak:, is theoretisch onderzocht voor een fiktief, maar 

realistisch probleem. Hiervoor is gebruik gemaakt van een geschikte eindige 

elementen formulering voor het EHS probleem. Het blijkt dat viskeuze schuif

spanningen in vergelijking met de wrijvingsloze situatie leiden tot een ver

kleining van de f1l.mdi.kte biJ een uitgaande beweging en tot een vergroting 

van de filmdikte bij een ingaande beweging. Voor afdichtingen, die alleen 

zeer dunne smeerfilms (<< l (pm]) toelaten, kan het belangrijk zijn viskeuze 

schuifspanningen in een EHS analyse te betrekken. Echter, in zulke gevallen 

kan de praktische geldigheid van de berekende resultaten aanzienlijk worden 

beperkt door de invloed van oppervlak:teruwheid. 

De invloed van de afdicbtingsruwheid op de smering is onderzocht aan de 

hand van resultaten van lekkage- en wrijvingsmetingen aan de RRR afdichting 

bij een uitgaande beweging van een zeer gladde stang. De afdichtingsruwheid 

lijkt gedeeltelijk te worden weggedrukt ten gevolge van mikro-EHS. Niettemin 
I 

zal deze ruwheid in praktische situaties in het algemeen verantwoordelijk 

zijn voor de overgang van een volledige naar een gemengde smering van het 

afdicbtingskontakt. Het wegdrukken van afdichtingsruwheden vergroot het 

geldigheidsgebied van een berekening met PROGRES naar kleinere filmdikten 

dan op grond van de oogedeformeerde ruwheidshoogten van de afdichting kan 

worden verwacht 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Reclprocating seaJs 

Reciprocating seals are applied in large numbers in fluid power technique. 

Their function is to seal spaces under static conditions and during rela

tive, reciprocating motion, so that pressures can be generated and main

tained over any required period of time. Contact seals are used in most ap

plications, because clearance seals normally show an inadmissible leakage. 
Nowadays, such seals are usually made of etastomers (rubberlike materials). 

Generally, they have a cross-section of which the largest radial dimeosion 

exceeds the radial dimeosion of the assembly space between the seal housing 
and the rod or cylinder bore. (respectively in case of a rod or piston seal), 

i.e. a radial interference exists. Consequently, the seals are prestressed 

at assembly. The seal geometry and the (nearly) incompressible material be

haviour lead to an automatic increase in prestress, when the seal is pres

surized. Such a seal is called "self-acting". It takes care by itself that 
the maximum contact pressures between the seal and the housing walls at the 

inner and outer seal diameter always exceed the sealed pressure, so that no 
leakage occurs under static conditions. This is illustrated in figure 1.1 

for a frequently used U-shaped rod seal. Only the static contact pressure 

distribution between the seal and the opposing surface, relatively moving 

for dynamic conditions, is represented. This specific contact will be called 

"the seal contact" or simply "the contact" throughout the thesis. 

undeformed 

I Introduetion 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Pc I 

assembied 

I 
I 
I 

Pc' 

Ps 

Patm'----------........,.x 

pressurized 

Figure 1.1 A "self-acting" U-shaped rod seal. 
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Friction will occur in the seal contact during relative motion. Normal

ly, the seal contact must be lubricated to reduce the friction and so pre

vent a large loss of power and excessive wear of the seal, possibly leading 

to a premature failure. Generally, the sealed fluid functions as the lubti

cant for hydraulic seals. 

It is important to distinguish between the different direenons of rela

tive motion, considering the performance of hydraulic, reciprocating seals. 

An outstroke is defmed as a motion during which the sliding velocity, from 

a seal's point of view, is directed from the high to the low pressure side 

of the seal. This definition is most obvious in the case of a rod seal, when 

during an outstroke fluid is dragged out of the sealed space into the atmo

sphere. A motion in the opposite direction will be called an instroke. Gen

erally, lubrication condinons in the seal contact differ between out- and 

instrokes. Consequently, differences between the flow transport from the 

high to the low pressure side (out-leakage) and that in the opposite direc
tion (in-leakage) will occur, and outstroke and instroke friction will be 

different. The net-leakage is given by the difference between out- and in

leakage. It may be clear that a small friction for both direenons of motion 

and a zero (or at least small) net-leakage are desirable. Such a situation 

would occur for large, but (almost) identical out- and in-leakages. However, 

this can not be realized in many applications, e.g. because high individual 

leakages can not be tolerated or a sufficiently high in-leakage can not be 

realized. Then, the seal must provide a satisfactory campromise between 

friction and leakage levels. 

The performance of a reciprocating, elastomeric seal is determined by 

the tribological process in the seal contact. It is influenced by a large 

number of parameters, as is illustrated in figure 1.2. A discussion of the 

practical impact of most of the different parameters on the seal performance 

was e.g. presented by Ebertshäuser (1987, pp. 29-58). The demands on the 

seals, as well as the condinons under which they have to be met, differ 

strongly from one application to another. In course of time, this has led to 

an enormous variety of seals, differing in material and geometry. More and 
more so-called seal systems, composed of a number of cooperating, mutual ad.; 

justed elements, are used (e.g. Krumeich (1986)). 

1.2 Literature review 

1.2.1 Introduetion 

Research work: on reciprocating, elastomeric seals bas mainly been conducted 

in several European countries and in Japan. It may be considered to have 
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Figure 1.2 Parameters, influencing the performance of a reciprocating, 

elastomeric seal. 

started in England with the work of White and Denny (1947). Mostly fundamen

tal research to clearify and describe the tribological process in the seal 

contact bas been continued in England since then. Much work has been per

formed at the British Hydromechanic Research Association (BHRA), often asso

ciated with the name Nau. 

In the. late fifties, seal research also developed in Germany, witness 

the theses of Lang (1960) and MUller (1962). Generally, the Oerman studies 

are of a rather practical nature, focussing on the actual performance of the 
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seal. Often, they incorporate a lot of experimental work. 

Work from Japanese investigators became accessible since the beginning 
of the BHRA International Conferences on Fluid Sealing in 1961. Since then, 

a large number of publications, both of practical and fundamental nature, 

from a considerable number of different authors bas been presented. Impor

tant narnes are Hirano, lshiwata, Kambayashi, Kaneta and Kawahara. 

In the seventies, research work on reciprocating seals was fU'Stly re

poned by Swedish and Italian investigators. The Swedish work has mostly 

been conducted by or under supervision of Johannesson. A characteristic as

pect of this work is the effon to make calculation methods for the seal 

performance available to non-specialist&, incorporating them in easy to use 

computer programs. The most important Italian investigators have been Medri, 

Prati and Strozzi. The ltalian work is of a more fundamental nature, often 

conceming the calculation of the stress field in elastomeric seals or the 

solution of the elastohydrodynamic lubrication problem in the seal contact. 

A literature survey will be given t0 present an overview of the state of 

the art in reciprocating, elastomeric seal research. The review is divided 
into three subsections, dealing with the following items: 

- friction and leakage measurements; 

- the static contact situation; 

- the tribology of the seal contact. 

Such a division is in correspondence with the setup of this thesis and al

lows coverage of the main aspects of seal research. It is not suggested nor 

intended, that this literature review is complete. Publications on seal wear 

and failure have not been considered, the subject being out of the scope of 

the present thesis. An overview of the different modes of seal failure, 

their causes and possible ways to prevent them was e.g. presented by Ebens

häuser (1987, pp. 109-129). For the same reason, publications on more chemi

cal aspects of seal materials and many practical studies on very specific 

seal applications have not been considered. The reported studies will not be 

subjected to discussion. However, some of them will be commented on in the 
chapter(s), dealing with the individual research items. 

Ll.l Friction and leakage measurements 

Many investigations have 1ncluded measurements of friction and leak:age. The 

different test rigs and methods used in the literature will be discussed in 
§ 2.1, preceeding the presentation of our own test rig and measurement meth

ods. In the following, attention is focussed on the different reasans for 

performing such measurements: 
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1) knowledge of friction and leakage is of direct importance to the practi

cal use of seals; 

2) experimental friction and leakage resnlts provide information on the lu

brication of the seal contact; 

3) experimental friction and leakage results allow some verification of a 

theoretical rnadelling or experimental investigation of the tribology of 

the seal contact 

No distinction between out- and instroke friction and between out-, in- and 

net-leakage will be made. 

1) Knowledge of friction and leakage is of direct importance to the practi-

cal use of seals. 

Publications, primarily dealing with the determination of friction and leak

age, have in partienlar been publisbed in the earlier days of seal research. 

Tbe need for seals in práctical applications then outstripped the necessity 

of a detailed investigation of the sealing mechanism. Of course, the experi

mental and numerical tools for such activities were also less developed. 

Generally, only a single or maximally 2 or 3 different seal types were con

sidered. In particular muèh bas been publisbed on: 

- 0-ring seals, e.g. by Wbite and Denny (1947), Cheyney, MUller and Duval 

(1950), Lang (1960, 1967), Iwanami and Tikamori (1961), MUller (1962, 

1964), Halliday and Southam (1971), Olssen (1972), Wallburg (1977) and 

Karaszkiewicz (1988). 

- U-seals, e.g. by Wbite and Denny (1947), Denny (1958), Lang (1960, 1967), 

Ishiwata, Kawahara and Ichikawa (1971), Flitney (1980) and Gawrys and 

Kollek (1984). 

A cornparison of different types of seals was e.g. presented by Gäbel and 

Wagner (1980) and Karaszkiewicz (1986). Often, the dependenee of friction 

and leakage on specific parameters, in partienlar sealed pressure and veloc

ity, was indicated. Quantitative emperical formulas were sometimes derived. 

It is important to note that one must be very carefut with comparison of 

resnlts obtained by different investigators. Generally, not all parameters 

influencing the seal performance (figure 1.2) were completely controlled 

during an experimental program and often little infonnation on them was pro

vided. Flitney and Nau (1988) reported on a round Robin test program, set up 

against the background of an initiative of the International Standards Orga

nization (ISO) to develop a standard test procedure for objective detennina

tion of the performance of reciprocating, etastomcric seals. Friction and 

leakage measurements w~ performed on seals of a single souree at 7 differ

ent laboratories, according to a closely prescribed test procedure and under 
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closely prescribed test conditions. Yet, each laboratory deviated in one or 

more aspects from the test specifications, teading to an enormous scatter in 

the results between the different laboratories. 

2) Experimental friction and leakage results provide information on the 

lubrication of the seal contact. 

In the pioneer work of White and Denny (1947), it was concluded from mea

surements on different seal types that friction coefficients were suffi

ciently low to indicate the existence of a lubricant film. A number of tests 

using various fluids gave friction values, which initially decreased with an 

increase in speed, but increased steadily from a minimum value as would be 

expected with complete hydrodynamic lubrication. Generally, investigators 

after White and Denny have used the dependenee of friction on the velocity v 

or on the product of viscosity and velocity flv to draw conclusions on the 

mode of lubrication of the seal contact. This was e.g. done by Lang (1960, 

1967), Kambayashi and Ishiwata (1964), Hirano and Kaneta (1971b), Nau 

(1971), Field and Nau (1972, 1973), Kawahara, Ishiwata and Ichikawa (1973) 

and Kawahara, Ohtake and Hirabayashi (1981). An increasing tendency indi; 

cated the presence of a full lubricant film, whereas a non-increasing ten

dency was considered evidence of a mixed or boundary mode of lubrication. A 

possible minimum corresponded to the transition from the mixed to the ful1 

film lubrication regime. Some investigators transferred their experimental 

friction data into Stribeck-like curves, plotring the coefficient of fric

tion against the non-dimensional parameter ..!1!.. , sometimes called the duty 
pb 

parameter <P represents the · average pressure and b the seal contact width). 

This was e.g. done by Lang (1960, 1967) (however not using the actual seal 

contact width), Müller (1962, 1964) and in general by the Japanese investi

gators. The dependenee of leakage on (viscosity and) velocity has been used 

less frequently to draw conclusions on the mode of lubrication. 

Kanters and Visscher (1988) additionally used the combination of fric

tion and leakage, measured for a part of a stroke with constant velocity, to 

decide on the mode of lubrication. Leakage was used to calculate the film 

thickness in the seal contact at the position where the pressure was at an 

extreme, assuming full fJ.!m lubrication and negligible influence of surface 

roughness. This film thickness was considered a proper approximation of the 

film thickness throughout the major part of the contact. Subsequently, fric

tion from viscous shear was calculated. The assumptions on · the lubrication 

of the seal contact were considered valid, if the measured friction corre

sponded with the calculated friction. They were rejected if the measured 

friction was larger. 
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3) Experimental friction and leakage results allow some veriflcation of a 

theoretica/ modelling or experimental investigation of the tribology of 

the seal contact. 

Theoretical models for the tribological process in the seal contact have all 

been confined to isothermal full film lubrication and smooth surfaces 

(§ 1.2.4.2). Experimental investigation of this process usually consisted of 

measurement of the lubricant film thickness (§ 1.2.4.1). A calculated or 

measured film profile may be used to calculate leakage and friction values, 

which then can be compared with experimental results. Results of such com

parisons will be presented in § 1.2.4. 

L2.3 Static contact situation 

The static contact situation of a seal is described by its deformed geometry 

and the strains and stresses in it from assembly and pressurization. Knowl

edge of the static contact situation is important for a number of reasons, 

e.g.: 

- the presence of tensile stresses in a seal can result in cracking and by 

this in seal failure (in this respect the extrusion of the seal into the 

gap to be sealed is of special importance); 

the static contact pressure distribution must exhibit a maximum larger 

than the fluid pressure to prevent lealdng under static conditions; 

- the static contact situation influences the lubrication of the contact 

during relative motion (e.g. § 1.2.4.2, chapter 4). 

Both experimental and theoretical methods have been used in seal research to 

assess (aspects of) the static contact situation. Experimental work bas been 

performed for direct use of the results, but also to verify theoretical pre

dictions. 

L2.3.1 Experimental work 

White and Denny (1947) determined the elistortion under pressure of a rect

angular section seaL They used an enlarged cross-section of a seal, clamped 

between glass plates, and a glass cylinder to enable strains in the contact 

surface to be evaluated over a part of an entire ring. Johannessou (1978) 

observed the deformation of a cross-secdon of an 0-ring seal, having a po

lar coordinate pattem on it. Results were used to verify assumptions made 

in bis theoretica! model for calculation of the contact pressure distribu

tion. Reddy and Nau (1984) experimentally determined extrusion characteris

tics of D- and 0-ring seals. Many Japanese investigators, e.g. Kambayashi 

and Ishiwata (1964) and Hirano and Kaneta (1971b), measured the seal contact 

width and the radial force exerted by the seal on the opposing surface. The 
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results were mainly used to interpret roeasored friction forces. 

The static contact pressure distribution bas been measured by a large 

number of investigators, e.g. by White and Denny (1947), May (1957), Mfiller 

(1962, 1964), Wendt (1968), Olssen (1972), Austin, Flitney and Nau (1978), 

Johannessou (1978), Kawahara, Ohtake and Hirabayashi (1981), Strozzi 

(1986a), Lindgren (1986, 1987) and Johannessou and Kassfeldt (1989). Exclu

sively, a pressure compensation metbod has been used. lts principle consists 

of measuring the pressure of a liquid or gaseous medium, applied through a 

hole to the seal contact, at which the seal locally lifts off or sets again 

onto its opposing surface. 

The total stress field in a seal cross-section bas less frequently been 

measured. This was e.g. done, using a photo-elastic method, by Wendt (1968), 

Molari (1973) and Strozzi (1986a). 

1.2.3.2 Theoretical work 

The calculation of the static contact Situarlon of an elastomeric seal re

quires the solution of a strongly non-linear problem. The non-linearitles 

occur from: 

- the large displacements and strains involved (in some applications up to 

25 percent), so that the equilibrium equations may not be referred to the 

undeformed state of the seal (geometrical non-linearity); 

- the non-linear relation between the Cauchy stresses and the elongation 

factors (physical non-linearity); 

- the contact phenomena involved (non-linear boundary conditions). 

In addition, the calculation is complicated by the (approximate) incompress

ibility of the seal material, the possible importance of time and tempera

ture effects on the material behaviour and the often complex seal geometry. 

Advanced numerical techniques are required to accurately calculate the 
static contact situation. Italian investigators of the Bologna University of 

Technology developed a program, based on the finite element metbod (FEM), 

for such calculations. Applications of this program were e.g. reported by 

Medri, Molari and Strozzi (1978), Medri and Strozzi (1984), Strozzi (1986a), 

Dragoni, Medri and Strozzi (1987), George, Strozzi and Rich (1987) and 

Dragoni and Strozzi (1988a). All these publications deal with frict:ionless 

static contact situations for unpressurized seals, often evaluated in plane 

strain. The material behaviour was described with hyperelastic roodels (i.e. 

roodels based on an elastic strain energy potenrial (§ 3.2.2)), on wbich more 

detailed information was e.g. presenled by Medri (1982). Kanters (1986) used 

the commercial FEM program MARC to calculate frictionless static contact 

situations of a pressurized U-seal. Altisymmetrie calculations were executed, 
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using elastic and hyperelastic material models. Lindgren (1986, 1987) used 

the commercial FEM program ABAQUS to calculate frictionless static contact 
pressure distributions in an (unpressurized) seraper ring contact in a sinti

lar manner as Kanters did. 

A number of more analytical and approximate calculation methods has also 

been published. Johannesson (1978) presented a method, based on boundary 

displacements and an experimentally deterntined correction function, to cal

culate the frictionless static contact pressure distribution of an 0-ring 

seal. This metbod was extended by Johannesson and Kassfeldt (1989) (see also 

Kassfeldt (1987, pp. Cl-C40)) to compact seals with an arbitrarily shaped 

cross-section and non-linear material behaviour, based on a pressure depen

dent compressibility (Kassfeldt (1987, pp. A1-A26)). Strozzi (1986a) calcu

lated the frictionless static · contact pressure distribution in a reetangalar 

section seal with rounded edges, segmenting the seal in 3 types of substruc

tures, open to analytical modelling. Dragoni and Strozzi (l988b) presented a 

linear elastic model to describe the mechanical behaviour of an unpressur

ized 0-ring seal, inserted in a reetangalar groove. Lindgren (1989) pre

sented a calculation of the frictionless contact pressure distribution in a 

seraper ring contact, dividing the ring in 3 segments and using results of a 

parametrie FEM study. 

L2.4 Tribo1ogy of the seal contact 

1.2.4.1 Experimental work 

Experimental investigation of the tribology of the seal contact may directly 

serve the seal designing. Then it is important to deterntine the relations 

between the tribological characteristics of the contact and the seal perfor

mance and to investigate how different parameters influence the tribological 

process. Experimental results may also be used to guide, verify or complete 

a theoretical modelling of this process. Experimental activities have been 

developed for both reasons. In the following, we will merely focus on what 

has been done. 
Schrader (1978, 1982) made photographs of the seal contact with a high 

speed camera during sliding against a glass cylinder. Following the course 

of marked particles, added to the lubricant, he was able to construct flow 
charts of the lubrication. Kawahara, Ohtake and Hirabayashi (1981) photo

graphed the contact of a seal sliding against a glass rod to observe the 

contact condition. 
Many different methods have been used to measure the lubricant film 

thickness in the seal contact. They may be divided into 3 categories: 
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1) Mechanical methods. 

Schrader (1978) measured the displacement of a pin, pressed against the 

seal surface by a non-iron spring, with an inductive transducer. 

2) Optical methods. 

Optical interference was e.g. used by Blok and Koens (1965/1966), Roberts 

and Swales (1969), Field (1973) and Krauter (1982). A tluorescence metbod 

was used by Kassfeldt (1987, pp. El-B16). 

3) Electrical methods. 

The capacitance over the lubricant film was e.g. measured by Dowson and 

Swales (1969), Field (1973), Field and Nau (1972., 1973, 1975b) and 
Austin, Flitney and Nau (1978). The resistance over the lubricant film 

was e.g. measured by Lawrie and O'Donoghue (1964), Kawahara., Ohtake and 

Hirabayashi (1981) and Wernecke (1983, 1987). 

The different methods all have their specific problems or disadvantages. 
They were reviewed and discussed in some detail by Visscher and Kanters 

(1989) and, confming to the electrical methods, more detailed by Visscher 

(1989), using own tests and experiments. 
Occasionally, measured film profiles were compared with measured teak

ages or, more often, with measured friction forces. Field and Nau (1972) re

ported that film thicknesses corresponded with leakages in a general way. 

Field (1973) and Field and Nau (1972, 1973, l975a) reported that measured 

friction was an order of magnitude larger than friction calculated from 

measured film profûes. A satisfactory explanation was not given. Wernecke 
(1983) obtained proper correspondence between measured friction and friction 
calculated from measured film profûes, additionally using a measured tem

pcrature distribution on the rod, for high outstroke veloeities only. 

A result of direct practical use, obtained from film thickness measure
ments, was reported by Field (1973). He concluded that the seal must travel 
at least two contact widths to form a stabie fûm. 

The pressure distribution in the seal contact has often been measured, 
using a "piston in hole" device to transfer the pressure from the seal 
contact to a force transducer inside the rod or cylinder wall. Kawahara., 
Ishiwata and lchik:awa (1973) used a leaf spring provided with strain gauges 

to measure the force. Schrader (1978) also used a leaf spring, but measured 

its displacement with an - inductive transducer. Dowson and Swales (1969), 

Field and Nau (1972) and Field (1973) used a piezo-electrical force trans

ducer. Wernecke (1983, 1987) performed a piezo..resistive measurement using a 

Manganin wire, embedded in hard plastic in a groove tangential in the rod 

surface. Prati and Strozzi (1984) used a photo-elastic technique to deter

mine the stress field in a seal cross-section during relative motion. They 
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determined the pressure distribution in the contact by equating it to the 

radial stress distribution in the seal at a smalt distance above the con

tact. In such a way, they also obtained the shear stresses acting on the 

sea1 surface. 

Some investigators measured the temperature distribution in the seal 

contact. Schrader (1978) built a deformed standard thermo-element into the 

cylinder wall. Wernecke (1983, 1987) used a modified thermo-couple in the 

rod of bis test rig. 

1.2.4.2 Theoretica! work 

The theoretica! modelling of the tribological process in the sea1 contact 

bas been restticled to the full film lubrication regime, neglecting the in

fluence of surface rongbness; This process then constitutes an elastohydro

dynamic lubrication (EHL) problem, often called "soft", because of the low 

Y oung modulus of the elastomeric seal. The lubrication was always considered 

one-dimensional and thermal and starVation effects were not considered. Fur

ther, isoviscous and steady state conditions applied to the theoretica! mod

els presenled below, uuless reported differently. 

White and Denny (1947) assumed a double tapered film proflle and a para

bolie pressure distribution to derive an expression for the film thickness. 

They obtained good correspondence with leakage measurements on an enlarged 

model seal. Müller (1962, 1964) assumed differently tapered film proflies 

for out- and instroke and used measured contact pressure distributions. He 

derived general non-dimensional leakage and friction formulas, containing 

some constants to be determined experimentally. He reported conflrmation of 

bis leakage formula by experimental results for · an 0-ring seal. He did not 

obtain an equally well correspondence for the friction results. An equation 

for the transition from full fllm to mixed lubrication was derived, equating 

the minimum film thick:ness to the sum of the roughnesses of the opposing 

surf aces. 
Lubrication models, presenled in publications from a later date, may be 

divided into two categorie&: 

1) models departing from a known pressure distribution and calculating the 

film proflle by a so-called inverse solution of the Reynolds equation; 

2) moeiels based on a simultaneons solution of the Reynolds equation and a 

description of the elasticity problem of the seal. 

1) Models departing from a known pressure distribution and calculating the 

film profile by a so-ca/led inverse solution of the Reynolds equation. 

The inverse solution of the Reynolds equation was elaborately treated by 
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Blok (1963). It is also presented for the steady state situation in § 4.1. 

Field (1973) and Prati and Strozzi (1984) used a measured film pressure 

distribution (§ 1.2.4.1). Field qualitatively investigated the effect of 

various pressure profiles and obtained film profiles of the type measured. 

Prati and Strozzi additionally measured shear stresses on the seal and used 

the directions in which they acted to select at each position in the contact 

the proper root of the cubic Reynolds equation. Film profiles were similar 

to those obtained from a full numerical study, apart from differences in the 

entry zone. Shear stresses determined from calculated fllm profiles appeared 

to be an order of magnitude smaller than measured shear stresses. 

Other investigators used a calculated or measured static contact pres

sure distribution as the dynamic film pressure distribution to solve the in

verse hydrodynamic lubrlcation (nn.) problem. One must be very careful with 

this way of proceeding, since it may lead to arbitrary results, as will be 

discussed in § 4.2.1. Müller (1965) used measured contact pressure distribu

tions to calculate leakages of ü-rings and judged correspondence with mea

sured leakages to be good. Kawahara, Ohtake and Hirabayashi (1981) derived 

an equation for the transition from full film to mixed lubrication, depen

ding on the maximum contact pressure gradient. They obtained satisfactory 

correspondence between theoretica! prediedons using measured contact pres

sure distributions and results from experimental friction characteristics 

for a U-seal and another type of lip seal. Johannesson (1983, 1989) and 
Johannesson and Kassfeldt (1986, 1987) applied the nn. theory to measured or 

calculated static contact pressure distributions and inCOipOlllted the methoo 
in application programs. Johannesson (1989) compared calculated leakage and 

friction values for a combination of a compact rod seal and a seraper ring 

with experimental results of Lindgren (1986). Leakage values corresponded 

well, but friction results disagreed, especially at low sliding speeds. Dit

ferences were contributed to the occurrence of mixed lubrication. Sugawara 

and Oba (1988) used calculated frictionless static contact pressure distri

burlons to determine leakages for the development of better piston seals in 
automotive breaking systems. 

Hirano and Kaneta (1969) used assumed, symmetrie pressure distributions, 

presenting an inverse solution of the Reynolds equation for the dynamic case 

of a sinusoidal varying velocity. In a subsequent publication (1971a), they 

used an assumed, asymmetrie pressure distribution, occurring for a pressure 

difference over the seal. In both publications, particwar attention was 

pakt to the collapse of the lubricant fllm. Comparison with experimental re
sults for a D-ring seal (1971b) yielded good correspondence for the shape of 

the friction curve tbrooghout the stroke. The ratio of the length of the 
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stroke and the seal width for which measured friction became unstable corre

sponded satisfactory with the calculated critica! mtio for which the film 

collapsed in the theoretica! study. Measured and calculated leakage both de

pended on the 1.5th power of the velocity. 

2) Models based on a simultaneous solution of the Reynolds equation and a 

descripoon of the elasticity problem of the seal. 

Both the film profûe and the pressure distribution are unknown in these 

models. They have to be solved, satisfying both the Reynolds equation and 

the mechanica! equilibrium conditions for the seal, deformations and stress

es from the presence of a fûm being superimposed on those of the static 

contact situation. 

A direct iterative solution· procedure was used by Hooke and O'Donoghue 

(1972), Field (1973), Field and Nau (1975a) and Yang aud Hughes (1984). 

Hooke and O'Donoghue considered the EHL of only the entry and exit re

gions of general soft line contacts, taking the pressures over the inner 

part of the film identical to the frictionless static contact pressures. 

They derived general expressions, containing only a single parameter, for 

the frictionless static contact pressure and clearance distributions in the 

vicinity of contact edges with a continuons surface slope. An integral rela

donship between the fûm thicknesses (surface displacements) and the dif

ferences of film · and contact pressures was used as elasticity equation in 

the salution of the EHL problem. They derived a single value for a non

dimensional fûm thickness at the positions with zero pressure gradient and 
a single value for a non-dimensional minimum fûm thickness, depending on 

the entry and exit parameters. As an example, an 0-ring seal was considered. 

No experimental verification was reported. In subsequent publications, Hooke 

extended this approach to incorporate piezo-viscous effects (1977) and non

uniform motion (1986). 

The work of Field and Field and Nau applied to a reetangolar section 

seal. An elasticity equation, relating the film thickness, the fûm pres

sure, the internal sea1 stress normal to the lubricated surface, the mdial 

sea1 height and the (linear) elastic properties of . the seal material, was 

derived from force equilibrium of a sea1 column, considering shear stresses 

between subsequent columns. The distribution of the internal seal stress 

normal to the lubricated surface was taken equal to a measured static con

tact pressure distribution. Film profûes were only obtained for outstrokes. 

They were of the type observed experimentally, but theoretical leakage and 

friction characteristics were quite different from experimental results. It 

was believed that the mode of lubrication during the experiments was not 
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completely hydrodynamic. 

Yang and Hughes used a plane strain, linear elastic FBM program to solve 

the elasticity problem in each iteration. Calculated film profiles and pres
sure distributions were presented for rectangular section seals and a pump

ing ring. Experimental verification was not reported. 

Solving a single equation, incorporating both the (piezo..viscous) lubri

cation and elasticity problem, was performed by RuskeU (1980) and Prati and 

Strozzi (1984). An elasticity equation, relating film thicknesses (surface 

displacements) to pressures, was derived in both pubücations from the 

outcome of a FBM calculation of the frictionless static contact situation. 

RuskeU presented a single measured pressure distribution for a rectangular 

section seal, having all the salient features of the theoretical solution. 

Prati and Strozzi compared their film thickness results with those of a 

numerical-experimental study on a cross-section of a rectangular seaL They 

obtained similar profties apart from dUferences in the entry zone. 

In the review above, fittie information was given on the numerical pro
cedures for the simultaneons solution of the lubrication and the elasticity 

problem. However, it must be noted that the adequate numerical solution of 

the Em.. problem of an elastomeric seal is certainly not straightforward 

Much work bas been reported on the numerical solution of the Em.. equations 

in the literature. however, generally related to hard contacts. A survey of 

different solution procedures and important literature references were e.g. 
given by Lubrecht (1987, pp. 14-18). The numerical Em.. calculation of soft 

cantacts appears to be compücated compared to that of hard contacts by the 

fact tbat ümited pressure perturbations result in relatively large film 

thickness fluctuations, possibly leading to convergence and regularlty prob

lems. Several publications on this subject were presented by Strozzi (e.g. 

1986b, 1987). 

1.3 Objeetive of this thesis 

The designing of seals is still mainly a process of experimental trial and 

error, requiring a lot of skil and experience of the designer. Consequently, 

an optimal design will only be realized accidentally. Manageable models. of. 
fering the possibility to -investigate the effect Of (some) design parameters 

on the seal performance with adequate accuracy and reasonable effort. migbt 
contribute significandy to better designs of seals and seal systems. There

fore, the main aim of this thesis is to eontribate to the development of 
adequate theoretkal models for fri.dion and leakage. Attention is coofined 

to the axisymmetric, stationary and isothermal situation. 
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Proper experimental verification is essenrial to develop realistic theo

retica! models. It may be clear from the literature review that such a veri

fication bas been somewhat neglected. If a quantitative comparison between 

theoretical and experimental results was performed, the outcome was often 

not very encouraging. In the majority of the CRl!eS, this was contributed to 

the fact that the experiments were performed outside the range of applica

bility of the theoretical model! Therefore, great importance is oontributed 

in tbis thesis to proper experimental verification. In this context, the 

development of accurate methods to measure friction and leakage is given 

much attention. Obviously, the experimental assessment of the lubrication of 

the seal contact is a very direct means of verifying a theoretica! model. 

Therefore, thorough analyses of the various methods used in literature to 

measure the lubricant film thickness were performed. The outcome of these 

analyses, reported in some detail by Visscher and Kanters (1989) and, con

fined to the electrical methods, more detailed by Visscher (1989), revealed 

the complexity of such a measurement and also reduced our confidence in the 

reliability of quantitative results presented in literature. Research on the 

subject is still being performed. 

L4 Seal oonsidered in tbis thesis 

In this thesis, the experimental and most theoretica! results will be pre

sented for a simple shaped polyurethane rod seal, called RRR seal. This is 

merely a matter of convenience and does not reflect the extent of the appli

cability of the theoretical modelling. A cross-section of the RRR seal is 

displayed in figure 1.3. The seal is assembied in a housing of 60 fmm] nomi

nal diameter and used with a rod of 50 [mm] nominal diameter. It is radially 

and circumferentially compressed at assembly. The RRR seal is slightly 

tapered at its outer surface to prevent problems at its removal out of the 

injection moulding form during the manufacturing of the seal. The housing is 
provided with an identical tapering to yield a nearly homogeneons compres

sion at assembly. The interference 8, being the difference between the 

largest radial dimension of the seal cross-section and the corresponding 

radial dimension of the assembly space between the seal housing and the rod, 

is used as a measure for this compression. Different interlerences o are 

used in this thesis and the actual value will be reported when results are 

presented. The relevant mechanical properties of the polyurethane seal mate

rial will be determined in § 3.2. 
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Figure 1.3 Cross-section of the (RRR) seal considered in this thesis. 
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l EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE SEAL PERFORMANCE 

1.1 Literature 

l.Ll Friction measurement 

V arious test rigs have been designed to measure the seal friction from the 

beginning of seal research on. Although the measurement of farces is not 

difficult in itself, some problems originate from the rod or housing suspen

sion. which may introduce innegligible contributions to the total friction, 

and from the separate measurement of out- and instroke friction. 

1be basic concept used for the friction measurement on two rod seals 
( one at ootstroke and one at instroke) is presented in figure 2.1. 

----

Figure l.l Basic concept for the friction measurement on two rod 

seals. 

In the test rig of Hirano and Kaneta (1971b) and of Kawaha:ra. lshiwata and 

Ichikawa (1973), the housing instead of the rod was reciprocated. Linear mo

tion roller hearings were used for both the rod and the housing suspension. 

A test rig in vertical arrangement. designed at the BHRA, was used by Nau 

(1971). Both the rod and the seal housing were guided by linear motion roll

er hearings, as in the rig of Hirano and Kaneta. The housing was carried by 

a pair of leaf springs, on which strain gauges were fixed for the friction 

measurement. Lindgren (1986) did not use any suspension for the honsing, 

thus imposing this task on the seals. In his test rig, the force transducer 

was attached to the housing. The concept of figure 2.1 may also be used for 

measurements on piston seals. Dynamic · sealing against the cylinder bore oc
curs. assembling the seals on separate pistons or on a single seal carrier 

fixed to the rod. This was e.g. done by White and Denny (1947). They used a 

vertical test rig arrangement and attached the force transducer to the 

cylinder. 
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Test rigs following different concepts have been used to determine sepa

rate out- and instroke friction. The sum friction of a rod seal and a clear

ance is measured, using the concept of figure 2.2. 

-
force
transducer 

Figure 2.2 U se of a clearance to determine the friction of a single 

rod seal. 

Such measurements were performed by Cheyney, Müller and Duval (1950). A 

housing in vertical arrangement with the clearance at the upper side was 

used by Kawahara, Ohtake and Hirabayashi (1981). The housing was partly 

fitled with oil and pressurized with air, so that the friction of the clear

ance was negligible. The housing was supported by two leaf springs, provided 

with strain gauges for the friction measurement. Wernecke (1983) used a ta

pered clearance, forming a hydrostatic hearing with the rod (Blok (1976)). 

Nothing was reported on the friction of this hearing. Additionally, a cylin

drical bush was used at the seal side to help guide the motion of the recip

rocated housing. Kaneta (1986) used the test rig of Hirano and Kaneta 

(1971b), equiped with a test seal and a clearance seal. He reported that the 

friction of the clearance seal was very small, but did not present any fig

ures. The concept of figure 2.2 was used by Field (1973), Field and Nau 

(1973, 1975b) and Austin, Flitney and Nau (1978) for measurements on piston 

seals. They used the BHRA test rig with a seal and a close fitting bush as

sembled on a carrier fixed to the rod. The friction of the bush was con

sidered negligible without proof. 

The concept of figure 2.3, in which the rod. ends in a closed housing, 

was among others used by Lawrie and O'Donoghue (1964) and by Kambayashi and 

lshiwata (1964). Lawrie and O'Donoghue suspended the rod by roller hearings 

and the housing by a guideblock. The force transducer was attached to the 

housing. Kambayashi and Ishiwata suspended both the rod and the housing by 

roller hearings and reciprocated the housing. A disadvantage of the concept 

of figure 2.3 is, that the pressure is not constant during reciprocating mo-
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Figure 2.3 Use of a closed housing to determine the friction of a 

single seal. 

tion. This was eliminated by Müller (1962) and Sick (1975), using a second 

rod, reciprocating 180 degrees out of phase. Müller guided the rod motion 

with a hydrastatic bearing, the friction of which was calculated with an em

pirica! formula. Sick used roller bearings, but their friction did not enter 

into the measured force. Another disadvantage of the concept of figure 2.3 

is the force on the rod and the housing caused by the fluid pressure. This 

force participates in the total force measured and will generally be much 

larger than the seal friction. Therefore, very accurate measurement of the 

fluid pressure is required.. 

The concept of a divided rod, the parts connected by a force transducer, 

was used by Gawrys and Kollek (1984). It is illustrated in figure 2.4. 

-
rod 

protecti ve sleeve 

force transducer 

Figure 2.4 U se of two rod parts connected by a force transducer to 

determine the friction of a single seal. 

A protective sleeve covered the rod partition to prevent the fluid pressure 

to act on the ends of the rod parts and on the force transducer. lts influ

ence on the measured friction was experimentally determined to be about 3 

percent. The rod was guided in the housing by brass bushes adjacent to the 
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seals, tbus incorporating tbeir friction in tbe measurement. The concept of 

figure 2.4 was also used by Messner (1985), studying polytetrafluoretbylene 

rod seals. He reciprocated tbe housing, suspended by linear motion roller 

hearings. A rubber sleeve was used to cover tbe rod partition. The contribu

tion of sleeve stresses to tbe measured force might have been sma1l, because 
a stiff piezo-electrical force transducer was used. New zero point est.ab

lishing was required before every new measurement, since such a transducer 

bas a large zero point drift at quasi-static loads. The possible disturbance 

of tbe measurements by extrusion of tbe rubber sleeve into tbe narrow gap 

(0.03 [mm]) between tbe rod parts under tbe large pressores (up to 30 [MPa]) 

applied, was not considered. The test rig was later used by Prokop (1989). 

2.1.2 Leakage measurement 

Measurement of tbe net-leakage suffices in practice to judge tbe perfonnance 

of a seal. Separate measurement of tbe out- or in-leakage may be desirable, 

when studying tbe · tribological process in tbe seal contact. Different meth

oels have been used to measure tbe leakage: 

1) removing oil from tbe rod and weighing it; 

2) measurement of tbe oil flow; 

3) electrical metbods. 

The literature review will be divided accordingly. 

1) Removing oil from the rod and weighing it. 

Sampling tbe oil, dropping from tbe rod, has been used very frequendy to 

measure tbe net-leakage, e.g. by Iwanami and Tikamori (1961), Mtiller (1962. 

1964), Hirano and Kaneta (1971b), Field and Nau (1972), Field (1973), 

Schrader (1978), Messner (1985) and Kaneta (1986). The metbod eau be very 

accurate, averaging tbe leakage over many strokes. 

White and Denny (1947) tried to remove tbe leaked oil by absorption witb 

e.g. blotting-paper to dètermine tbe out-leakage. They claimed witbout proof 

tbat all but one molecular layer of oil cohld be removed. Tests perfonned in 

tbis study indicated tbat au oil film of about 0.25 [j..lm] tbickness can not 

be removed in tbis way. The metbod was also used by Lang (1960, 1967). 

2) Measurement of the oil flow. 

The net-leakage eau a1so be determined by measuring tbe oil flow, necessary 

to maintain constant pressure in tbe sealed space. This was done by Field 

and Nau (1972), Field (1973), Lindgren (1986) and Karaszkiewicz (1988). 

Field and Nau and Lindgren measured only tbe average net-leakage of two 

seals. They reported nothing on tbe influence of leakage at otber components 
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of the system, such as the oil supply pump. Karaszkiewicz tested this influ

ence statically and concluded it to be small He also analysed the influence 

of among others the pressure varlation and temperature. The overall accuracy 

was estimated to be about 3 [mm3
] in leaked volume. The influence of leakage 

caused by the piston motion of bis oil supply pump was not tested. 

Karaszkiewicz also measured out-leakage with the same method. He wiped 

the leaked oil from the rod, before starting an instroke, to prevent in

leakage. Additional use of a solvent did not make a significant difference. 

How much oi1 remained on the rod was not tested. Karaszkiewicz did not 

determine the mass of the removed oil for comparison with the oil flow 

measurement. Olssen (1972) measured the out-leakage of unpressurized 0-ring 

seals by determining the amount of oil, needed to restore the oil level in 

an open, vertical housing. During the experiment, leaked oil was removed 

from the rod (in fact being a steel ring of 2.5 [m] diameter and 25 [mm] 

cross-sectionat diameter) by washing it in a bath of trichlorethylene and 

drying it fll'St with a forced air stream and then with radiation. It was not 

tested how much oil remained on the rod. 

Prokop (1989) ftlled the space between the test seal and a second seal, 

acting as a seraper ring, with oil and measured the change in this oil vol

ume to determine the net-leakage of the test seal, which may become negative 

with this setup. The possible (positive) net-leakage of the second seal was 

taken into account, additionally sampling the oil dropping from the rod. 

3) Electrical methods. 

Kambayashi and Ishiwata (1964) mounted an electrode above the rod to measure 

the electrical capacitance over the oil film layer and the air layer in the 

gap between electrode and rod. This metbod allows continuons measurement of 

out-leakage. However, use of a single electrode may cause very serloos 

errors by relative radial motion between the electrode and the rod. Using a 

second electrode opposite to the first cao eliminate this problem (Visscher, 

(1987, 1989)). They presented only measured capacitances, without calcu

lating film thicknesses from them. 

2.2 Test rig 

Tbe test rig used in this thesis was designed for measurements on rod seals. 

The setup is presented in tigure 2.5. The principle of operation consists of 

moving the seal bousing (6, 8), guided by a linear motion roller bearing 

(5), along the stationary rod (9) using a hydraulic servo drive unit (1, 11, 

12, 14, 15). 
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12 ~elp, 
...,..j...-.ffi:mllim-----' 

1 hydraulic actuator 
2 force ttansducer 
3 universa! joints 
4 joint 
S linear motion roller hearing 
6 body of the sea1 housing 
7 sea1 
8 lid of the seal housing 

9rod 
10 frame 
11 hydraulic supply unit 
12 control module 
13 personal computer 

~~ optical position ttansducer 

Ftgure 1.5 Test rig used in this thesis. 

The sea1 housing consists of a body (6) and two easy excbangeable lids 

(8). lt is displayed in more detail in figure 2.6. 

22 

6 body of the sea1 housing 
Sa leak: lid (hydrostatic hearing) 
Sb seallid 

16 temperature ttansducer 
17 air relief screw 
18 bore for oil supply 
19 pressure transducer 

Flgure 1.6 The sea1 housing of the test rig used in this thesis. 
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A lid can be equiped with a nut to hold a seal (seal lid (8b)) or with a ta

pered brass bush, of which the smallest diameter is larger than the rod di

ameter (leak: lid (8a)), so that in combination with the rod a radial hydro

static tapered hearing (RHTB) is formed (Blok (1976)). A standard membrane 

transducer with strain gauges (19) allows measurement of the fluid pressure 

with an accuracy of ± 0.1 percent. The temperature of the fluid can be roea

sured with a platina resistive transducer (16), having an absolute accuracy 

of ± 0.5 rCJ. This transducer is primarily used. because of its low pres

sure sensitivity. 

The fluid pressure in the seal housing is supplied by a separate hydrau

tic system, consisring of an oil tank, a filter unit, a pump, a buffer and a 

cooler. The buffer substantially reduces the pressure variations produced by 

the pump, which are about 3 percent of the supplied pressure, to such an ex

tent that they are not registered by the pressure transducer. The desired 

pressure can be obtained by setting a bypass resistance. Pressores up to 30 

[MPa] can be realized and be maintained constant within the accuracy of the 

pressure measurement. The cooler is a heat exchanger, fed with ground water, 

having a more constant temperature than tap-water. The temperature of the 

fluid in the seal housing is not controlled. Nevertheless, it remained con

stant within 1 [0 C] during individual sets of experiment&. The filter bas a 

passage of 3 [j.UD]. 

The steel chromium-plated rod (9) of 50 [mm] diameter is radially sus

pended by the sealing components in the seal housing only. It is provided 

with a bore of 38 [mm] diameter to reduce the weight. One end of the rod is 

axially free. while the other end is connected to the frame by two elastic 

universa! joints (3) and a force transducer (2). The force transducer en

ables tensite and compression forces up to 500 [N] to be measured with an 

accuracy of ± 0.5 [N]. They are grafically recorded throughout the stroke. 

The hydraulic servo drive unit consists of an · actuator with very low in

ternal friction (1), maximally supplying a force of 5 [kN], a hydraulic sup

ply unit (11), an optica! position transducer with a resolution of 5 [j.UD] 

(14, 15) and a control module (12). It enables the accurate realization of a 

motion pattem, as displayed in figure 2.7, over a maximum stroke length of 

400 [mm]. The lengtbs 1.. l,. and ld, respectively of the parts of the stroke 
with constant acceleration, constant velocity and constant deceleration, can 

be varled independently under the obVi.ous restrietion that their sum equals 

the given stroke length. A velocity between 0.5 and 750 [mms'1] can be im

posed with an accuracy of ± 0.5 percent for veloeities above 50 [mms'1]. For 

smaller veloeities an absolute accuracy of ± 0.25 [mms'1] holds. The co~trol 
module is linked to a personal computer (13). An interactive computer pro-
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position 

Figure 2.7 Motion pattem for a single stroke. 

gram enables user friendly communication. The automatic execution of an en

lire test program, during which different motion pattems for an arbitraty 

number of double strokes are imposed, is possible. 

2.3 Friction measurement 

2.3.1 Principle 

The force transducer, being positioned between the rod and the frame (figure 

2.5), measures the sum of the friction forces exerted on the rod by the 

sealing components only. Note that the friction on the rod will generally be 

different from the friction on the sealing components (i.e. on the housing), 

because the contributions to the viscous shear stresses from the pressure 

flow act in opposite direcdons relative to those from the shear flow for 

the opposing surfaces. Differences are generally small, but may be important 

for thicker lubricant films. Considering practical applications, it is more 

relevant to measure the friction on the rod than that on the housing. 

The friction of a single seal can be determined, performing a measure
ment with a seal lid and a leak lid assembied in the seal honsing, subse

quenûy subtracting a calculated friction on the rod of the RfiTB, formed by 

the leak lid and the rod, from the measured sum friction. In appendix 2.1. 

an analytica! equation is derived for the friction on the rod of an RfiTB, as 

well as equations for its - load carrying capacity and leakage, assuming one 

dimensional flow and constant viscosity. The · validity of the derived equa

tions is restricted for instrokes by the possible occurrence of cavitation. 

Also, the load carrying capacity may be significandy reduced at instroke. 

Therefore, friction farces are only measured at outstrokes, when using a 

leak lid. Then, the sum friction is given by 
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F ..,intuoke F''uturoke 
f = rf,seal 1 + f,leak lid (2.1) 

An additional measurement has to be performed to detennine the outstroke 

friction of a seal, replacing the leak lid by a seal lid holding this seal. 

Then, the following sum friction is measured 

F = pîmtroke + F""tstroke (2.2) 
f f,seall f,•eal2 

The outstroke friction of seál 2 can be calculated from equation (2.2), once 

the instroke friction of seal 1 has been detennined from equation (2.1). 

2.3.2 Accuracy 

The accuracy of the detennination of the instroke friction depends on the 

accuracy of the sum friction measurement and on the accuracy of the calcula

tion of the leak lid friction. The accuracy of the detennination of the 

outstroke friction may additionally depend on the reproducibility of the 

instroke seal friction. 

Accuracy of the sum friction measurement. 

The accuracy of the sum friction measurement is detennined by the accuracy 

of the force transducer, being ± 0.5 [N] for tensile and compression forces 
up to 500 [N]. 

Accuracy of the calculation of the leak lid friction. 

The RHTB, formed by the tapered bush of the leak lid and the rod, is sche

matically represented in figure 2.8. Determining the dimensions of the RHTB, 
the accuracy of the calculation of the friction on the rod, using the equa

tion (A2.1.48) derived in appendix 2.1, was the principal guidline. The fol

lowing requirements were thus formulated: 

1) the load carrying capacity of the RHTB must suffice to prevent the 

occurrence of a large relative eccentricity E = ~ , so that the relative 
error in the friction calculation from the negligence of circumferential 

flow will be small; 

2) the contributton F tv to the friction on the rod from relative motion must 

be small, so that the absolute error in the friction calculation from the 

assumption of a constant viscosity will be small. 

The maximum radial load on the RHTB must be known to be able to fulfil 

the first requirement. This load can be calculated by simpte force equilib

rium considerations, since the rod in our test rig is suspended by the seal

ing components in the seal housing only and is allowed to move freely in all 

but the axial direction by the use of two elastic universal joints. Subse-
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of rod 
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Figure 2.8 The RHTB, fonned by the tapered bush of the leak: lid and 

the rod. 

quently, suitable dimensions of the RHTB can be chosen, considering its 

static load carrying capacity, being the minimum load carrying capacity, 

since instrolces are not considered. The static load carrying capacity is 

given by (see appendix 2.1, equation (A2.1.33) with the pressure difference 

~p = p
2
- p

1 
being equal to tlle sealed pressure P) 

F = ~dip ..!!!._ [ 2 +m - 1] 
c:p 4 r • E / (2+m) 2-4E2' 

with m=.!. c 

(2.3) 

(2.3a) 

Let us consider the realization of the second requirement assnming small 

relative eccentricity. Then, the friction on the rod is given by (appendix 

2.1, equation (A2.1.48)) 

Fr=F +F • fp fv 

l+m 
200

,
1
1'1.vr [-z tn.( 1 +m) + _3_.] = ·mi,PC-- + -

• 2+m c- m 2+m 
(2.4) 

Minimizing F ""· for a certain range of 11 v values, without effecting tlle 
n 1 r 

load carrying capacity, must be achieved by enlarging c and simultaneonsly t 

as to keep the ratio m constant. Doing so, the contribution to the friction 

force F fp from the pressure difference over tlle bearing increases linearly. 

Considering the requirements on load carrying capacity, on friction from 
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relative motion and some additional practical ones, like the allowable lea.k:

age and lea.k: lid dimensions, the bush was dimensioned so that an RHTB re

sulted with 1 = 35 [mm], t = 0.40 [mm] and c = 0.10 [mm]. For this RHTB the 

total absolute outstroke friction on the rod over the relevant range of 11 v 
s r 

values is represented in figure 2.9 (note that F fp and F tv act in different 

directions at outstroke). 

;z140 ._ .... Ps :10.0 l MPaJ 

u. 120 
LL.I 
u 
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Ps ::7.5 lMPa] 

z 
0 80 -1-
u - 60 0:: 
u. 
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_J 
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<( 

0 

-20 
0.01 0.1 

Figure 2.9 Calculated absolute outstroke friction on the rod of the 

RHTB used in the experiments. 

The accuracy of the F tv calculation mainly depends on the validity of 

the assumption of constant viscosity and thus in· particular on the tempera

ture variations throughout the hearing from viscous dissipation. A theoreti

cal prediction of the temperature field requires a complicated thermo-hydro

dynamic analysis, because the convective heat transport is innegligible due 

to the relatively large hearing clearance and because the viscous dissipa

don is temperature dependent.. Some approximate thermal analyses generally 

yielded only insigniftcant temperature rises in the hearing. Consirlering 

further the fact that F tv « F fp for · most operating conditions (figure 2.9), 

the accuracy of the total friction calculation will often be mainly deter

mined by the accuracy of the F fp calculation. F fp can be calculated with an 

absolute accuracy of ± 2 [N] for the observed RHTB, when the dimensions of 

the hearing are corrected for the influence of the fluid pressure. This ac-
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curacy is determined from the results of an experimental verification of the 

equation for the static friction F fp on the rod (appendix 2.2). 

Reproducibility of the instroke seal friction. 

The seal undergoing an instroke was not an RRR seal (§ 1.4), but one with a 

smaller contact area, resulting in a much smaller friction. Extra oil was 
consistently supplied at the air side of this seal to avoid influences of 

starvation. In this way, instroke seal friction reproduced within the total 

accuracy of the friction measurement. 

2.3.3 Influence of the radial force on the seal friction 

The radial force from (mainly) the mass of the rod on the heaviest loaded 

seal varles 70 [N] over the length of the stroke, attaining a maximum value 

of 120 [N]. This may be determined from force equilibrium considerations, 

considering the maximum possible stroke length of 300 [mm] (determined by 

the rod and housing dimensions). The radial load may influence the seal 
friction compared to the unloaded situation. It is assumed that this will be 

" the case if the resulting deformation is large compared to the seal inter-

ference, i.e. if the seal has an insufficient radial stiffness. 

A simple test rig, represented in figure 2.10, was designed to determine 

the radial seal stiffness . 

• mass 

Figure 2.10 Test rig for measurement of the radial seal stiffness and 

a typical measurement result. 

In principle, the housing of figure 2.6 with two seal lids, holding sea1s of 
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the same type, is used. The seals may be pressurized, corresponding to the 

conditions during a dynamic friction measurement A special measurement pro

cedure to determine an elastic force-displacement relation must be adopted, 

because of the visco-elastic behaviour of elastomeric seal materials. It is 

illustrated by a characteristic measurement result in figure 2.10. Firstly, 

the rod is loaded with the maximum number of individually identical weights, 

resulting in an instantaneous rod displacement The displacement increases 

with time due to creep of the seal and its value is firstly registered once 

it beoomes fairly constant In subsequent load steps, the individual weights 

are removed one by one and the displacement for the current seal load is 

registered after a certain recovery time. An elastic displacement will re

main, when all the weights are removed, if only a limited recovery time has 

been provided. This rest-displacement may be distributed in equal parts over 

the total number of load steps. 

No fluid pressure was applied in the radial stiffness experiments per

formed on the RRR sea1 The part of the seal lid, making contact with the 

back side of the seal, was removed to eliminate this contribution of fric

tion to the measurement result Thus, a minimum stiffness could be deter

mined and the reprodllci.bility of the measurement largely increased. A linear 

force-displacement relation was obtained for loads up to 500 [N]. A load of 

120 [N], ie. the maximum radial seal load in the dynamic friction (and 

leakage) experiments, resulted in a displacement of 0.010 [mm], being an or

der of magnitude smaller than the seal interference (§ 3.3). A further indi

cation of the negligible inflnence of the radial forces on the seal friction 

was obtained tbrooghout the friction experiments, measuring a constant fric

tion at constant velocity, in spite of the varlation of the radial seal load 

over the stroke. 

2.3.4 U se of housing and rod suspensions 

In many test rigs used by other investigators, both the seal housing and the 

rod were suspended,. generally by roller hearings (§ 2.1.1). It is important 

to note that this may lead to erroneous friction results as was found out 

from own experience. At first, our test rig was also equiped with housing 

and rod suspensions, as illustrated in figure 2.11. A rod suspension (3) 

consisled of 3 roller hearings (8), equidistantly positioned over the cir

cumference of the rod. Each individual ·hearing could be displaced by a screw 

(6), enabling the centre-line of the rod (5) to be aligned accurately with 

respect to the motion of the seal housing (4). This motion was guided by the 
same high precision linear motion bearing as in figure 2.5, having an inac

curacy of only 5 [}lm] over a stroke length of 550 [mm]. 
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1 force transducer 
2 universa! joints 
3 rod suspension 
4 seal housing 
5 rod 
6 screw 
7 bearing housing 
8 roller bearing 

6 

SECTION: A-A 

Figure 2.11 Previous test rig configuration with external housing and 
rod suspensions. 

In spite of this accurate aligning, problems arose when two, oot closely 

identical, seals with a large radial stiffness (1ike the RRR seal) were 

assembied in the seal housing. It was observed that large radial forces were 

exerted on the rod suspensions, leading to an innegligible friction of the 
bearings, contributing to the measured friction. Further, the corresponding 

radial seal loads must have led to significant seal deflections (§ 2.3.3), 

probably influencing the frictional behaviour. Problems further arose with a 

cylindrical bush, which was initially used in the leak lid instead of a 
tapered one. It appeared Î:hat the rod was easily pressed against the bush, 

teading to an increased and theoretically unpredictable teak lid friction. 

The problems above may be largely overcome by carefully selecting the 
seals and using a clearance bush with a sufficient load carrying capacity. 

However, the magnitude of the radial forces on the sealing elements wil1 al

ways remain unknown. This constitutes a significant disadvantage compared to 
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the salution adopted in the test rig used in this thesis (figure 2.5), for 

which the radial seal loads can easily be predieled and, if necessary, mea

sures can be ondertaken to render them sufficiently small. They may even be 
eliminated completely, using a vertical test rig arrangement. 

2.4 Leakage messurement 

2.4:1 Principle 

A new metbod was developed in this study to determine out- and net-leakage 

for a single out- or double stroke. It was described in detail by Visscher, 

Kanters and Peels (1989). The principle of the metbod consists of removing 

the lea.k:ed oil from the. rod and weighing it. The tealeed oil is extracted 

from the rod by solution in hexane and is gathered in a clean container, as 

illustrated in tigure 2.12 for an out-leakage measurement. 

test seal ~ 
adhesive tnpe /ÎI\\exane 

1 I I 1 l container 

Figure 2.12 Removing and gatbering of the lea.k:ed oil from the rod for 

an out-leakage measurement. 

The area of the rod from which the tealeed oil of a single outstroke is 

extracted, is defined by the distance between two . bands of adhesive tape, 
applied to it after the stroke bas been performeeL The solution of oil and 

hexane is vacuum evaporated and the residual oi1 is weighed. An average 

thickness of the tealeed film can simply be Calculated. 

The procedure of a net-leakage measurement starts with the cleaning of 
the rod over its entire stroke length, the seal housing being positioned 

near one end of the rod. After the first. unlubricated, instroke, a double 

stroke is performed, the seal housing thus stopping near the other end of 
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the rod. The oil at the atmospheric side of the test seal is wasbed from the 

rod with hexane. Oil, possibly having dropped from the rod during the seal 

housing motion, must have been gathered and · be added to the oil-hexane solu

tion before the vacuum evaporation. The length over which oil is extracted 

is equal to the length of the stroke. 

Note that starring and stopping effects are always included in the net

leakage measurement and consequendy also in the in-leakage results (being 

the difference between the out-leakage and the net-leakage). This is not the 

case for the out-leakage, which can be determined over a selected part of 

the stroke. Note also that the in-leakage determined in case of zero net

leakage will probably not be the maximum possible in-leakage under the ob

served operaring conditions, occurring for sufficient lubricant supply. 

2.4.2 Accuracy 

To establish the accuracy of the leakage measurement, tests were performed 

to determine: 

1) the rate of oi1 extraction from the rod; 

2) the rate of solution of the gum from the adhesive tape; 

3) the rate of oil evaporation. 

The results of the individual tests wi1l now be discussed. 

1) The rate of oil extraction from the rod. 

Oil was suppli~ to a smooth, clean steel plate of known mass and the total 

mass determined. Subsequently, oil was extracted from the plate with hexane 

and the plate was weighed again. The mass of it differed from the mass of 

the clean plate within the accuracy of the balance, being ± 0.1 [mg]. Con

sidering the dimensions of the plate (100 x 120 [mm]), the remaining oil 

film was thinner than 0.01 [J.I.m]. The solution of the removed oil and hexane 

was also vacuum evaporated. The mass of the residual oil was determined to 

be identical to the mass of the oi1 applied to the plate. 

2) The rate of salution of the gum from the adhesive tape. 

The mass of a clean steel plate and a piece of adhesive tape fixed thereon 

was determined. The plate was wasbed with hexane and weighed again, showing 

an increase in mass. After removing the tape and reweighing the plate and 

the tape, the mass differed from that befare washing within' the accuracy of 

the balance. Appearently, there bad been some bexane trapped between the 

tape and the plate, whicb evaporated after removing the tape. Less than 0.1 

[mg] of gum was thus solved in the hexane. 
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3) The rate of oil evaporation. 

Some unsolved oil was subjeeteel to the vacuum evaporation process during a 

characteristic period of. time {10 min.). The rednetion of the oil mass was 

within the accuracy of the balance. 

The accuracy of a carefully performed leakage measurement appears to be 

determined by the accuracy of the balance. It may be necessary to gather the 

leakage of more than one stroke to obtain a high relative accuracy. In the 

outstroke leakage experiments performed in this study (§ 4.4.1.2 and § 6.2), 

the number of strokes was chosen so that an absolute accuracy of ± 0.01 [IJ.m] 

on the calculated average leaked film thickness was obtained. 

2.5 Summary 

Many different methods for friction and leakage measurement have been used 

in seal research. Unfortunately, lack of information on important details 

and assumptions generally makes a proper judgement of the suitibility and 

accuracy of the individual methods difficult. 

A test rig was designed in this study, basically consisting of a sta

tionary rod, only susperuled by the two seals in a moving seal housing. The 

sum friction of these rod seals is measured without incorporating · the fric

tion of the housing suspension. An (additional) measurement with a tapered 

clearance as the second sealing element (forming a hydrastatic bearing with 

the rod) allows the friction of a single seal to be determined. The accuracy 

of the friction determination depends on the accuracy of the sum friction 

measurement (± 0.5 [N]) and on the accuracy of the calculation of the clear

ance friction (± 2 [N]). 

A new metbod was developed to determine out- and net-leakage for a 

single out- or double stroke. It consists of extraction of the leaked oil by 

solution in hexane, foliowed by vacuum evaporation and weighing of the re

sidual oil. Some tests indicated tbat the accuracy of a carefully performed 

measurement is merely determined by the accuracy of the balance. 
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3 CALCULATION OF THE STATIC CONTACT SITUATION 

3.1 Introduetion 

The static contact situation of an elastomeric seal is described by its 

deformed geomet:ry and the strains and stresses in it from assembly and pres~ 

surization. In this thesis, merely the accurate calculation of an axisym
metric, isothermal and steady state static contact situation is studied. 

considering the objective of developing roodels for the axisymmetric, iso

thermal and stationary lubrication of the seal contact. Such a calculation 

of the static contact situation requires the solution of a strongly non

linear problem. The non-linearities occur from: 

- the large displacements and strains involved (in some applications up to 

25 percent), so that the equilibrium equations may not be referred to the 

undeformed state of the seal (geometrical non-linearity); 

· the non-linear relation between the Cauchy stresses and the elongation 
factors (physical non-linearity); 

- the contact phenomena involved (non-linear boundary conditions). 

The calculation is further complicated by the (approximate) incompressiblli

ty of the elastomeric seal materials and the often complex seal geomet:ry. 

Nowadays, advanced programs, based . on the finite element method (FEM), offer 

the possibllity to perform such complex calculations. A proper description 

of the material behaviour and an adequate element mesh are essential to ob

tain a realistic solution. 

3.2 Material characterization 

3.2.1 Introduetion 

The non-linear elastic behaviour of thermo-visco-elastic seal materials is 

considered. The materials are assumed to be isotropie and incompressible. 

The assumption of isotropy generally applies in practice. The . assumption of 
incompressibllity is considered a proper approximation, since for most 

elastomers the bulk modulus is several orders of magnitude larger than the 

Young modulus. However, it should be noted. that in applications where the 

free deformation of the seal is highly restricted. the modelling of an even 
very small compressibllity can be important to obtain accurate results. 

In the literature, elastic material roodels for an elastomer have either 

been derived by considering the molecular structure or by considering the 

etastomer as a continuum. Attention will be confined to roodels of the last 

category, generally called phenomenological models. They are hasically a fit 
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to observed macroscopie behaviour. 

3.2.2 The strain energy potential 

In the theory of continuurn mechanics, e.g. described by Chadwick (1976) and 

Ogden (1984), the straining and shearing of a continuurn with respect to its 

undeformed configuration is often characterized by the second order (symmet

rical) right Cauchy-Green strain tensor C (appendix 3.1). Considering the 

internal energy per unit volume in the · reference configuration of a continu

urn W to be a function of this tensor, it can be derived for isothermal, 

elastic material behaviour that a measure of the stresses (the second Piola

Kirchhoff stress tensor divided by 2) is obtained by differentiation of W(C) 

to this tensor C. W is therefore called the strain energy potential. lt can 

further be derived for an isotropie continuurn that the strain energy poten

tial only depends on the invariants I. (i=l,2,3) of the tensor C. These 
I 

invariants are determined by the eigenvalues of the tensor. It is shown in 

appendix 3.1 that these eigenvalues are identical to the squares of the 

principal elangation factors A. (i=l,2,3), being the ratios of the deformed 
1 

and undeformed lengtbs of material line segments, directed along the mutual 

perpendicular eigenveetors of C (the principal strain directions). The in

variants of the right Canchy-Green strain tensor are given by 

12 = (A}./+ ().zA/+ ('i.i-/ 

13 = (Î..1Î..2'i./ 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

No shearing occurs between the principal strain directions. A unit cube with 

axes parallel to these directions thus deforms into a rectangular block with 

sides of length 'i.1, 'i.
2 

and 'i.3. Hence, it is observed from equation (3.3) 

that the third invariant 1
3 

represents the square of the ratio of the vol

umes in the deformed and undeformed configuration. 

No volume change occurs during deformation for an incompressible materi

al, i.e. 1
3 

= 1. Consequently, the strain energy potential is only a func

tion of the first and the second invariant. By substitution of 'i.3 = ('i.1'i.2r1 

into the C9uations (3.1) and (3.2) these invariants can be given as 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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In the literature, a large number of functions have been presented to de

scribe W(l
1
,1

2
), see e.g. Ogden (1982). In practice, variants of the follow

ing general expression are often used 

co co 

W(I
1
,9 = l: l: C .. (l(3)i(I23)j 

i =0 j =0 IJ 

(3.6) 

with Cij (ij=O,l,2, .. ) being material constants. The constant C
00 

may be 

chosen equal to zero, so that the strain energy potenrial is zero in the un

deformed reference contiguration of the continuum, for which Ä.
1 

= Ä.
2 

= 1 and 

thus 1
1 

= 1
2 

= 3. Then, the strain energy potenrial must be positive for any 

deformed state. It may be derived from the equations (3.4) and (3.5) that 

1
1
, 1

2
. > 3 for all Ä.

1
, Ä.

2 
> 0 (Ä.

1
, Ä.

2 
'I* 1). If the non-zero material con

stants C.. (ij=0,1,2, .. ) are all positive, a positive strain energy poten-
IJ 

tial is ensured. 

The neo-Hookean and the Mooney-Rivlin model, determined from equation 

(3.6) by incorporating only the C
10 

term or the C
10 

and C
01 

terms, are par

ticularly popular. The strain energy potential of the neo-Hookean model bas 

also been derived by the simpler molecular theories (e.g. Treloar (1958)). 

3.2.3 Stress-strain relations for the principal strain . directions 

The explicit stress-strain relations for the principal strain directions are 
of practical importanee to the experimental determination of constants in 

the strain energy function W and will be derived, considering the pure 

strain deformation of a cubic material element with sides of unit length, 

illustrated in tigure 3.1. The strain energy potential, assumed to be zero 

for the undeformed configuration, is given by the mechanica! energy stored 

in the unit cube of material during the deformation time 0 :s; t :s; t 

(iJ,k=l,2,3; i"".j~). (3.7) 

In the equation (3.7), a.- (i=l,2,3) are the principal Caucby stresses, whicb 
1 

will simply be called the "(principal) stresses" in the following. Natural-

ly, the stored energy is also given by 

t t 3 dÄ. 
w = J dW dt = J I àW _i dt (3.8) 

t=O d 't t=O 1 = 1 à Ä. i d't 
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Figure 3.1 Pure strain deformation of a cubic material element with 

sides of unit length. 

From the equations (3.7) and (3.8) it follows that 

(ij,k=1,2,3; Î~;êk). (3.9) 

The volume of the cube may not change during the deformation, since the 

material is assumed to be incompressible. From equation (3.9) it can be 

derived that 

3 
[ aw] 1 dAi = 0 \" 0'-À---

i ~~ 1 1 a A.. A.. dt 
(3.10) 

1 1 

wbile the condition 

3 1 dAl 
\" -- =0 
tb A.i d't 

(3.11} 

bas to be satisfied. Requiring the validity of equit.tion (3.10) for all ad-

missible A-lr:.) (i=1,2,3), it is obtained that 

a. = A.. 'iJW + c('t) 
I 1 dÀ. 

i 

(i=l,2,3) (3.12) 

with c(t) a yet undetermined function of the time 't. The nomina! principal 

stresses a. (i=l,2,3) related to the undeformed configuration can be calcu-
m 
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lated from the Cauchy stresses O'i (i=l,2,3) by 

0'. 
0

ni = Îl./"t0
i = À.~ 

1 

(iJ,k= 1 ,2,3; i:#:j;l:k:). (3.13) 

The strain energy potential is usually considered as a function of the 

strain invariants of the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor. Therefore, equa

tion (3.12) is rewritten, using the equations (3.1) until (3.3), as 

(iJ,k=l,2,3; i:Fj;l:k:). (3.14) 

As long as c in equation (3.14) is unknown, only stress differences can be 
determined 

(iJ,k=1,2,3; i:Fj;!:k). (3.15) 

In the case of plane stress, only 2 of the 3 principal · stresses, e.g. 0'
1 

and o
2
, differ from zero and Îl.

3 
= (ÎI.

1
ÎI.l1 can be substituted, because of 

the incompressibility constraint. The principal stress-strain relations are 

then given by 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

(3.16c) 

For uniaxial stress, only 1 of the 3 stresses, e.g. 0' 
1
, differs from zero 

and Îl.
2 

= Îl.
3 

= Îl.~o.s holds, because of the incompressibility constraint. The 

principal stress- strain relation.s are then given by 

(3.17a) 

0' =0' =0 
2 3 

(3.17b) 
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3.2.4 Determination of material constants 

The quantities aw and aw . appearing in the stress-strain relations, are 
iH

1 
iJI

2 
known functions of the material constants and possibly of the strain invari

ants, i.e. of the elongation factors, for a given function of the strain 

energy potendal W(I
1
,I

2
). Por an incompressible material only two of the 

three principal strains are independently assignable. Therefore, plane 

stress experiments, in which the two principal elangation factors can be 
prescribed independently, would suffice and sbould preferably be performed 

to determine the material constants. However, no test rig was available for 

the accurate execution of such experiments and attention was restricted to 

uniaxial stress experiments in extension. 

The influences of time · and temperature on the material bebaviour of 

elastomers must be eliminated in the experiments to determine isothermal, 

elastic material constants. Therefore, relaxation experiments at constant 

temperature were performed. A specially equiped draw-bencb, described in 

detail by Govaert (1990), was used. The temperature of the test specimen 

could be controlled with an accuracy of ± 0.2 re]. The relative accuracy of 

the force measurement was ± 0.1 percent. Tbe elongation was measured for a 

reference length of 30 [mm] with an accuracy of ± 0.002 [mm]. Dumbeli sbaped 

test specimens of 100 [mm] length, 2 [mm] thickness and 10 [mm] width over 

the middle piece were used. 

The measurement procedure consisted of flrstly stretching the test spec
imen in a relatively short time (10 seconds) to the desired elongation. Sub

sequently, this elongation was held constant througbout the continuadon of 

the experiment and the required force, which decayed in time due to stress 

relaxation, was recorded. The experiment was terminated when the decay rate 

of the force became very small. The force and elongation at the end of the 

experiment provided a single point in a force-elongation diagram. 

Measurement results of 1 hour uniaxial stress relaxation experiments on 
the polyurethane material of the RRR seal, performed at a temperature of 30 

rCJ and for elongation factors up to approximately 1.10, are presented in 
tigure 3.2. The relation between the nominal stress and elongation factor 

for the Mooney-Rivlin material model is given by (§ 3.2.2 and § 3.2.3) 

CS = 2[~ +~][Ä.--1] 
n 10 À 12 

(3.18) 

Pertorming a linear regression on the experimental (À-1 cs n ) data, a 
A 

2 
' 2(Ä.-À-2

) 

proper flt results (CS = 0.10 [MPa], Radj = 0.98), yielding C10 = -15.7 [MPa] 
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Figure 3.2 Measurement results of 1 hour uniaxial stress relaxation 

experiments at a temperature of 30 re] for the polyurethane material 

of the RRR seal and predictions of the Mooney-Rivlin and neo-Hookean 

model. 

and C
01 

= 23.2 [MPa]. It must be noted that the constant C
10 

is negative, 

which may lead to the occurrence of a negative strain energy potendal 
(§ 3.2.2). However, one may verify that the Mooney-Rivlin constants deter· 

mined above always yield a positive strain energy potendal for the range of 

strains considered. Tbe predicted stresses according to the Mooney-Rivlin 

model are illustrated in tigure 3.2. Relative differences with the experi

mental results never exceed 2 percent. For the neo-Hookean model the rela

tion between the nomina! stress and elongation factor may be obtained from 

equation (3.18) with C
01 

= 0 

a = 2C [A· -
1 

] n 10 A 2 
(3.19) 

Tbe single constant C
10 

may be determined by performing a linear regression 

on the experimental (2 (A.-A-;,a J data, forcing the intercept through zero. 

Tbe resulting fit (~ = 0.15 [MPa], R~ = 0.99), yielding C
10 

= 5.9 [MPa), 

is illustrated in tigure 3.2. It is observed that the correspondence with 
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the experimental results is worse than for the Mooney-Rivlin model. The 

stresses are underestimated for smaller strains, maximally about 21 percent, 

and overestimated for larger strains, maximally about 8 percent. A proper 

description of the material behaviour is especially required in the region 

of smaller strains (approximately A. S 1.04), considering the intended calcu

lations on the frictionless static contact situation of the RRR seal 

(§ 3.3). Requiring consistency with the small strain theory, the neo-Hookean 

constant and the sum of the Mooney-Rivlin constants must both be equal to 

} , E being Young's modulus at zero strain. This can be shown by expanding 

the equations (3.18) and (3.19) using A. = 1+e and subsequendy negleering 

terms of higher. than fust order in e. The neo-Hookean constant can thus be 

determined alternatively às the sum of the Mooney-Rivlin constants, yielding 

C
10 

= 1.5 [MPa]. The prediedons of the neo-Hookean model using this con

stant are also presented in figure 3.2. The stresses are now overestimated 

over the entire range of strains, up to about 38 percent for the largest 

elangation factor considered. For A. = 1.04, the relative difference with the 

experimental results is about 13 percent. 

3.1.5 Verification of material models 

It was stated in § 3.2.4 that material constants for an incompressible mate

rial should best be determined from plane stress experiments, in which the 

two principal elangation factors can be prescribed independendy. In this 

study, only uniaxial stress experiments in elangation have been performed. 

Therefore, the radial stiffness experiment (§ 2.3.3) was considered to veri

fy material models (to be used in calculations on the static contact situa

tion of a seal) for deformations, corresponding to those experienced by a 

seal in practice. 

The radial stiffness experiment and its 3-dimensional, severely non

linear FEM simulation were performed for a perfecdy rectangular section 

ring of 4 [mm] width and 5 [mm] height. The ring was made of the same poly

urethane material as the RRR seal. In the experiment, the ring was axially 

free and its radial and circumferential compressions at assembly were taken 

identical to the maximum values of the RRR seal (§ 3.3). Thus, the rnadelling 

problems and the computation time of the FEM calculation could be substan

tially red~ced compared to the use of the RRR seal, whereas the main defor

mation characteristics of this seal were retained. In the FEM simulation, no 

slip was assumed for the cantacts with the rod and the housing at the inner 

and outer ring surface and, because of symmetry, only a half ring was 

analysed. 

In figure 3.3, FEM results for the radial stiffness experiment, calcu-
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lated with the neo-Hookean (using C
10 

= 7.5 [MPa]) and the Mooney-Rivlin ma

terial model, are compared with the experimental results, obtained from mea

surements on 4 different rings. 
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Figure 3.3 Experimental and FEM results for the radial stiffness 

experiment on a radially and circumferentially compressed reetangolar 

section ring. 

The results calculated with the neo-Hookean model are almost precisely in 

the middle of the 6 percent spread in the experimental results. The results 

calculated with the Mooney-Rivlin model predict an about 5 percent smaller 

radial stiffness. These re~ults indicate that the neo-Hookean model may 

bchave better than the Mooney-Rivlin model in FEM calculations on the static 

contact situation of the RRR seal. This might not have been expected. 

recalling the results of the uniaxial extension experiments (figure 3.2). It 

illustrates the necessity of verifying the validity of phenoinenological 

roodels in practical applications, ü the experimental setup to determine the 

material constants only covers a particular deformation domain. 
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3.3 Some FEM results of the axisymmetric, frictionless static contact situa
tion of the RRR seal 

Some results of FEM calculations on the axisymmetric, frictionless static 

contact situation of the RRR seal will be presented in this. section. The 

commercial FEM program ABAQUS was used for these calculations. Preliminary 

tests were executed to verify the ABAQUS program on some aspects of these 

severely non-linear calculations. The plane strain deformation of a rubber 

cylinder under internal pressure was èonsidered to examine the hyperelastic 

material formulation (i.e. a material formulation based on a strain energy 

potenrial (§ 3.2.2)), the axisymmetric, mixed formulation elements (required 

to model incompressible material behaviour (see e.g. Hibbitt, Karlsson and 

Sorensen, 1987)) and the capability to handle large strains and deforma

tions. This problem is elaborated in the ABAQUS Example Problems' manual 

(Hibbitt, Karlsson and Sorensen, pp. 2.2.8-1-2.2.8-12, 1988b), oomparing 

the numerical results with an exact solution. The Hertzian line contact 

problem between an elastic cylinder and a rigid wall was considered to test 

the capability to model surface contact. The so-called interface elements, 

required for this modelling, were used in combination with mixed formulation 

elements for the elastic cylinder, the material behaviour of which was 

described with an incompressible Hooke model. Some results of the latter 

calculation will be presented and used in § 4.4.2.1. The ABAQUS program per

formed well for both test problems. 

The FEM results of the axisymmetric, frictionless static contact situa

tion of the RRR seal will be used in chapter 4 to calculate outstroke ftlm 

profiles in the lubricated seal contact, using a metbod based on the inverse 

hydrodynamic lubrication theory. It is required to know the frictionless 

static contact pressure distribution and the clearance profiles between the 

seal and the rod outside the contact for these calculations. In particular, 

a high accuracy and resolution is demanded at the edge, forming the entry 

zone of the lubricated contact. The element mesh used in the calculations of 

the frictionless static contact situation consisted of 493 axisymmetric, 

quadratic, mixed formulation elements and 1574 nodes. It is displayed in 

figure 3.4. Quadratic elements were used instead of linear ones for a more 

accurate calculation of the stresses. A mesh refinement was introduced at 

the rounded edge of the seal side being in contact with the sealed fluid, 

considering the locally required high 

stroke film thickness calculations in 

tion, well-shaped quadrilateral elements 

accuracy and resolution for the out

§ 4.4.1. Particularly at this loca

were generated, which would remain 

well-shaped at deformation. Along the entire seal's inner boundary, includ-
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Figure 3.4 Element mesh used in the calculations of the axisymmetric, 

frictionless static contact situation of the RRR seal. 

ing the rounded edges, interface elements were used to model the occurrence 

of contact between the seal and the rod or housing wall at assembly and 

pressurization. 

Calculations were performed of the seal's assembly for different inter

ferences between a = 0.06 [mm] and a = 0.18 [mm] and of its subsequent pres
surization with 1.0 [MPa] fluid pressure, using the neo-Hookean material 

model (C
10 

= 7.5 [MPa]). The characteristic deformation of the seal at as

sembly is visualized in figure 3.5 (8 = 0.14 [mm]). Calculated frictionless 

static contact pressure distributions are presented in figure 3.6 for a = 

0.06 [mm] and in figure 3.7 for a = 0.14 [mm]. 

The seal is radially and circumferentially compressed at assembly. It 

comes into complete contact with the rod for a = 0.14 [mm], but the curved 

seal's contour results in two separate areas of contact for a = 0.06 [mm], 

as can be observed from the contact pressure distribution in figure 3.6. The 

contact pressure distributions show "spikes" near the contact ends, peak 

values occurring at the trànsition points between the rounded edges and the 

nearly straight portion of the seal profile. The height and slope of the 

spikes at the atmospheric side of the seal are somewhat underestimated due 

to the relatively large local element size. Similar contact pressure spikes 

were calculated by Strozzi (1986a) for a perfectly rectangular section seal 

with rounded edges. The spikes originated from Hertzian effects at the 
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Figure 3.5 Deformation of the RRR seal at assembly (Ö = 0.14 [mm]). 
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Figure 3.6 Frictionless static contact pressure distributions of the 
RRR seal (Ö = 0.06 {mm]). 

rounded edges, as was clearified by him with an approximate theoretical mod
el The application of a fluid pressure mainly leads to an increase of the 
hydrostati.c stresses in the seai. clearly reflected in the contact pressure 
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Figure 3.7 Frictionless static contact pressure distributions of . tbe 

RRR seal (3 = 0.14 [mm]). 

distributions, since the seal is almost completely constrained. Merely a 

deCormation of the rounded edge at the atmospheric side of tbe seal is pos
sible, which comes into further contact with the rod and tbe housing wall. 

Although the magnitude of this deformation is limited, because of the rela

tively small pressure applied, it is accompanied with an obvious increase of 

the pressure spike. 

3.4 Summary 

The calculation of the axisymmetric, isothermal, steady state static contact 

situation of an elastomeric seal, using the FEM method. was considered. Iso

tropie, incompressible, phenomenological models, based on an expression for 

the strain energy potential, were suggested to model tbe non-linear elastic 

behaviour of the seal material. Material constants in two such models, tbe 

neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin model, were determined from isothermal. uni

axial stress relaxation experiments in extension for the polyurethane mate
rial of the RRR seal. The applicability of these models to calculate the 

static contact situation of tbe RRR seal was judged by their ability to pre

dict the radial stiffness of a rectangular section ring. The results illu-
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strated the general postulate that it is important to verify phenomenologi

cal moelels in practical applications, if the experimental setup to determine 

the material constants only covers a particular deformation domain. 

As an example, the FEM calculation of the axisymmetric, frictionless 

static contact situation of the RRR seal was considered. Attention was paid 

to the realization of an adequate element mesh. Some results of the seal's 

deformation and of the contact pressure distribution, calculated with the 

neo-Hookean material model, were presented and discussed. They wi11 be used 

to calculate film thicknesses in § 4A.l 
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4 AN ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION MODELBASEDON THE 

INVERSE HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION THEORY 

4.1 The stationary, isothermal inverse hydrodynamic lubrication tbeory 

The one-dimensional, stationary and isothermal thin film lubrication between 

smooth surfaces, separated by an incompressible Newtonian fluid. can be 
described by the Reynolds equation 

~ (q) =~ (-___!{~ +v:E!
2

) =0 
dx dx 1211 dx 

(4.1) 

with TJ = TJ(p) (4.1a) 

Usually, the profile of the lubricant film is given and the pressure distri

bution is calculated from the above differential equation. However, the film 

thickness is treated as the unknown in the inverse hydrodynamic lubrication 

(IHL) theory, thus requiring the pressure distribution to be known. 

Integration of equation (4.1) yields 

h3 dp h 
q = - -- + v:E- = c 

12TJ dx 2 
(4.2) 

with c a constant. Defining h
0 

as the film thickness at those cross

sections, where the pressure is at an extreme, i.e. where ~ = 0, the 

integrated Reynolds equation can be written as 

gh3 
- 6(h-hJ = 0 (4.3) 

with g = -1- dp (pressure gradient function). (4.3a) 
TJV1; dx 

It is observed from equation (4.2) that the film thickness h
0 

is related to 

the flow per unit of width through the ftlm by 

ho 
q = v:E - (4.4) 

2 

Therefore, h
0 

will be called the flow criterion. Solving the IHL problem 

consists of determination of the flow criterion and subsequendy calculati.ng 

the film profile from the algebraic cubic equation (4.3). An elaborate 

treatment of the subject was given by Blok (1963). Important aspects of bis 

treatise will be briefly presented. 

Conversion of equation (4.3) to a non-dimensional form yields 
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GH3 -6H+6=0 

h2 
G = gh2 = 0 ~ (non-dimensional pressure gradient); with 

0 
11Vl: dx 

H = !!.- (non-dimensional film thickness). 
ho 

(4.5) 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b} 

The cubic equation (4.5) bas three roots, their nature depending on the 

value of the determinant of the equation (e.g. Dobbs (1980}). In lubrlcation 

practice, only the real positive roots are physically significant (Blok 

(1963), pp. 39-41). These roots are represented in figure 4.1, whicb will be 

called the (G,H)-curve. 

4 

3 

2 
3 
2 

---------------------1 B 
A 

-2 -1 0 8 
9 

(j 

Figure 4.1 The rea1 positive roots H of the non-dimensional Reynolds 

equation (4.5): the (G,H)-curve. 

The (G,H)-curve displays an analytica! maximum in point C, in which the 

following relations hold 

G = .!. 
c 9 

(: t =0 
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( 
d2G ) < 0 
dH 2 c 

(4.6c) 

H = 3 
c 2 

(4.6d) 

The facts that G = gh! S T and that H ~ 0 lead to the following restric

tive condition on the flow criterion 

0 S h
0 

S hOu (4.7) 

with hOu=~ (4.7a) 

The indeterminacy in h
0 

as expressed by equation (4.7) will be solved, if 

the film cross-section where the maximum g of the pressure gradient func-
max 

tion occurs, corresponds with point C in the (G,H)-curve. Then h
0 

will be 

equal to the upper value hOu. Working out the equations (4.6b) and (4.6c), 

using the defmitions of G and H, yields that g then is an analytical 
max 

maximum. Yet, the presence of such an analytical maximum is an essential, 

but not a sufficient condition for determinacy of the film profile. It 

leaves open the possibility that at tbis film cross-section ~ = 0 instead 

of h = ~ h
0

, as may be derived from equation (4.3), examining the condi

tions for having an analytical maximum g , i.e. for simultaneous satisfac-
2 max 

tion of ~ = 0 and ~ < 0. If ~ = 0 is satisfied at the film cross-sec
dx 

tion where g occurs, tbis cross-section must correspond with some unknown 
max 

point on the BC part of the (G,H)-curve. If it would correspond with some 

point on the CD branch of the (G,H)-curve, a physically impossible disconti

nuity in the film thickness would have to exist to allow for the occurrence 

of cross-sections, where g is negative. Considering elastomeric seals, for 

whlch a pressure maximum is essential for sealing under static conditions 

(§ 1.1), films with a continuously increasing pressure in the direction of 

the velocity, corresponding with the occurrence of only positive g values. 

will not occur. Thus, reversed, if some part of the film corresponds with a 

portion of the CD branch of the (G,H)-curve, i.e. displays film tbicknesses 

h > ~ h
0

, the film cross-section, where the analytical maximum gmu occurs, 

must correspond with point C in the (G,H)-curve. 

It is possible that not a single cross-section, but a fmite part of the 
film corresponds with point C in the (G,H)-curve. Then the maximum of the 

pressure gradient lunetion occurs over tbis entire part of the film of 

constant thickness ~ h
0

• Strictly speaking, it is no longer an analytical 
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maximum, since ~ -- 0 and d21l --::.....2 0. The following important condusion is 
dx2 

reached. 

Tbe flow criterion h
0 

can be calculated from 

(4.8) 

if two conditions are simultaneously met: 

1) the pressure gradient fundion g(x) must possess an analytical maximum or 
a maximum over a finite part of the film; 

2) film thicknesses larger than 1.. h
0 

must occur somewhere in the film. 
2 

In practice, the latter condition on the film profile is generally fulfilled 

automatically in a converging enuy zone of the lubricant film (§ 4.2). 

It is observed from the (G,H)-curve that a problem of bivalency occurs 

for G > 0, calculating the Ïllm proÏtle for known h
0 

by salution of equation 

(4.3) or (4.5). However, projecting the course of the pressure gradient 

tunetion g(x) onto the (G,H)-curve, it can be decided at every cross-section 

of a detenninate fllm profile, whether the film thickness is larger or 

smaller than ~ h
0

• It is unnecessary to calculate the entire Ïllm profile 

to determine only the minimum Ïllm thickness, for it is evident from the 

(G,H)-curve that it occurs at the cross-section(s), where g is at a minimum. 

An example of the correspondence between a determinate elastohydrodynamic 

film profile and the pressure gradient tunetion is presented in figure 4.2. 

The case of constant viscosity is considered and the fluid is assumed to 

cavitate at p = 0. The pressure distribution and the derivative of the pres
sure gradient tunetion are a1so displayed. The fllm cross-sections oorre
sponding with characteristic points in the (G,H)-curve (figure 4.1) are 

indicated. 

4.2 Calculation of the flow criterion and the minimum film thickness 

4.2.1 U se of the static contact pressure distri bution 

An elastohydrodynamically lubricated contact is called heavily loaded, when 

the elastic deformations of ( one of) the rubbing surfaces largely exceed the 

thickness of any possible lubricant film. Then, well inside the contact, the 

elastic deformations are hardly influenced by the presence of such a thin 

film and the fllm pressure distribution will not be very different from the 

frietionless static contact pressure distribution. Thus, one may be tempted 
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Figure 4.1 Correspondence between a determinate elastobydrodynamic 

ftlm proftie h, the isovisrous pressure disttibution p, tbe pressure 

gradient function g and its derivative ~ • 

to use the latter disttibution to determine the ftlm proftie by application 

of the IHL theory. The ÈHL problem of an axisymmettic, reciprocating, elas

tomeric seal may be considered as one of a heavily loaded, soft line contact 

(the term "soft" is used to indicate the low stiffness of tbe material(s) 

concerned). Indeed, in seal research the IHL theory was sometimes applied to 

a measured or calculated static contact pressure disttibution to solve the 

EHL problem. as was reported in tbe literature review (§ 1.2.4.2). 
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Let us observe the example of the Hertzian line contact, represented in 
figure 4.3, considering the application of the IHL theory using a friction

less static contact pressure distribution. 

pb(x) =pbm~ • 161 :s; 1 deformable 

with pbm = ~ 
b = ~ nB 

r 

B = 2B 
r 1-v2 

• 161 ~ 1 
b 

x 0 

Figure 4.3 The Hertzian line contact between an infinitely long elas
tic cylinder and a rigid plane. 

The Hertzian contact pressure gradient distribution is continuonsly decreas

ing. Such a pressure distribution can oot occur in a determinate film ac

cording to the IHL theory. Infinite pressure gradient extremes occur at the 

edges of the contact. Use of such an extreme to calculate the flow criterion 

from equation (4.8) yields the obviously erroneous result that h
0 

= 0. 

Hooke and O'Donoghue (1972) showed that the extreme gradient of the 

frictionless static contact pressure distribution of a general soft contact, 

not having a discontinuity of surface slope at the end of the contact, is 

always infinite. They used similar assumptions as in the theory of Hertz 

(1895) in their deduction. They maintained the existence of an infinite 

pressure gradient when a pressure acted on the elastic bodies outside the 

contact, simply adding this pressure to the frictionless static contact 

pressure distribution from the interference. However, this gives rise to 

some doubt, since additional deformations from the pressure are completely 

ignored. Obviously. it is impossible to prove the fmdings of Hooke and 

O'Donoghue with experimental or numerical results. However, for the RRR seal 

considered in this thesis, results of FBM calculations (partly presented in 

§ 3.3) gave no reason to reject them. At assembly and pressurization, the 
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calculated frictionless static contact pressure distribution always showed 

extreme gradients at the contact ends, which increased with further mesh te· 

finement. Points of in:flection in the pressure distribution, i.e. analytica! 

extreme pressure gradients, as in Strozzi's results (1986a) for a basically 

identical seal geometry, were not observed. 

The use of a measured or numerically calculated static contact pressure 

distribution yields a completely arbitrary maximum value of the pressure 

gradient function and thus generally an erroneous film profile, if in real· 

ity an infinite extreme gradient of the frictionless static contact pressure 

distribution exists at the observed contact end. Therefore, it is unjustifi· 

able to use a measured or numerically ealculated static contact pressure 

distributton to determine the film profile witb tbe DIL tbeory, if it is not 

proveel that the extreme gradient of the frictlonless static contact pressure 

distributton at tbe contact end, relevant to tbe ealculatlon of h
0

, is 

fini te. 
In practice, (elasto)hydrodynamic action in the clearances, preceding and 

foUowing the static contact area in the direction of motion, will eosure 

fmite extremes of the film pressure gradient distribution. This is illu· 

strated for the heavily loaded, soft Hertzi.an line contact in tigure 4.4. 

The pressure generation in the converging entry zone of the film will be 
called the boosting actlon. The building off of pressures in the eliverging 

exit zone will be called the relaxing actlon. It will be clear that possible 

finite extreme gradients of a frictionless contact pressure distribution may 

also differ from the fûm pressure gradient extremes due to the boosring or 

relaxing action. 

The coinciding of the film pressores and the frictionless static contact 

pressures, as illustrated in tigure 4.4, is an assumption, which will be 
close to reality for heavily loaded contacts. One may note that the 

characteristic EHL pressure spike, generally accompanying the film thickness 

restrietion in the exit zone, is not considered in the film pressure distri· 

bution of tigure 4.4. The magnitude of such a pressure spike is re1ated to 

piezo.viscous effects, as was e.g. pointèd out by Lubrecht (1987, pp. 99--
103). Lubrecht did not obtain pressure spikes in hls numerical results for 

the EHL problem, if the viscosity was taken constant. The absence of pres· 

sure spikes for the isovisèous EHL was also reported by Herrebrugh (1968). 

Considering the EHL of soft contacts, piezo.viscous effects will be very 

small compared to those in the hard EHL between e.g. steel bodies, because 

of the relatively small fluid pressures. Consequently, the EHL pressure 

spike may be of 1ittle importance. 
Methods to calculate the flow criterion and the minimum film thickness 
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Figure 4.4 Frictionless static contact pressures and elastohydrodynam

ic film pressures for the heavily loaded, soft Hertzian line contact. 

for the EHL of a heavily loaded. soft line contact, considering the influ

ences of the boosring and relaxing action, will be presented and verified in 

the following subsections. using the example of the Hertzian contact. 

Additionally, the influence on the flow criterion and minimum film thickness 

calculation of a surrounding pressure larger than the atmospheric pressure, 

generally being the case for a reciprocating seal, will be considered. 

4.2.1 Calculation of the flow criterion considering the boosring action 

Consider the EHL of the heavily loaded. soft Hertzian line contact, as 

illustrated in figure 4.4. It is among others assumed that at a eertaio 

position "M in the entry zone . of the film, the film pressores merge with the 

frictionless static contact pressures. For x > "M (and x < V the pressure 
gradient function is continuously decreasing. A maximum value must thus 

occur in the boosring zone for x < xM (and x > xA). It will be shown that it 

can not occur at the postion xM itself. . Differentlation of equation (4.3) 

yields 
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!!& = 6 db [ 3h0-2h] 
dx dx h4 

(4.9) 

It is observed from equation (4.9) that ~ > 0 for x < x , if g would 
UA M max 

occur at xM, since then h > ~ h
0 

and ~ < 0 for x < xM. Then ~ would be 

discontinuons at the position xM, since ~ < 0 for x > xM (and x < xo> and 
h(x) is a ·continuous function. 

The film profile in the boosting zone must be guessed to calculate the 

pressure distribution in this zone and thus the value of the flow criterion 

h
0 

from the (analytica!) maximum of the pressure gradient function (it may 

be clear that the additional condition for determinacy of the fllm profile 

of a film thickness larger than ~ h
0 

will be fulfllled automatically in the 

boosting zone). The following assumptions are made: 

1) The maximum of the pressure gradient function occurs over a finite part 

of the film from the position x
8 

until xM. This assumption is obviously 

incorrect, since it causes a discontinuity in the film thickness gradient 

at xM, as bas been clearified above. However, it appears not to be in 

severe contradiedon with e.g. the well established numerical, isoviseaus 

fllm pressure results of Herrebrugh (1968). Furthermore, the part of the 

film from x
8 

to xM will be small for heavily loaded contacts. 

2) The film pressures in the boosting zone do not modify the geometry of the 

deformed cylinder outside the contact area as given by the Hertzian 

theory. 

Based on these assumptions the fllm profile in the boosting zone is given by 

(4.10) 

The assumed film profûe is represented in figure 4.5. The pressure at xM, 

determined from integration of the Reynolds equation using equation (4.10) 

for the film profûe and startlog with atmospheric pressure at xA, is a 

function of xM and h
0

• These unknowns can be determined by demanding conti

nuity of the pressure and pressure gradient at xM. The calculation proce
dure, used in this thesis,. is outlined in figure 4.6. A proper position x A 

can be determined, considering the sensitivity of the solution h
0 

for this 

position. Renewed calculations of h
0
, choosing x A further away from the con

tact end, must then be performed until the relative change of h
0 

is suffi

ciently small. 

It is not possible to make beforehand an estimation of the accuracy of 

the calculation of the flow criterion using the assumption (4.10) for the 
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Figure 4.5 Assumption for the ftlm proftie in the boosting zone. 

no 

calculate the film profile in the boosring zone 
( equation (4.10)) 

ca I cu I a te p(xM) 

(integration of the Reynolds equation (4.3) 
starting wi th atmospheric pressure at x A) 

Figure 4.6 Flowchart for the calculation of h
0
• 
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film proftie in the boosring zone, since the exact film proftie is unknown. 

Therefore, calculated flow criterloos must be compared with results from a 

customary numerical EHL analysis to establish the validity of the presented 

method. This will be done in § 4.2.4. 

The metbod of Olssen (1972) 

Olssen (1972) presented a metbod to calculate the flow criterion in an 

unpressurized 0-ring seal contact, quite similar to the one developed in 

this thesis. He considered a static contact pressure distribution Jike the 

Hertzian one, e.g. illustrated in figure 4.4, the terminology of which will 

be adopted in the following. Taking the viscosity in the boosring zone 

constant, Olssen assumed that the film cross-section with maximum pressure 
gradient in the direction of the velocity and film thickness h = ~ h

0 
oc

curred at the position ~· where the film and contact pressures merged with 

continuity in the pressure gradient. The film profile from the beginning of 

the boosring zone x A until xM was described by a quadratic polynomial, its 

coefficients being determined by the values of h(x A), h(~) and ~~). The 

pressure p(x A) was calculated by integration of · the Reynolds equation from . 

the position xM, whose correct Iocarlon was determined by · demanding that 

p(xA) = 0. 

It was already illustrated that the assumption of a film thickness ! h
0 

at xM leads to a discontinuity in the film thickness gradient at tbis posi
tion. Thls is not a critical assumption in itself for the accurate calcula

tion of the flow criterion, as will be sbown in § 4.2.4 at the verification 

of the calculation metbod developed in this thesis, which USCii the same 
assumption. However, a fundamental error was made by Olssen, using an 

arbitrary value for the indeterminate film thickness gradient at "M to help 

determine the film profile in the boosring zone. It appeared from the soun:e 

of Olssen's computer program. given as an appendix in bis thesis, that a 
value for ~V was obtained by taking the numerical derivative 

db h(xM+Ax) - h(xM) 
(x ) - (4.11) 

dx M - Ax 

with Ax a small position increment. The film thickness h("M+Ax) was calco

lated from inverse solution of the isoviscous Reynolds equation, ~"M +Ax) 

being known from a measured static contact pressure distribution and . h0 from 

application of equation (4.8), taking ~- equal to ~"M>· It may be 
clear that the resulting value for ~X..) is completely determined by the 

value of Ax. In the limiting case that Ax -+ 0, it is observed from equation 

( 4. 9) that ~~) -+ -oo, since ~"M +Ax) remaiDs finite and h -+ ! h0• 
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Olssen compared bis numerical results with flow criterions determined 

from measured outstroke leakages. The correspondence became poorer with in· 

creasing 11ev:t, i.e. with increasing influence of the boosting action, yield· 

ing discrepancies of the order of 1()() percent for the highest TlcV:t values. 

This is not surprising, since the arbitrary value of ~~) especially de· 

termines the fûm proftie in the diJ:oot neighbourhood of ~· where the 

boosting action is the most important. 

4.2.3 Calculation of the minimum ftlm thickness considering the relaxing 

action 

Consider the EHL of the heavily loaded, soft Hertzian line contact as illu· 

strated in figure 4.4. It is among others assumed that from a certain posi

don "o in the exit zone of the film, the ftim pressures no longer coincide 

with the frictionless static contact pressures. For x < "o (and x :> ~) the 
pressure gradient function is continuously decreasing. A minimum value g . , 

mm 
determining together with the flow criterion the minimum ftlm thickness, 

must therefore occur in the relaxation zone for x > xD (and x < xF). It can 

not occur at the position "o itself, since this would cause a discontinuity 

in the ftlm thickness gradient, as may be derived from an analogous reason

ing as given in § 4.2.2, concerning the position of the maximum g . 
max 

The f!.lm proftie in the relaxation zone must be guessed to calculate the 

pressure distribution in this zone and thus the minimum fûm thickness, 

using the minimum of the pressure gradient function. Similar assumptions as 

in § 4.2.2 for the calculation of the flow criterion are adopted, yielding 

the following assumption for the ftlm proftie in the relaxation zone 

{ 

h. 
h(x) = 111111 

h min + clh (x) 

The assumed ftlm proftie is 

h 

, XB<XS"F 

represented in figure 4.7. 

Fîgure 4.7 Assumption for the film proflle in the relaxation zone. 
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The boundary conditions at the ftlm exit xF are determined by the gaseous 

cavitation of the lubricant, which occurs at a pressure approximately equal 

to or somewhat smaller (order 104 [Pa]) than the atmospheric pressure. 

Defining boundary conditions for cavitation, it is often assumed that it 

occurs at a constant pressure and that there is continuity of mass at the 

border between the cavitating and the non-cavitating part of the film. Then 

at xP, the pressure distribution must satisfy the conditloos 

p(x I = p = 0 (4.13a) 
P' atm 

~(x ) = 0 (4.13b) 
dxF 

The condition on the pressure gradient may be replaced by its equivalent on 

the flJ.m thiclmess 

h(xJ = h
0 

(4.14) 

The pressure at xP, determined from integration of the Reynolds equation in 

the relaxation zone using equation (4.12) for the film profile. is a func

tion of x
0

, p(x
0

), xP and hmin. These unknowns can be determined, using the 

boundary conditions at xF and demanding continuity of the pressure · and the 

pressure gradient at x
0

• The calculation procedure used in this thesis is 

outlined in figure 4.8. 

4.2.4 Comparison with established numerical results . 

Piezo.viscous effects · are relatively unimportant to the EHL of soft con
tacts, compared to their influence · on the EHL of hard contacts. Therefore, 

the presented methods to calculate the flow criterion and the minimum film 

thickness were verified for the isoviscous EHL of the heavily loaded Hertz. 

ian line contact. In the calculations of the flow criterion (figure 4.6), 
the relative convergence criterion on the pressure was set as . e = 104 and 

the position x A of the beginning of the boosting zone was determined, allow· 

ing a relative change in h
0 

of 10'3• In the calculations of the minimum film 

thickness (figure 4.8), e = 10-4 . was also set. In tigure 4.9, calculated 

results are compared with the established numerical results of Herrebrugh 

(1968). The non-dimension.al 101111 and . film thickness parameters of Moes 

(1965) are used. Using the entrainment velocity T v:E instead of the sum 
velocity v:E, they are given by 

- w ( "lV:E )·0.5 M---
E R ER 

r r 

60 

(non-dimensional load parameter); (4.15) 
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calcul ate hml• 
(inverse sol ut ion of Reynolds equation (4.3) 

for known h
0 

at the position x
0

) 

calculate the film profile in the relaxa t ion zone 
(equation (4.12), pos i ti on xF determined from h(xF) = h

0
} 

calculate p (xF) 

(integration of Reynolds equation (4.3) in the 
relaxation zone starting with pressure p(x

0
)) 

00 

Figure 4.8 Flowchart for the calculation of h .. -
_ h0 ( T]v:E 

1
-o.s 

H"'-- -0 R ER 
f 

h . ( TJV" )-o.s H"' = ~ -"'-
min R ER 

f 

(non-dimensional flow criterion); 

(non-dimensional minimum film thick:ness). 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

The maximum relative difference with the Herrebrugh results is slightly over 

I percent. Smaller values of M are of no interest to the present comparison, 

since the influence of elastic deformations becomes less and less important 

with decreasing M. For M < 1, a gradual transition to hydrodynamic lubrica

tion occurs (e.g. Lubrecht (1987, p. 109)). 
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Figure 4.9 The non~dimensional flow criterion S: and II1lJl1JJlWD film 

thickness Ffl. for the isoviscous EHL of the Hertzian line contact: 
nun 

results of the presented methods, based on the nn. tbeory, versus 

numerical results of Herrebrugh (1968). 

4.2.5 Influence of the surrounding pressure 

In the observed EHL problem of the Hertzian line contact, the surrounding 

pressures at the film entry and exit were both atmospheriC. However, these 

pressures may be significantly larger for reciprocating seals. . In the 

calculation of the flow criterion (figure 4.6), then only the value of the 

pressure at the beginning of the film must. be updated. Considering the 

calculation of the minimum ftlm thickness, the lubricant no Jonger cavitates 

at the surrounding pressure. Consequently, the position of the film exit, 

where p = p sur and ~ = 0, shifts further away ftom the end of the static 

contact area to a position, where the film thickness is large. Film ~ 

sures will then be · smaller, than the surrounding pressure over the major part 

of the relaxation zone. This situation is illustrated in figure 4.10, as~ 

ing that no cavitation occurs. 

The situation displayed in · figure 4.10 leads to the calculation of 

smaller minimum film thicknesses than that displayed in figure 4.4. This is 

explained by the larger pressure drop occurring in the exit zone, naturally 

being accompanied by a smaller minimum of the pressure gradient function. 
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Flgure 4.10 FJbn pressores in the relaxation zone, when the surround

ing presgure exceeds the atmospheric value and no cavitation occurs. 

For the isoviscous EHL of the heavily loaded Hertzian line contact a reduc

tion in the ratio of the minimum film thickness and the flow criterion from 

0.78 to 0.65 was calculated. However, in reality, the occurrence of a region 

with small pressures in the relaxation zone will modify the fJbn prof:tle. 

Hooke and O'Donoghue (1972) performed a customary EHL calculation of the 

exit (and entry) zone of a genera!, soft, highly deformed contact. They ob

tained only small differences in the minimum fJbn thickness, whether the oc

currence of smaller pressures in the exit zone was considered or not. Merely 

the position at which the minimum film thickness occurred, changed. 

4.3 The computer program PROGRES 

In § 3.3, frictionless static contact situations of the RRR seal were calcu

lated with the FEM. A computer program PROGRES (PROGram for Reciprocating 

Etastomeric Seals) was written to perform calculations on the EHL of a gen

eral seal contact at reciprocating motion, applying the rm... theory to such 

discrete FEM results. Firstly, the nodal displacement and stress data of the 
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FEM calculation are translated into suitable input for the film thickness 

calculations using the nn.. theory, i.e. into discrete distributions of con

tact pressures and clearance& outside the contact. Having supplied the oper

aring conditions (surrounding pressures, velocities) and the lubrlcant prop

erties (dynamic viscosity at atmospheric pressure, pressure-viscosity coef

ficient), PROGRES subsequently calculates: 

- the flow criterion; 

- the minimum film thickness; 

- the film profile; 

- the pressure distribution; 

- the seal leakage; 

- the friction forces on the seal and its opposing surface. 

The calculations of the flow criterion and the minimum film thickness 

are performed according to the procedures as outlined for the Hertzian line 

contact in the figures 4.6 and 4.8, using the proper value of the surround
ing pressure if different from the atmospheric value. It is essential in 

these calculations, that gradients of the frictionless static contact pres

sure distribution are accurately detennined. Therefore, this distribution 

should be fitted, if only a limited number of datapOints is available from 

the FEM results. A flexible, interactive fitting procedure is incorporated 
in PROGRES. Given a plot of the total pressure distribution, the user may 

divide it into parts. This . allows him to separate the regions near the con

tact ends, in which the fllm pressores are expected to merge with or deviate 

from the contact pressures. Each part of the divided contact pressure dis

tribution can then be fitted separately. This option is very useful, . since 

frictionless contact pressure distributions of reciprocating seals are often 

very steep near the contact ends. An individual fit consists of a least 

squares approximation by a cubic spline, for which a routine from the NAG 

library (Numerical Algorithm Group, 1987) is used. A cubic spline consists 

of a set of n+ 1 cubic polynomials, coupled in n knots with continuity in the 

fll'St and second derivative. In addition to the residual sum of squares, 

plots of the fitting spline and its derivatives can be provided by PROGRES. 

Based on the presenled results, the user may decide to keep the fit and to 

continue the program or to reject it, in which case a new fit Dlllllt be made, 

redeflning the number and poSitions of the knots of the cubic spline. 

The accurate integration · of the Reynolds equation iÓ the boosring and 
relaxation zone is also important to obtain accurate results for the flow 

criterion and the minimum film thickness. A sufficient number of integration 

points is required. Therefore, least squares approximations . by polynomials 

may be detennined for the discrete FEM results of the clearance distribu-
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tions outside the static contact area, ensuring zero clearance at the con

tact ends. 

After the flow criterion and .the minimum film thickness have been deter

mined, film thicknesses in the region, where the film pressores are assumed 

to coincide with the frictionless static contact pressures, are calculated 

by inverse solutions of the Reynolds equation ( 4.3). The pressure distribu

tion in the boosting and that in the relaxation zone are determined by inte

gration of the same equation. 

The seal leakage is calculated from multiplication of the flow per unit 

of width (equation (4.4)) and the circumference of the lubricated surface. 

E.g. for rod seals the leakage is determined from 

ho 
Q = mv~

r ~ 2 
(4.18) 

(4.18a) 

The position of the contact is determined by the position of the seal. Con

sequently, v = v, resulting in 
C I 

VI: = V
1 

- V
1 

(4.18b) 

Friction forces are calculated from integration of viscous shear stresses, 

acting on the opposing surfaces. E.g. the friction force on the rod in a rod 

seal contact is determined from 

XF 

Ff = 7td
1 
J tvr(x) dx 

XA 

with t 
= _ !_dp _ 'llVA 

vr 2dx h 

(4.19) 

(4.19a) 

Note from the equations (4.18b) and (4.19b) that vi: = vA" Por a rod seal 

contact. generally v
1 

= 0, so that vi: = vA = vr Although in our test rig 
(§ 2.2) the seal is reciprocated and the rod is stationary, we will general

ly consider the seal to be stationary and the rod to move with the velocity 

v , then being equal to -v . 
r 1 

A run with PROGRES takes only a few minutes, being negligible compared 

to the time needed to determine the frictionless static contact situation 

with the FEM. Consequently, effects on the seal performance (as predicted by 

PROGRES) from parameters, not requiring a renewed or continued FEM calcu

lation, like the veloeities and the lubricant viscosity, can be investigated 

very quickly. 
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4.4 Experimental verification 

4.4.1 Resutts for the RRR .se al 

4.4.1.1 Experimental condinons .. 

Influences of surface roughness must be negligible in tbe experiments to 

verify the prediedons of PROGRES. Therefore, a very smootb rod (R < 0.01 • 
[J.Ull], R < 0.01 [J.Ull], R = 0.06 [J.Ull]) was used. A very smootb form was used 

q t 

in tbe. injection moutding process to reduce tbe roughness of the RRR seaL 
Roughness measurements using an optical sensor, operaring witb a light spot 

of about 1 [J.Ull], and applying "functional flltering" yielded tbe following 

average roughness values: R = 0.59 (J.Ull], R = 0.83 (J.Ull], R = 8.70 (J.Ull]. 
a q · t 

Though these values are still quite large, tbey are a reduction of about 40 

percent to tbe values obtained, moutding tbe seal in a form witb common sur

face roughness. It must be noled tbat mechanical measurements using a stylus 

witb a common radius of 5 [J.Ull] yielded significantly smaller rougbness val

ues (respectively about 25, 30 and 60 percent for the parameters R , R and 
• q 

R ). The roughness measurements are presenled and discussed in some detail 
I 

in appendix 4.1 and more elaborately by Podbev§ek (1990). 

The ratio of tbe noÎninal fllm thickness h , being tbe distance between 
oom 

tbe mean levels of tbe opposing rough surfaces, and a, being the cent:re-line 

root mean square (RMS) value of tbe combined roughness, was used by Patir 

and Cheng (1978, 1979a) as a measure for tbe inlportance of surface rougbness 
h 

effects. They staled tbat for ~om » 3 rougbness effects are not inlportant 
h 

and smootb fllm theory is sufficiently accurate. We use the ratio A = --.;, 
as a parameter for tbe lubrication condinons tbroogbout. the seal contact. 

In tbe observed case of a very smootb rod, a may be taken equal to the R 
q 

value of tbe seal roughness. 

Attention was restticled to A <!: 3 for tbe experimental verification of 

tbe prediedons of PROGRES. In the experiments, a high viscosity oil (Shell 

Tellus C320) was used and only high veloeities (vl: <!: 200 [mms" 1
]) were im

posed to yield sufficiently - thick fllms. Furthermore, · only outstrokes were 

considered, since thicker fllms will be formed at outstroke tban at instroke 
under tbe same operaring ~tions, as will now be explained. The boosting 

zone is situaled at tbe pressurized seal side at outstroke and at the atmo

spheric seal side at instroke. The FEM calculat:ions of the RRR seal's frlc.. 

tionless static contact situation (§ 3.3) showed, tbat · tbe clearance pn)tiie 
outside the contact is more favourable for. pressure generation and. 'tbat tbc 

contact pressure disttibution is less steep at . tbe pressurized tban at tbc 
atmospheric seal side. Furtbermore; tbe viscosity is larger . at the pmssur-
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ized side. because of tbe larger fluid pressures. 

Leakage and friction results wiJl be plotted versus tbe product of tbe 

viscosity of tbe sealed oil 11, and tbe sum velocity vt. The viscosity of tbe 

sealed oil is updated for tbe relevant pressure p and temporature t by 
I I 

a<t) [p -p ] 
11 (p ,t ) = 11 (p ,t ) e • atm ( 4.20) 

I I I 0 alm I 

witb 
[ 

ao -a2tl ] 
a+ t 

11o(patm,t
1

) = A e 1 
• 

A = 1 [cP] = 10"3 [Pas] 

and a(t.) = ( 0.6 + 0.965 log(11J ) ·10"8 

(4.21) 

(~.22) 

where 11o in equation (4.22) must be substituted in [cP]. Equation (4.21) was 

proposed by Witt (1974) to describe tbe temperature dependenee of tbe vis

cosity at atmospheric pressure witbin tbe accuracy of tbe viscosity measure

ment For Shell Tellus · C320 oil, tbe coefficients were determined as a
0 

= 
1258 ["C], a

1 
= 143.3 ["C], and a2 = 5.6. No viscosity-pressure data were 

available. Therefore, tbe viscosity-pressure coefficient was determined by 

tbe equation (4.22) of Wooster, e.g. reported by Cameron (1975, p. 15), 

which only requires tbe valua of tbe viscosity at tbe atmospheric pressure. 

For Shell Tellus C320 oil1 « is e.g. calculated as 3.5·10"8 [Pä1
] at a 

temperature of 20 ["C] and as 3.4·10"8 [Pä1
] at a temperature of 25 (0 C]. 

4.4.1.2 Leakage 

In tigure 4.11, outstroke leakages calculated witb PROGRES are compared witb 

experi:mental results (3 = 0.14 [mm], p = 1 [MPa]). The leakage is given as . . 
tbe leaked film thickness h on tbe rod outside tbe seal contact (§ 2.4). 

f . 

The tbeoretical results were calculated witb PROORES, using tbe relevant 

FEM results for tbe frictionless static contact situation (§ 3.3). The film 

tbiclmess h, of tbe leaked oil on tbe rod, moving witb tbe rod velocity v, 

{= vt (see discussion under equation (4.19b)), is equal to f-b
0

, tbe flow 

çritèrlon h
0 

actually · being calculated by PROORES. This is evident from con

servation of mass (assuming constant density) and · equation (4.4) for tbe 

volume flow through tbe . film. Botb tbe isovisrous . and tbe piezo-viscous 

theorètical results accurately c0rrespooo to tbe relation 

P. 
h, = P0(11,v:t) (4.23) 

For tbe isoviscous results, P
0 

= 0.164 [mm:W1
] and P

1 
= 0.597. For tbe 

piezo-viscous results, P
0 

= 0.185 [mm:W1
] and P

1 
= 0.604. The increased 
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Figure 4.11 Outstroke leakage of the RRR seal (8 = 0.14 [mm], p = 1 • 
[MPa]): results of PROGRES (h, = + h

0
) versus experimental results. 

boosting action in the (more realistic) piezo-viscous calculation leads to 

an increase in the leakage of about 7 percent, compared to the calculation 

results obtained, using the constant viscosity tt in the boosting zone . • 
The experimental results were obtained from measurements on three dif-

ferent seals. A least squares regression to equation (4.23) yields the esti

malions ao = 0.18 [mm~·1] and a
1 

= 0.61 (& = 0.05 (fJ.lll], R!
6
j = 0.95). A 95 

percent confidence interval for ~1 is calculated as 0.54 :!.1: ~1 :!.1: 0.68. Note 

that both the theoretica! and experimental exponents ~~ significantly differ 
from 0.5. This theoretical value is obtained, when the boosting action is 

not considered and e.g. a measured or numerically calculated contact pres

sure distribution is used to calculate h
0 

from equation (4.8). The fitted 

measured leakages are about 8 to 9 percent smaller than the theoretica! 

piezo-viscous results and about 2 to 3 percent smaller than the theoretica! 

isoviseaus results. 
The experimental results of figure 4.11 were all obtained from measure

ments on new seals, being performed within a relatively short period of time 

(about 1 day per seal). Measurements on the same seals, being assembied sig

nificantly longer, yielded increased leakages. It appeared that the seal 
dimensions changed in course of time, teading to a deercase of the seal's 
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interference. Finally, about 0.06 [mm] remained of the interference of 0.14 

[mm] imposed on a virgin seal. The origin of this change in dimensions bas 

not been investigated, being out of the scope of this thesis, but it is 

important to note that the change was permanent. The piezo-viscous leakages 

calculated with PROORES were always in good correspondence with the experi-

mental results, when the appropriate interference was 

lation of the frictionless static contact situation. 

figure 4.12 for the ultimate value 8 = 0.06 [mm]. 

used in the FEM calcu

This is illustrated in 

nsvr·103 [Nmm-11 

Figure 4.11 Outstroke leakage of the RRR seal (3 = 0.06 [mm], p = 1 
1 . • • 

[MPa]): piezo-viscous results of PROORES (hr = 2 bJ versus expert-

mental results. 

4.4.L3 Friction 

Another seal lid (§ 2.2, figure 2.6) was made, imposing an interference a = 

0.18 [mm] on the geometrically changed RRR seals (§ 4.4.1.2). This seal lid 

was further used in the experiments. In figure 4.13, experimental outstroke 

friction results at a sealed pressure of 1 [MPa] are presented, as well as 

friction results calculated with PROORES and those calculated from measured 

leakages (as clearified further on). 

Both the isoviscous and the piezo-viscous theoretical results of PROORES 

accurately correspond to the relation 
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Figure 4.13 Outstroke friction of the RRR sea1 (() = 0.18 [mm], p
1 

= 1 

[MPa]): results of PROGRES versus experimental results. 

(4.24) 

For the isoviseaus results, y
0 

= 2.927-l<Y [mm] and y
1 

= 0.396 and for the 
piezo-viscous results, y

0 
= 2.849-l<Y [mm] and y

1 
= 0.390. The values of y

1 
are approximately equal to 1-~1• ~1 = 0.610 and ~1 = 0.617 being the respec
tive values of the exponent in the equivalent relation (4.23), accurately 
descrihing the iso- and piezo-viscous outstroke leakage results of PROORES. 
This can be explained, considering the facts, that the viscous shear stress 

(equation (4.19a)) is almost completely (for more than 98 percent) deter-
'I'JVA 

mined by the contribution 11 from the shear flow, that vA = vi: (equations 
(4.18b) and (4.19b)) and that the film thickness h is approximately equal to 

the value of the flow criterion h
0 

over the major part of the film. Thus, 

the isoviseaus friction force is in good approximation given by 

TJV A (Tl VI:) 1-~1 
F .. nd J- dx"" mil -•- = c (Tl v-' 

f r h re h 1 V 
l 0 

(4.25) 

with c a constant. Considering also the fact that the rum pressures are 

approximately identical to the frictionless static contact pressures. the 
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piezo-viscous friction force will in good . approximation be given by 

'llV A CX(p -p) '11 V 1-~ 
F "" mi I _u dx "" mi Ie • 8 dx (~) .. c ('11 v-\ 

1 

f r b r b sl:.J 
I I o 

(4.26) 

c 

It is observed from the equations (4.25) and (4.26), that a piezo-viscous 

analysis with PROGRES can yield larger friction values than an isoviscous 

analysis, in spite of the larger ftlm tbicknesses calculated, . because of the 

pressure induced increase of the viscosity. In the observed case, piezo

viscous friction is about 2 percent larger than isoviscous friction. 

A least squares regression of the experimental results to the equation 

(4.24) yields the estimations tf
0 

= 2.584-103 [mm] and .Y
1 

= 0.38 (tt = 2 [N], 

R2
ad. = 0.98). A 95 percent confidence interval 0.36 S y S 0.40 ·is calcu-

~ 1 
lated. Surprisingly, the measured friction . values are nearly identical to 

the piezo-viscous predictions of PROGRES, although measured leWges are 

clearly smaller than the piezo-viscous results of PROGRES (figures 4.11 and 

4.12). Friction forces calculated from equation (4.26), using measured leak:

ages and the equation h
0 

= 2h,, are larger than the experimental results. 

Relative differences increase from 3 to 8 percent with increasing n,vl:. 

4.4.2 Discussion of the results 

4.4.2.1 ~ge 

It was reported in § 4.4.1.2, that leak:ages determined from piezo-viscous 

calculations with PROGRES were larger than measured leak:ages. Although the 

differences were sma1l ( < 10 percent) and the calculations may be suffi

ciently accurate in practice, it is still important to consider the possible 

causes of these discrepancies, as there are: 

1) an underestimation by the FBM results of the slope of the frictionless 

static contact pressure distribution near the contact end, relevant to 

tbe calculation of h
0 

with . PROGRES; 

2) the influence of viseaus sheàr stresses on the seal in the experiments; 

3) the influence of the seal roughness in the exper:imèmts. 

These possible causes will now be discussed. 

1) An underestimation by the F EM results of the slope of the frictionless 

static contact pressure dlstribution near the contact end, relevant to 

.the calculation of h
0 

with PROGRES. 

The frictionless static . contact situation from interterenee at a rounded 

edge of the RRR seal resembles that of the Hertzian line contact. lts char

acteristics will be largely retained at pressurization of the seal at the 
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pressurized sea1 side (§ 3.3). Therefore, an appropriate EHL problem of the 

Hertzian line contact, for which the contact pressure and clearance distri

bution are analytically available, may be considered to estimate the error 

in the outstroke leakage calculation with PROGRES, resulting from the use of 

discrete FEM results for the frictionless static contact situation. 

In figure 4.14, the Hertzian contact pressure distribution between an 

infinitely long, elastic cylinder (R = 1 [mm], E = 50 [MPa], v = 0.5) and a 

rigid plane (figure 4.3) for a load per unit of length w = 0.5 [Nmm-1
] is 

represented. Also, two different FEM solutions. calculated with linear or 

quadratic elements, are displayed. 
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t [ -] 
Figure 4.14 The frictionless static contact presssure distribution for 

the Hertzian line contact of figure 4.3 (R = 1 [mm], E = 50 [MPa], v = 
0.5, w = 0.5 [Nmm-1

]): the analytical solution versus two different 

FEM solutions for linear or quadratic elements. 

The slope of the Hertzian contact pressure distribution of figure 4.14 and 

the number of FEM datapoints descrihing it. correspond with the situation at 

the rounded edge of the RRR sea1 as calculated for an interference 6 = 0.14 

[mm] (§ 3.3). It is observed that the contact pressure gradients in the 

direct neighbourhood of the contact ends are underestimated and that the 

contact width is overestimated by both FEM results. The contact pressures 
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are calculated more accurately, when quadratic elements are used In figure 

4.15, the FEM results for the clearance proflle outside the frictionless 

static contact area are compared with the analytica! proftle. 
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4.15 The clearance prof:tle outside the frictionless static 
line contact of tigure 4.3 · (R = 1 [mm], B = 50 [MPa], v = 

= 0.5 [Nmm'1]): the analytica! solution versus two different 

FEM solutions for linear or quadratic elements. 

It is observed from tigure 4.15 that both FEM models give about identical 

results. Small differences with the analytica! solution occur in the immedi
are viciriity of the contact end, the contact width being overestimated by 

the FEM results. The correspondence between the analytica! and the numerical 

solutions is very good for y is about -1.1 to -3, from where the analyti-· 

cal solution increasingly underestimates the numerical clearances. 

In tigure 4.16, relative differences between isoviscous outstroke 

leakages calculated with · PROGRES using the different FEM results for the 

frictionless static contact situation and isoviscous leakages calculated 

with PROGRES using the analytica! static contact situation are presented. 

They are considered as a function of the non-dimensional load parameter M 

(equation (4.15)) for the range relevant to the .leakage experiments on the 

RRR seals (§ 4.4.1.2). 
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isoviseaus outstroke leakages calculated with PROGRES for the Hertzian 

line contact of tigure 4.3 (R = 1 [mm], E = 50 [MPa], v = 0.5, w = 0.5 

[Nmm-1
]) · using the analytica! solution and different FEM results for 

the frictionless static contact situation (figures (4.14) and (4.15)). 

It is observed from figure 4.16 that the use of linear elements to calculate 

the frictionless static contact situation leads to a larger overestimation 

of the leakage (5.5 percent at M = 20) than the use of quadratic elements 

(3.5 percent at M = 20), corresponding to the smaller pressure gradients 

calculated (figure 4.14). The leakage is increasingly overestimated with 

increasing M, i.e. with decreasing 'Jlcv:E, since the position at which the 

boosting pressures merge with the contact pressures (§ 4.2.2) shifts towards 

the contact end, where the pressure gradients are more severely underesti
mated. With decreasing M, the pressures in the boosting zone are calculated 

increasingly larger using the analytical contact situation than using a 

numerical contact situation, because of the smaller analytica! clearances 

further away from the contact end (figure 4.15). This may explain the fact 

that leakages calculated using the analytica! contact situation are larger 

than leakages calculated, using the numerical contact situation determined 

with the quadratic elements, for smaller values of M (M < 10). 

It can be concluded that the use of FEM results for the frictionless 

static contact situation of the RRR seal may indeed have led to the calcula
tion of too large leakages. However, particularly at the larger 'Jl

1
V:E values, 

the error must have been small and will only have contributed limitedly to 
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the discrepancies with the experimental results reported in § 4.4.1.2. 

2) The ir(luence of viscous shear stresses on the seal in the experiments. 

At outstroke, viscous shear stresses on the lubricated seal surface are 

directed towards the aunospheric seal side over the major part of the film. 

They lead to an increase in the magnitude of the radial stresses in the 

seal, i.e. in "the load on the film", and thus to thinner films than in the 

oorresponding frictionless case. 

The influence of visrous shear stresses on the seal leakage may be quan

tified in an approximate manner, using contact situations modified by vis

eaus shear, as calculated with the FEM, to determine flow critenons with 

PROGRES. This was done for the RRR seal (Ö = 0.14 [mm],. p = 1 [MPa]), using 
I 

average shear stresses determined from measured friction forces. In figure 

4.17, outstroke leakages calculated in this way are compared with results 

calcu1ated using the frictionless static contact situation and with expert

mental results, both previously presented in figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.17 The influence of viscous shear stresses on the outstroke 

leakage of the RRR seal (Ö = 0.14 [mm], p = 1 [MPa]). as calculated • 
with PROGRES using contact situations modified by visrous shear 

stresses, as determined from FEM calculations. 

It is observed from figure 4.17 that the outstroke leakage is indeed reduced 
by- incorporating viscous shear stresses, but only about 1 to 1.5 percent. 
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The FEM calculations showed larger modifications of the contact situa

tion by shear stresses at the atmospheric seal side than at the pressurized 

seal side. This was also the case, ü shear stresses were imposed, directed 

towards the pressurized seal side, conesponding to the situation during in

stroke. Hence, a larger influence of viseaus shear stresses may be expected 

at instroke, since the entrance of the film then is at the atmospheric seal 

side. A more detailed investigation of the influences of viseaus shear 

stresses will be conducted in chapter 5. 

3) The injluence of the seal roughness in the experiments. 

We will consider the influence of the seal roughness on the leakage using 

the average flow model of Patir and Cheng (1978, 1979a). This model was 

developed to describe the (elasto)hydrodynamic lubrication between rough 

surfaces in the full and partlal lubrication regime. It is discussed in some 

detail in appendix 4.2. 

Patir and Cheng applied random process theory to characterize rough sur

faces. The following equation for the expected value of the flow per unit of 

width in the direction of the velocity was proposed 

h3 
V 

E(g) =- cl> ~ i._(E(I!)) + ~ E(h \ + v ll acl> 
p 1211 OX 2 4) 2 I 

(4.27) 

00 

with E(hJ = J (hncm + S) fs(S) dS 
-h -

(4.27a) 

nom 

and a being the RMS value of the combined roughness S. The flow factors cl> 
p 

and cl>~ were obtained by numerical flow simwation for a fmite rectangular 

bearing element, having surfaces with a numerically generateel random rough

ness structure according to a Gaussian probability density function, a lin

ear autocorrelation function and a surface texture parameter y. The expected 

flow per unit of width is constant for the stationary case and may then be 

determined at the position x
0
, where the derivative of the expected pressure 

is zero 

(4.28) 

Considering the outstroke lubrication of a rod seal, the expected flow per 
unit of width may also be determined from the expected film thickness E (~r) 

of the leaked fluid on the rod, moving with the rod velocity v . 
r 

E(g) = Vr E(~r) (4.29) 
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Since v, = vE = v ll' the following equation for E (~,) can be derived from the 
equations (4.28) and (4.29) 

(4.30) 

In figure 4.18, expected values of the leaked film thickness according 
to equations (4.30) and (4.27a) are compared with measured results for the 

RRR seal (3 = 0.14 [mm], p = 1 [MPa]). The piezo-viscous results of PROGRES • 
for the flow criterion h

0 
as a substitute for the required h oom (x) and the 

numerical results of Patir and Cheng (1979a) for the shear flow factor cl>,. 
consictering only the isotropie seal roughness (appendix 4.1, § A4.1.4), were 

used to calculate E (~ J 

E' 2.0 
E -· ~ 1.8 -,..., -0 

1.6 -..- -. -·s .c .--·--· -
1.4 --- ----VI -- _.o--9" --VI --·o 

(IJ 

r= 1.2 ..x: 
u :.c: 1.0 ...... 
§ 

0.8 PROGRES piezo-viscous .;:: 
"0 0 measured (IJ 0.6 ..x: 
0 fit of measurements 
(IJ 

0.4 -- E [brl 
0.2 

0.0 

0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 
'lsVI: ·103 [Nmm-1] 

Figure 4.18 Outstroke leakage of the RRR seal (ö = 0.14 [mm]. P, = 1 

[MPa]): E(~,) according to equations (4.30) and (4.27a), taking 

h ncm (x) equal to h
0 

from a piezo-viscous calculation with PROGRES and 

using results of Patir and Cheng (1979a) for cp , versus experimental 
I 

results. 

It is observed from figure 4.18 that the calculated values of E (~,) corre

spond very well to the measured leakage results for large 11,vi: values. The 

calculated E (~,) values increasingly underestimate the measured leakage with 
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decreasing fl,vl:. This may be due to the fact that h
0 

instead of the required 

h
11001

(x
0
) is used to calculate E(~.). The roughness on the static seal sur

face increases the pressure generation in the film compared to the case of a 

smooth seal surface, yielding larger h nom (xJ than h
0 

values for the same 
operating conditions (e.g. Patir and Cheng (1979b)). Another explanation may 

be the increasing flattening of roughness asperities with diminishing A 

ratio from increased local pressure generation (micro-EHL). The possible 

occurrence of this effect is supponed by results of Lubrecbt. ten Napel and 

Bosma (1988), who numerically investigated the effects of longitudinal and 

transverse roughness on the Elll. of circular contacts. Note that in the aver

age flow model of Patir and Cheng the deformation of roughness asperities as 

a result of micro-EHL is not considered. In chapter 6, we will again con

sider the influence of the seal surface roughness on leakage and friction 

over a larger range of A ratios. 

Conclusion: The fact that leakages determined from piezo-viscous calcula

tions with PROGRES for A ~ 3 are larger than measured leakages appears to be 

mainly caused by the influence of the seal surface roughness in the experi
ments. 

4.4.2.2 Friction 

It was reponed in § 4.4.1.3 that measured friction values were smaller than 

those calculated from measured leakages for a smooth seal surface. Discrep

ancies are even larger, ü the seal surface roughness is considered in the 

latter calculation using the average flow model of Patir and Cheng (e.g. 

appendix 4.2). Then, the expected friction force may be calculated from the 

following equation (analogous to equation (4.26) for a smooth seal surface) 

(4.31) 

Tbe nomina! film thickness h nom (xJ can be determined from the equations 

(4.27a) and (4.30) using the measured leaked film thickness h as an estima-
r 

tion for E (~1), the statistical propetties of the seal roughness and the 

numerical results of Patir and Cheng for the shear flow factor fll.. The shear 

stress factors fllr and 'f• can also be taken from the results of Patir and 
Cheng. In figure 4.19, expected friction forces according to equation (4.31) 

for the RRR seal (8 = 0.18 [mm], p = 1 [MPa]) are compared with friction • 
forces according to equation (4.26), using h

0 
= 2h,, and with fitted experi-

mental results. Besides the fact that (expected) friction values calculated 

from measured leakages for the rough seal surface are larger than those cal-
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Y.gure 4.19 Outstroke friction of the RRR seal (a = 0.18 [mm], p = 1 • 
[MPa]): results calculated from measured . leakages for a smooth seal 

surface (equation (4.26)) and for the rough seal surface (equation 

(4.31)) versus measured results. 

culated for a smooth seal surface, it is further observed from figure (4.19) 

that they increasingly (from 11 to 20 percent) differ from the fitted exper

imental results with decreasing Tt.v:E. The latter observation appears to sup
port the hypothesis of an increased flattening of seal roughness asperities 
with diminishing A ratio as a result of micro-EHL. 

The fact that measured friction values are smaller than those calculated 

from measured leakages may be explained by the influence of viseaus sbear 

hearing, the viscosity being strongly dependent on temperature (for Shell 

Tellus C320 oil, a temperature rise from 20 to 21 [0 C] causes a 7 percent 
decrease of the viscosity (equation (4.21)). Note that viseaus shear hearing 

will not significantly influence the film thickness, being determined mainly 

in the entry zone of the film, where viseaus dissipation and thus tempera

ture rises will be insignificant. Consequently, viseaus sbear stresses (con

tributing to the friction on the rod) will depend about linearly on the 

local value of the viscosity. Approximate thermal analyses indicated that 

temperature rises up to some degrees may have occurred in the lubricated 
contact of the RRR seal, which can explai.ti the magnitude of the differences 

between the measured friction and the friction calculated from measured 
Ieakage. It further appeared from these analyses, that temperature rises in 
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the lubricant film increase with increasing 11,v:t. This is easily explained 

from the increase in the viscous shear stresses, i.e. in the viscous dissi

pation, and from the increasing importance of convective heat transport with 

the thickening of the film. The increase in füm temperatures with increas

ing tt.v:t can explain the diminishing correspondence between the measured 

friction and the friction calculated from measured leakage for a smooth seal 

surf ace. 

4.5 Summary 

Methods were presented to calculate the flow criterion and the minimum film 

thickness in an elastohydrodynamically lubricated seal contact. The calcula

tion methods apply the IHL theory to the frictionless static contact pres
sure distribution, additionally using the clearance profües outside the 
contact to incorporate the boosring and relaxing action in the entry and 

exit zone of the film. The methods' predictions were succesfully verified 

for the isoviseaus EHL of the Hertzian line contact by comparison witb the 
established numerical results of Herrebrugh (1968). 

A computer program PROGRES was written based on these metbods. It calcu

lates the characteristics of tbe lubricant film in the seal contact, the 
seal leakage and the friction forces on tbe seal and its opposing surface. 

As input PROGRES requires tbe frictionless static contact pressure distribu

tion and the clearance profties outside tbe static contact area, which may 

be provided as discrete (e.g. FEM) data, tbe operaring conditions and the 

lubricant properties. The practical applicability of the calculations was 

demonstraled by oomparing the predictions of PROGRES witb experimental 

outstroke leakage and friction results for tbe RRR seal considered in this 

thesis. The small differences obtained (< 10 percent) were mainly contrib

uted to influences of tbe seal surface roughness and of viscous shear heat

ing in the experiment&. 
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5 VISCOUS SHEAR STRESSES 

5.1 Objective of tbis cbapter 

In chapter 4, a model based on the nn.. theory was presented and incorporated 

in a computer program PROGRES to solve the axisymmetric, stationary and 

isothermal BID.. problem of a reciprocating, elastomeric seal, when surface 

rouglmess effects are negligbie and lubricant supply is sufficient. The 

influence of viscous shear stresses on the lubricated seal surface is not 

considered in this model. It was investigated in an approximate manner for 

the outstroke lubrication of the pressurized RRR seal at the experimental 

verification of the model (§ 4.4.2.1). The influence then appeared to be 

small, reducing the leakage only by 1 to 1.5 percent. However, intermediate 

results of the analysis indicated that viscous shear stresses may be more 

important at instroke. 

A more detailed investigation of the influence of viscous shear stresses 

on the BID.. of an reciprocating, elastomeric seal will be conducted in this 

chapter. A fmite element formulation to solve the BID.. problem, incorpo

rating viscous shear stresses on the lubricated seal surface, will be pre

senled and applied to a fictitious, but realistic problem. 

5.2 A finite element tormulation for the EHL problem ineorporating viscous 

shear stresses 

5.2.1 Reynolds-elasticity element 

Consider the axisymmetric thin film lubrication along the inner surface of 

an elastic body (e.g. a seal), as illustrated in figure 5.1. 

P, 

rigid rod 

.....-,.._j._._l_. --· -·-· 

r 
z Z1 Vr 

I 
I 
I 

_____1._ . 
Z2 

Figure 5.1 Axisymmetric thin ftlm lubrication along the inner surface 

of an elastic body. 
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Smooth surfaces, small fûm thickness gradients, an incompressible Newtonian 

fluid and isothennal conditions are assumed. Then, the pressure generation 

in the fûm is described by the Reynolds equation 

dh - ~ [ h3 ~ - V .!!_] = 0 
dt dZ 12'11 dZ r 2 

with '11 = 'll<P) 

The boundary conditions in the absence of cavitation read 

p(z=z) = p 
I I 

p(z=z
2
) = p

2 

(5.1) 

(5.1a) 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

The direction s along the inner surface of the elastic body (figure 5.1) may 

in good approximation be considered coïncident with the axial direction z, 

because of the small film thickness gradients. Then, the pressure distri

bution in the fûm acts as a distributed load t in the radial direction on 
r 

the inner surface of the elastic body 

t,=P (5.3) 

The film thickness is equal to the sum of the initial clearance b0 (being 

equal to zero in case of contact between the elastic body and the roei in the 

static situation, i.e. h0 ~ 0) and the radial displacement ur at the inner 

surface of the elastic body, caused by the film pressures 

h = h0 +u 
r 

(5.4) 

Solution of the EHL problem described above, requires the calculation of 

film thicknesses (i.e. radial displacements) and pressures, so that the 

Reynolds equation and the equations for the mechanical equilibrium of the 

elastic body are simultaneously satisfied. Van Heijningen and Kasseis (1986) 

used the FEM to solve the Em.. problem for an oil pumping ring seal. Linear, 

triangular elements were used to describe the geometrically and physically 

linear behaviour of the ring seal. A special · linear line element, forther 

called the Reynolds-elasticity element, was used to describe the Reynolds 

equation and provide the coupling to the elasticity problem of the ring 

seal. The Reynolds-elasticity element had two extra degrees of freedom in 

addition to the pressure, being the radial displacement u and the axial 
r 

displacement u , so that it could be coupled to the mechanical elements 
z 

along the lubricated inner surface of the ring seal and allowed determi-

nation of the film thickness according to equation (5.4). Equation (5.3) was 
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incorporated in the element formulation, imposing the fllm pressure distri

bution as a distributed radial load on the inner ring seal surface. 

This fonnulation of the Reynolds-elasticity element can be extended 

quite easily to incorporate viscous shear stresses. acting on the lubricated 

inner surface of the elastic body. Viscous shear stresses are directed pure

ly a:xial in the one dimensional flow characterization of the axisymmetric 

thin film lubrication. The resulting distributed axial load t on the inner 
z 

surface of the elastic body is given by 

t = _.!!,~ + '11Vr 

z 2 dz h 

Thus extended, the Reynolds-elasticity 

appendix 5.1. 

5.2.2 Implementation 

(5.5) 

element fonnulation is presented in 

The formulation of the Reynolds-elasticity element of appendix 5.1 was 

implemented in the FEM program SEPRAN. The user must write a main Fortran 
program, calling standani SEPRAN subroutines, to perform a calculation with 

SEPRAN. This is unlike most commercial FEM programs, which merely require 

the construction of a standani input ftle. Advantages of the setup of SEPRAN 

are the flexible programming, the improved control over the performed 

analysis and the easy incorporation of user subroutines. The main program, 

written in this study to perform an EHL calculation with SEPRAN, is called 

SEPEHL. 

Standani mechanica! analyses with SEPRAN are restricted to linear prob

Iems. A geometrically linear analysis suffices for the calculation of the 

EHL problem, departing from the assembied and pressurized state of the seal, 

since additional strains and rotations are small. However, the prestressed 

reference state must be calculated by another, non-linear, program. In this 

study, the FEM program ABAQUS was used for such calculations (§ 3.3). The 

mechanica! elements in SEPRAN were extended to incorporate initial stresses 

and an interface program FfAS was written, so that the results from the 

ABAQUS calculation could be transferred to SEPEHL. The adopted procedure for 

an EHL calculation with SEPRAN on an assembied and pressurized seal is illu

strated in flgure 5.2. 

The interface program FfAS automatically supplies the following informa

tion from the results of the ABAQUS calculation to SEPEHL: 

- the deformed flnite element mesh; 

- the stresses in the integration points of the mechanical elements; 

- the curve on which boundary elements must be generated (for application of 
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ABAQUS calculation of the 

seal's assembly 

and pressurlzation 

p1 

~ 
FTAS interface between 

ABAQUS and SEPEHL 

n deformed mesh and 
initial stresses I 

r, boundary elements r, 
for fluid pressure 

r2,r3 nodal kinematic 
restraints 

Q 
I 

I 
I 

r4 Reynolds-elasticity 
elements 

I 

SEPEHL EHL calculation 

with SEPRAN 

Figure 5.2 Procedure for an EHL calculation with SEPRAN on an assem

bied and pressurized seal. 

a distributed load (fluid pressure) in SEPRAN); 

- the curve on which Reynolds-elasticity elements must be generated; 

- the nodal kinematic boundary conditions. 

The mechanica! material properties, the values of the constant pressures at 

both seal sides, the lubricant properties and the rod velocity must be sup

plied by hand before stardog a calculation with SEPEHL. Only the compress

ible, linear Hooke material behaviour can be modelled in SEPRAN. This may 

constitute a limitation to the analysis of practical problems, since elas
tomers generally exhibit a (nearly) incompressible, non-linear elastic mate

rial behaviour. However, it is of little significanee to the intended theo

retica! investigation of the influence of viscous shear stresses (§ 5.3.1). 
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The pans of the inner seal surface outside the static contact area, on 

which fluid pressure may be appüed in the calculation with ABAQUS, are 

included in the lubricant film in the subsequent calculation with SEPEHL, 

being provided with Reynolds-elasticity elements (figure 5.2). The seal 

contour can be relatively steep in these parts. This may introduce a serious 

error in the EHL calculation on pressurized seals, since the static fluid 

pressures in these film regions, augmented with the (generally much smaller) 

hydrodynamic pressures, are appüed as . a distributed load in the radial 

direction by the Reynolds-elasticity elements, instead of normal to the seal 

surface. In this aspect, the influence of the viscous shear ~tresses will be 

of minor importance, because of their ümited magnitude in the observed film 
regions. The element formulation of appendix 5.1 was süghtly modified, 

taking into account the angle between the seal contour and the axial direc

tion, to prevent the occurrence of the error mentioned. 

5.2.3 Testing the finite element formulation 

5.2.3.1 Pressure generation !!! ! rigid ~ clearance 

The fmite element formulation of the Reynolds equation as incorporated in 

the Reynolds-elasticity element was tested, considering the isoviscous pres

sure generation in a lubricated tapered clearance between a rigid rod, mov

ing with a constant velocity v , and a statie, concentric, rigid bush. The r . 

test problem is illustrated in figure 5.3. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

---r-z-· 
rigid rod 

-·---· Vr 

Ylglll'e 5.3 Test problem for verification of the finite element farmu

lation of the Reynolds equation (dr = 50 [mm], I = 10 [mm], h
1 

= 0.1 

[mm], b
2 

= 0.01 [mm]). 
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An exact solution for the pressure distribution may simply be obtained from 

integration of the 1-dimensional, stationary and isoviscous Reynolds equa

tion, using the surrounding pressures p
1 

and p
2 

as boundary conditions. 

The FEM model for the calculation of this test problem with SEPEHL is 
displayed in figure 5.4. 

mechanica! elements 

t t l t 
\ prescribed pressure prescribed pressure / 

Reynolds-elasticity elements 

I 

- -- --·-· '-z 

r 

Figure 5.4 FEM model for the calculation of the test problem of figure 

5.3 with SEPEHL. 

The bush was modelled with linear quadrilateral elements and provided with 

Reynolds-elasticity elements at its tapered inner surface. A mesh refinement 
in the direction of tapering was used for more accurate calculation of the 

pressure generation. Radial and axia1 displacements were suppressed in the 

nodes on the outer bush surface and pressures were prescribed in the end 

nodes on the inner bush surface. 

Pressure distributions were calculated with SEPEHL for different numbers 

of elements. Results are represented in figure 5.5 for a single set of oper

ating conditions. The material properties of the bush were taken eqnal to 

those of steel (E = 2.1·10S [MPa], v = 0.3), yielding negligible radial dis
placements at the inner bush surface (the displacements were smaller than 

0.03 percent of the smallest clearance h
2
). The exact pressure distribution 

for the rigid clearance is also displayed in figure 5.5. It is observed from 

figure 5.5 that the pressure distribution calculated with SEPEHL beoomes 

coincident with the exact _ solution for increasing mesh refinement. Thus, the 

finite element formulation of the Reynolds equation appears to be correct. 

5.2.3.2 Comparison with PROGRES 

An indication of the correctness of the finite element formulation for the 

EHL problem based on the Reynolds-elasticity element may be obtained by 

oomparing calculation results of SEPEHL with calculation results of PROGRES 
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Figure 5.5 Calculated isovisrous pressure distributions for the test 

problem of figure 5.3 (p
1 

= p
2 

= 0 [MPa], 11., = 10-6 [MPas], v. = 100 

[mms1
]). 

(§ 4.3). Such a comparison was performed for the isoviscous lubrication 

of the fictitious rectangular section seal with rounded edges, displayed in 

figure 5.6. The material behaviour of the seal was described with the linear 

Hooke model (E = 10 [MPa] and v = 0.45). Assembied and differently pressur-

undeformed assembied and pressurized 

Figure 5.6 Seal considered for the comparison of the EHL calculations 

with SEPEHL and PROGRES. 
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ized states of the seal (3 = 0.08 [mm], 0 s p s 2.5 [MPa]) were calculated 
I 

with ABAQUS as starring points for the subsequent EHL calculations with 

PROGRES and SEPEHL. A mesh of 460 quadratic quadrilateral elements. 46 in 
the axial and 10 in the radial direction. with' refinements at the rounded 

edges was used to provide the input for the calculations with PROGRES, for 

whlch accurate results near the contact ends are essential (§ 4.4.2.1). 

Linear mechanica! elements are required for an EHL calculation with SEPEHL, 

because of the coupling with the linear Reynolds-elasticity elements. There

fore, another mesh of 560 linear quadrilateral elements, 70 in the axia1 and 

8 in the radial direction, with refinements at the rounded edges was used. 

Frictionless contact pressure distributions calculated with ABAQUS using 

these different element meshes are displayed in figure 5.7. 

UJ 
0:: 5 
:::::> 
Vl 
Vl 
UJ 
0:: 4 
a. 

3 

2 

1 

- mesh of 460 quadratic elements 

-+- mesh of 560 l inear elements 

Ps = 2.5 [ MPal 

P5 =0 [MPal 

Figure 5. 7 Frictionless contact pressure distributions of the seal of 
figure 5.6 (3 = 0.08 [mm]) ca1cUiated with ABAQUS using different ele

ment meshes. 

It is observed from figure 5.7 that discrepancies resulting from the use of 
the different element meshes are restricted to local areas near the contact 

ends, where large contact pressure gradients occur. There, the use . of 1inear 
elements leads to smaller contact pressures. 

Outstroke and instroke values of the flow criterion h
0
, calculated with 
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PROORES and SEPEHL for Tl v = 0.5·10'3 [Nmn11
] and different sealed pres-

e r 
sures, are compared in tigure 5.8 (the flow criterion h

0 
was defined in 

§ 4.1 as the film thickness at the position where the pressure gradient is 

zero and is a measure for the flow in the stationary case (equation 4.4)). 
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Figure 5.8 Outstroke and instroke isoviseaus flow criterious of the 

seal of tigure 5.6 as a function of the sealed pressure (5 = 0.08 

[mm], 11 v = 0.5-10'3 [Nmm'1]): results trom PROORES versus results 
c r 

from SEPEHL. 

It is observed trom tigure 5.8 that PROORES prediets larger flow criterions 

than SEPEHL does. lt was established that these discrepancies increase, when 

fewer elements are used. Then PROORES prediets larger and SEPEHL smaller 

flow criterloos than the ones presented in tigure 5.8. PROORES tends to 

ove.restimate the flow criterion due to an underestimation of the slope of 

the frictionless contact pressure distribution near the contact ends, as 

calculated with the FEM (§ 4.4.2.1). This tendency increases. using fewer 

elements. SEPEHL increasingly underestimates the pressure generation in the 

lubricant fil.m, acting as a disttibuted load on the inner seal surface, when 

fewer elements are used (figure 5.5). Smaller radial displacements, i.e. 

smaller film thicknesses (equation 5.4), are then determined. 

The relative diffe.rences between the results of PROORES and SEPEHL for 
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the pressurized seal at instroke are also intluenced by the calculation with 

SEPEHL of pressures in the exit zone of the fllm,. which are smaller than the 

sealed pressure (figure 5.10). These smaller pressures constitute an in

creasingly important contribution to the mechanica! equilibrium of the seal 
with rising .c sealed pressure. They can not occur at outstroke, because cavi

tation of the fluid prevents the pressure to drop significantly below the 
atmospheric value. If the occurrence of these (physically realistic) smaller 

pressures in the exit region of the film is prevented in the calculation 

with SEPEHL, larger flow criterions are determined at instroke. These re
sults are presented with a broken line in figure 5.8. 

5.3 Influences of viscous shear stresses 

5.3.1 Calculated results for a fictitious problem 

We will again consider the seal of figure 5.6 and use the program SEPEHL to 

numerically investigate the influence of visrous shear stresses on the 

stationary, isovisrous EHL of the seal contact. In § 5.3.1.1, we will study 

their influence on the film profile and pressure distribution for a single 

set of operaring conditions. The flow criterion determines the seal leakage 
and is also the most important film characteristic for the seal friction, 

since the ftlm thickness is approximately equal to the flow criterion over 

the major part of the film. Therefore, we will consider the intluence of 

visrous shear stresses on the flow criterion for different values of the 

sealed pressure and operaring parameter 11 v in § 5.3.1.2. 
g r 

5.3.1.1 Film profile and pressure distribution 

Film profties and pressure distributiqns, calculated with and without shear, 

are displayed for the outstroke in figure 5.9 and for the instroke in tigure 

5.10 (3 = 0.08 [mm], p = 2.5 [MPa], 11 v = 0.5·10'3 [Nmm-1
]). A better un-

• g r 
derstanding of the results calculated with visrous shear stresses may be 

obtained by qualitatively imagining the intluence of shear stresses on the 

absolute radial seal stresses at the inner seal surface, departing from the 

frictionless situation. These radial seal stresses 

the calculated fllm pressure distribution in 

excluding small regions in the entry and exit 
equilibrium. 

must closely correpond to 

the nearly parallel film, 

zone, because of mechanical 

At outstroke, visrous shear stresses on the inner seal surface are 

directed towards the atmospheric seal side over the major part of · the film. 

They lead to an increase in the magnitude of the radial seal stresses 

throughout the lubricated contact. as reflected in the film pressu:re distri-
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Figure 5.9 The influence of viscous shear stresses on the isoviscous 

outstroke film profile and pressure distribution of the seal of figure 

5.6 (3 = 0.08 [mm], p = 2.5 [MPa], Tl v = 0.5·10·3 [Nmm-1
]). 
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bution of figure 5.9. The increase is quite moderare at the pressurized seal 

side, but becomes larger towards the atmospheric seal side. The value of the 

flow criterion is mainly determined by the situation in the entty zone of 

the ftlm, which is situated at the pressurized seal side at outstroke. Con

sequendy, the reduction in the flow criterion from viscous shear stresses 

is only moderate (about 1 percent). However, the minimum film thickness, 

which is determined by the situation in the exit zone of the film at the 

atmospheric seal side, is significandy reduced (about 7 percent). 

At instroke, viscous shear stresses on the inner seal surface are 

directed towards the pressurized seal side over the major part of the film. 

They lead to a "stretching" of the seal and to a reduction in the magnitude 

of the radial seal stresses throughout the lubricated contact, as reflected 

in the pressure distribution of figure 5.10. The change in the radial seal 

stresses is largest at the atmospheric seal side, like at outstroke. Since 

the entty zone of the ftlm is located at this side at instroke, the flow 

criterion is increased considerably (about 7 percent). At the pressurized 

seal side, the reduction in the magnitude of the radial seal stresses is 

quite small. The presence of shear stresses appears to lead to a reduction 

of the minimum film thickness (about 15 percent}, in spite of the larger 

value of the flow criterion. However, the limited number of datapoints de

scribing the very local film thickness restrietion makes the reliability of 

the results somewhat doubtful. 

Comparing the figures 5.9 and 5.10, the ftlm profties appear to be 

smoother and to have a more local outlet restrietion at instroke than at 
ontstroke, independent of the presence of shear stresses. It may be noted, 

that all profties exhibit small undulations near the beginning and the end 

of the ftlm, which reflect numerical instabilities. These instabilities are 

often encountered during the solution of the EHL problem for soft contacts, 

for whicb limited pressure perturbations lead to relatively large film 

thickness fluctuations. Several publications on this subject were presented 

by Strozzi (e.g. 1986b, 1987). 

5.3.1.2 The flow criterion dependent on the operating conditions 

The change in the flow criterion from viscous shear stresses on the seal as 

a function of the sealed pressure is illustrated in figure 5.11 (Ö = 0.08 

[mm], 11 ~ = 0.5-10'3 [Nmm'1]). It is observed from figure 5.11 that the ab-
c r 

solute change in the flow criterion from viscous shear is larger at instroke 

than at outstroke, as was explained in § 5.3.1.1. It is further observed, 

that this change is almost independent of the sealed . pressure, although the 

flow criterion and thus the magnitude of the viscous shear stresses on the 
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Figure 5.11 The influence of viscous shear stresses on the flow cri

terion of the seal of figure 5.6 as a function of the sealed pressure 

(3 = 0.08 [mm]. Tl v = 0.5·10·3 [Nmm-1
]). 

c r 

sea1 clearly change with the sealed pressure. Viscous shear stresses are 

larger for a smaller flow criterion and so will be the absolute change in 

the radial sea1 stresses, i.e. in the "load on the film". compared to the 

frictionless situation. lt may be contributed to the larger stiffness of a 

thinner film that this does , not lead to a larger absolute change in the flow 

criterion. 

The influence of viscous shear stresses on the flow criterion as a 

function of Tl v is illustrated in figure 5.12 (Ö = 0.08 [mm], p = 1.0 
c r 1 

[MPa]). It is observed from figure 5.12 that the change in the flow criteri-

on from viscous shear stresses increases with increasing T) v . This can be 
c r 

readily understood. since the viscous shear stresses on the seal (being in 

good approximation equal to the quotient of Tl v and h \ increase with 
c r 0' 

increasing T) V and the value of the flow criterion also increases (i.e. the 
c r 

stiffness of the ftlm decreases) with increasing Tl v. 
c r 

5.3.2 Results from the literature 

The influence of (viscous) shear stresses on the seal on the lubrication of 

the seal contact bas occasionally been reported in the literature from 
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experimental observation. 

Dowson and Swales (1969) measured film and pressure profiles under a 

rectangular rubber block sliding against a rotaring disk. They observed 

among others a restrietion and a conesponding pressure spike at the film 

inlet. They believed these features to be caused by viscous shear, since 

they became more pronounced at higher velocities. but could not quite recon

cile this with the relatively small shear stresses calculated from measured 

film thick:nesses. They suggested that this might be explained by permanent 

set of the seal, caused by the larger shear drag when operating under condi

tions of boundary lubrication. A more probable explanation may be obtained, 

considering the influence of the roughness of the rubber surface, which is 

clearly visible in their presenteel film thick:ness proftles, as was also rec

ognized ~y them. Calculation of shear stresses from a measured average ftlm 

thickness than yields much too low · values (Kanters and Visscher (1988)). 

Apart from the surface roughness effects, an interesting feature of their 

experimental results of the pressurized seal at instroke is the dip in the 

pressure curve in the film exit region, as calculated in this study (figure 

5.10). 
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Kawahara, Ishiwata and Ichikawa (1973) performed pressure measurements 

in the contact of a U-shaped rod seal during motion. They judged the lubri

cation mode of the seal by the wave form of friction, measW'ed over a stroke 

with varying velocity. They did not determine values for the ftlm thickness. 

Especially at outstroke, the seal appeared to be mainly operating in the 

region of hydrodynamic lubrication. Maximum pressures, occurring at the 

sealing lip, were higher at outstroke than at instroke. Furthermore, a 

second peak appeared in the vicinity of the heel at outstroke. They a1so 
presented a comparison between the dynamic pressure distributions and an 

experimental static contact pressure distribution, which is reproduced in 

figure 5.13. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 
X [mm] 

static contact pressure distribution 

pressure distribution at outsroke 

pressure distribution at instroke 

P0 =3 [MPal 

Figure 5.13 Experimental static and dynamic pressure distributions of 

a U-shaped rod seal after Kawahara, Ishiwata and lchikawa (1973). 

The differences. in the pressure distributions were contributed to the influ

ence of shear stresses. Note that the nature of the differences is similar 
to that calculated in this study (ftgures 5.7, 5.9, 5.10). 

Wemecke (1983) reported similar differences between experimental dynam

ic pressure curves as Kawahara. Isbiwata and Ichikawa (1973) did. He visual
ized them for a very small rod velocity (0.4 [mms'1]), for which the effects 

were the most pronounced: The contribution of viscous shear to the total 

shear stresses on the. seal may have been small for the observed operating 

conditions. 

Patri and Strozzi (1984) conducted a photo-elastic study on a plane mod
el of a reetangolar section seal with rounded edges pressed on a steel 
strip. They reported that the static contact pressure distribution was 
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appreciably modified by a relative motion, both in the absence and presence 

of a sealed pressure. They further reported that the shear stresses causing 

the modifications were one order of magnitude larger than the viscous shear 

stresses calculated from fll.m proflles, detenni.ned from an inverse solution 

of the Reynolds equation using the experimentally determined stress field in 

the vicinity of tbe sealing surface. They did not attempt to clearify the 

origin of these larger shear stresses. 

5.4 A note on the practical importance of inoorporating visoous shear 
stresses in the EHL calculation 

It was demonsttated how viscous shear stresses on the seal influence tbe EHL 

of the seal contact at out- and instroke by tbe theoretica! example of 

§ 5.3.1. This influence will become progressively important with increasing 

magnitude of tbe shear stresses compared to tbe stiffness of the seal mate

rial. The stiffness considered in § 5.3.1 is quite average for. general elas

tomeric seal materials. Larger viscous shear stresses may result from larger 

valnes of the parameter 1"JV A (being equal to rtv r for the observed case of a 

moving rod and a stationary rod seal) or from the occurrence of smaller fllm 

thicknesses. Larger rtv A valnes tban the ones considered in § 5.3.1 will 

seldom occur in practice for oil lubricated seals. However, the occurrence 

of thinner lubricant fllms is very realistic. Especially rod seals are 

generally designed to minimize leakage, accepting the probable consequence 

of a larger friction. Thus, a large influence of viscous shear stresses in 

practical situations is most likely to result from the occurrence of very 

tbin lubricant fllms (« 1 [f.I.Dl]) due to the specific seal design. 

However, when the fllm is very thin, influences of surface roughness 

will generally also be important. The relatively large roughness of the 

elastomeric seal surface appears to be ftrStly important (Kanters and 

Visscher (1988)). lts influence on leakage and friction will be investigated 

in chapter 6. A calculation of the EHL problem for smooth surfaces incorpo

rating viscous shear stresses on the seal, e.g. by using the FEM formulation 

presented in § 5.2, is of limited practical value, when surface roughness 

effects are of significant importance. The applicability of the ordinary 

Reynolds equation becomes questionable and shear stresses are calculated 

much toó small. The experimental results presented in the literature on tbe 

intlucnee of (viscous) shear stresses (§ 5.3.2) appeared to be generally 

obtained in situations, where surface roughness effects were important. 
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S.S Summary 

A finite element formulation was presented for the calculation of the EHL 

problem of an axisymmetric, reciprocating, elastic rod seal, considering 

viscous shear stresses acting on the lubricated seal surface. lt was used to 

investigate the influence of viscous shear stresses on the lubrication of 

the pressurized sea1 contact for a fictitious, but realistic problem. It 

appeared among others that shear stresses lead to a decrease of the film 

thickness at outstroke and to a larger increase at instroke compared to the 

frictionless situation. 

For seal designs, permitring only the occurrence of very thin lubricant 

films (« 1 [~m]), it may be important to incorporate viscous shear stresses 
on the seal in an EHL analysis. However, it must be noted that in sucb cases 
surface roughness effects may significantly limit the practical validity of 

the calculation. Experimental results presented in the literature on the 

influence of (viscous) shear stresses appeared to be generally obtained in 

situations, wbere surface rougbness effects were important. Nevertheless, 

the results corresponded qualitatively to the numerical results obtained in 
this study. 
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6 THE SEAL SURFACE ROUGHNESS 

6.1 Objeetive of this dlapter 

In cbapter 4, a model based on the IHL theory was presented and incorporated 

in a computer program PROGRES to solve the axisymmetric, stationary and 

isotbermal EHL problem of a reciprocating, elastomeric seal, when surface 

rougbness effects are negligible and lubricant supply is sufficient. Experi

mental leakage and friction results for the RRR seal sliding on à very 

SinOOth rod were considered to verify this model Attention was restricted to 
h 

lubrication conditions for which the ratio A = ~ ;;:: 3, so that the influence 

of surface roughness in the experiments would be small. The flow criterion 

b
0 

was obtained from a piezo-viscous calculation with PROGRES and the RMS 

value a of the combined roughness was taken equal to that of the seal rough

ness (appendix 4.1, § A4.1.4), since the roughness of the very smooth rod 

could be neglected. 

lnformation on the lubrication condirloos in the seal contact can be ob

tained, considering the combination of measured leakage and friction results 

for (a part of) a stroke with constant velocity. A value of the flow crite

rion can be calculated from a measured leakage (equation (4.4)), assuming 

full film lubrication and negligible influence of surface roughness. Subse

quenûy, friction from viseaus shear can be calculated, using the flow 

criterion as a proper approximation of the fllm thickness throughout . the 

contact (equation (4.26)). It is important in this calculation that the vis

cosity in the film is accurately known. The assumptions on the lubrication 

of the seal contact may be considered valid, if the calculated friction cor

responds with the measured friction. 

Measured friction and friction calculated from measured leakage were 

compared in figure 4.13 as a function of the parameter 11.v:E for A ~ 3. Sur

prisingly, the influence of the seal surface roughness appeared to deercase 
with decreasing 11,v:E, i.e. with diminishing A ratio (it must be noted that 

the comparison was somewhat complicated due to a small influence of viscous 

shear heating). It was . suggested as a. possible explanation, that roughness 

asperities were increasingly flattened · with diminishing A ratio by increas

ing influ~ces of micro-EHL. Tbe diminishing applicability of the average 

flow model of Patir and Cheng, as illustrated for the leakage in figure 

(4.18) and for the friction in figure (4.19), appeared to Support this 

hypothesis. This model, described in some detail in appendix 4.2, was devel

oped to describe the (E)HL between randomly rough surfaces in the full film 
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and mixed lubrication regime. It does not consider the possible deformation 

of roughness asperities by local pressures. 

In this chapter, the hypothesis of the flattening of roughness asperi

ties as a result of micro-EHL will be investigated in more detail. Addition

al outstroke leakage and friction results for the RRR seal sliding on a 

smooth rod will be considered for smaller A ratios (A < 3). These results 

will also be compared with the piezo-viscous leakage and friction predie

tions of PROGRES. 

6.2 Leakage and friction of the RRR seal over a large range of A ratios 

Measurements and piezo-viscous calculations with PROGRES on the RRR seal 

(8 = 0.18 [mm], p
1 

= 1 [MPa]) were performeel for 0.01 < '11,v:t·1o' < 0.3 

[Nmm-1
]. The leak:age results, as well as those obtained earlier for larger 

11,vl: values, are presenteel in figure 6.1 in terms of the leak:ed film thick

ness h on the rod outside the seal contact. 
r 
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Figure 6.1 Outstroke leakage of the RRR seal (8 = 0.18 {mm], p = 1 • 
[MPa)): piezo-viscous results of PROORES (hr = T hJ and experimental 

results. 
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The predictions of PROGRES accurately correspond to the equation 

~1 
hr = ~0('111Vl:) (6.1) 

with ~0 = 0.189 [mm~·1] and P
1 

= 0.617. Using es = 0.83 [j.Un] (appendix 4.1, 

§ A4.L4) and the equation hP. = 2hr' it can easily be derived that the range 

0.01 s '11
1
Vl:·1lt S 0.6 [Nmm· ] considered, corresponds with the range 0.4 S A 

S 4.7. A least squares regression to equation (6.1) for the experimental 

results yields the estimations S
0 

= 0.12 [mm2N'1] and S
1 

= 0.56 (tt = 0.04 

[j.Un], R~j = 0.99). This fit is also represented in figure 6.1. A 95 percent 

confidence interval for ~1 is calculated as 0.54 S ~1 S 0.58. The relative 

differences between the theoretical prediedons of PROGRES and the fitted 

experimental results range from -12 to +9 percent with increasing 'll,vl:. 

The friction results, as well as those obtained earlier for larger 11,v1: 

values, are presented in figure 6.2. The results calculated from measured 

leakages for a smooth seal surface (equation (4.26)) and those calculated 

for the rough seal surface using the expected shear stress as proposed by 

Patir and Cheng (equation (4.31)) are also displayed. 
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Figure 6.2 Outstroke friction of the RRR seal (3 = 0.18 [mm), p = 1 
I 

[MPa]): results of PROGRES, results calculated from measured Ieakages 

for a smooth seal surface (equation (4.26)) and for the rough seal 
surface (equation (4.31)) and experimental results. 
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The predictions of PROGRES accurately correspond to the equation 

'Yl 
Fr = y

0
(Tt,vr.,) (6.2) 

with y
0 

= 2.849·103 [mm] and y
1 

= 0.390. The coefficient y
1 

is approximately 

equal to 1-~1 • ~1 being the exponent in the leakage equation (6.1) as calcu

lated with PROGRES. This is inherent to the facts, that the viscous shear 

stress is almost completely determined by the contribution from the shear 

flow, that v IJ. = vr., and that the film thickness is approximately equal to the 

flow criterion h
0 

tbrooghout the contact, as was explained in § 4.4.1.3. 

The close correspondence between the experimental friction results and 

the piezo-viscous predictions of PROGRES, which was already reported in 

§ 4.4.1.3 for TJ
1
Vr.,·l03 ~ 0.29 [Nmm-1

] holds out for smaller values of 11
1
Vr.,, 

approximately down to TJ,vr.,-1& = 0.15 [Nmm-1
]. Within the range 0.15 < 

f1
1
vr.,·l03 < 0.3 [Nmm-1

] (2 < A < 3}, the friction forces calculated from mea

sured leakages for a smooth seal surface are also in close agreement with 

the experimental results, absolute relative differences with the individual 

measurements being less than 4 percent. The friction forces calculated from 

measured leakages for the rough seal surface increasingly overestimate the 

measured friction with decreasing n.vr.,· For TJ
1
Vr.,·l03 = 0.15 [Nmm-1

] a rela

tive difference of more than 30 percent occurs. 

The measured friction eventually increases with decreasing f1
1
Vr., for the 

smallest fl,vr., values considered. The total friction curve thus resembles the 

well-known Snibeek curve, indicating that the mode of lubrication gradually 

changes from mixed to full ftlm lubrication with increasing f1
1
Vr.,· 

6.3 Discussion 

The present discussion of the leakage and friction results of § 6.2 will 

mainly concern the range n,vr.,·1if < 0.3 [Nmm-1
] (A < 3), since an elaborate 

discussion of the results for larger fl,vr., values was already presenled in 

§ 4.4.2. The influence of temperature rises in the mm due to viscous shear 

heating may then be neglected, because of the only small viscous dissipation 

and adequate heat transport by conduction to the rod. So, only the influence 

of the seal roughness needs to be considered as a possible factor, invalida

ting the applicability of the isothermal EHL theory to the tribological 

process in the seal contact. 

The close correspondence between the friction calculated from measured 

leakages for a smooth seal surface and the measured friction suggests that 

the influence of the seal roughness was negligible over the range 0.15 < 
n,vr.,·1if < 0.3 [Nmm-1

] (2 < A < 3). This conclusion is supported by the very 
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good correspondence of the leakage and friction results of PROGRES with the 

measured results. It is further supported by the large discrepancies between 

the measured friction and the friction calculated from measured leakages for 

the rough seal surface. 

The measured friction results indicate a gradual transition to the mixed 

lubrication regime for TJ,v:E·l03 < 0.15 (Nmm-1
], in which the friction force 

rises rather sharply for TJ,v:E·103 < 0.05 (Nmm-1
] (A < 1). Friction forces 

calculated for a smooth seal surface increasingly underestimate the true 

friction, the latter being more than 4 times larger for the smallest TJ,v.:E 

value. However, leakages are adequately predicted by PROGRES for all TJ,v.:E 

values considered, even if the possible overestimation of the leakage by 

PROGRES due to the underestimation of the slope of the frictionless static 
contact pressure distribution (§ 4.4.2.1) is considered (which would yield a 

corrected absolute relative difference of about 22 percent for the smallest 

TJ,v:E value). A qualitative explanation may be given, assuming that trends 

predicted by the average flow model of Patir and Cheng still apply to the 

EHL of the seal, when the (isotropic) surface roughness is partly oppressed. 

The roughness on the static seal surface will enhance the pressure genera

tion and thus increase the (nominal) film thickness compared to the case of 

a completely smooth seal surface (Patir and Cheng (1979b)). On the other 
hand, the seal roughness will cause the ratio of the (expected) leaked fllm 

thickness and the (expected) film thickness at the position where the (ex

pected) pressure gradient is zero to be smaller than 0.5, the value holding 

for a smooth seal surface. This is expressed in equation (4.30), the shear 

flow factor q, being negative for the combination of a stationary rough and 
I 

a moving smooth surface. It appears that these two effects about cancel each 

other, although less effectively for smaller TJ,v.:E values. The contribution 
to the load carrying capacity from roughness asperity contact, yielding 

thicker lubricant fllms, may also have been important under the latter oper

ating conditions. 
Note that film thicknesses occurring in the transition region from the 

full film to the mixed lubrication regime are relatively large compared to 

common average roughness valnes of a rod (e.g. R = 0.1 [j.Un]). Consequently, 
a 

one may suspect that the seal roughness rather than the rod roughness will 
generally cause this transition in practical situations. Orientating out

stroke leakage and friction experiments in the transition regime from mixed 

to full film lubrication were performed in an early stage of the investiga

tion for a seal of the same polyurethane material and similar geometry as 

the RRR seal sliding on rods with different surface roughness. The results, 

reported by Kanters and Visscher (1988), indeed revealed the unimportance of 
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the rod roughness, when significantly smaller than the seal roughness. 

It may be concluded that the flattening of seal roughness asperities as 

a result of micro-EHL actually occurred in the lubricated contact of the RRR 

seal. However, the roughness was only partly oppressed, causing a gradual 

transition to the mixed lubrication regime for smaller 11.vl: values (A < 2). 

The flattening of the roughness extended the applicability of thin film lu

brication theory for smooth surfaces to smaller A ratios than was initially 

expected. Especially leakage was adequately predicted by PROGRES down to 

rather small A ratios (say A = 1). On the other hand, the occurrence of 

micro-EHL limited the applicability of the average flow model of Patir and 

Cheng, which was developed to describe the (E)HL between randomly rough 

surfaces in the full film and mixed lubrication regime, since it does not 

consider the deformation of roughness · asperities by local pressures. Only 

for large A · ratios (A > 4), for which the seal surface roughness may not 

have been very different from the undeformed seal roughness, the model 

appeared able to provide more accurate predienons than an EHL model for 

smooth surfaces (e.g. figure 4.18). However, in such cases the influence of 

surface roughness is small. 

6.4 Summary 

The influence of the seal surface roughness on the lubrication of the seal 

contact was investigated over a large range of A ratios, considering experi

mental outstroke leakage and friction results for the RRR seal sliding on a 

smooth rod. It was concluded that seal roughness asperities were partly 

flattened with diminishing A ratio as a result of micro-EHL, shifting the 

(gradual) transition from the full film to the mixed lubrication regime to 

smaller A ratios (A < 2) than might have been expected. 

Leakage and friction valnes were adequately predicted by PROGRES in the 

full film lubrication regime. Calculated leakages also corresponded quite 

satisfactory with the experimental results significantly into the mixed 

lubrication regime. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The main aim of this thesis is to contribute to the development of adequate 

theoretical models fot leakage and friction of reciprocating, elastomeric 

seals. This aim involves the modelling of the tribological process in the 

seal contact as weD as the proper experimental verification of theoretical 

predictions of leakage and friction. Attention is confmed to the axisym

metric, stationary and isothermal situation. Main conclusions and recommen

dations fot future research, which are derived from the theoretical and 

experimental work performed, will now be stated. 

Conclusions concerning the nwdelling of the trlbological process in the seal 
contact. 

1) An adequate approach to solve the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EID.) 

problem is developed and experimentally verified. The inverse hydrodynam

ic lubrication (IHL) theory is appüed to a frictionless static contact 

pressure distribution, additionally using the clearance profiles outside 

the static contact to consicter the boosting and relaxing action in the 

entry and exit zone of the film. This approach is much faster than the 

customary simultaneons salution of the Reynolds equation and some 

description of the elasticity problem of the seal, which requires an 

iterative solution procedure, possibly accompanied with regularity and 

convergence problems. The approach is incorporated in a user friendly 

computer program PROORES, which may be a helpful tooi fot the designing 

of seals. 

2) The lubrication is influenced by viscous shear stresses acting on the 

seal surface. They lead to a decrease of the outstroke film thickness and 
to an increase of the instroke film thickness compared to the friction

less situation. Fot seal designs, permitting only the occurrence of very 

thin ftlms ( « 1 [llJD.]), it may be important to incorporate viscous shear 

stresses on the seal surface in an EHL analysis. However, it must be 

noted that in such cases surface roughness effects may significantly 

rednee the practical vaüdity of the calculation. 

3) The lubrication is influenced by the seal roughness, generally being much 

larger than the roughness of the opposing surface. Although partly op
pressed as a result of micro-EHL, the seal roughness will generally be 

responsible fot the transition from the . full film to the mixed lubrica

tion regime. The flatlening of seal roughness aspennes extends the 

vaüdity of a calculation with PROGRES to smaller film thicknesses than 
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may be expected, considering the undeformed roughness height parameters 

of the seal. 

Conclusions concerning the experimental determination of leakage and fric

tion. 

1) Removing the leaked oil from the rod with a solvent, foliowed by vacuum 

evaporation and weighing of the residual oil is an adequate method to 

accurately measure the out- or net-leakage of a rod seal for a single (or 

a limited number of) out- or double stroke(s). 

2) In a test rig for friction measurement, the simultaneous suspension of 

the rod and the seal housing (or cylinder in the case of piston seals) 

may lead to erroneous results, because of the possibly large resulting 

forces on the sealing elements and suspensions. In this thesis, a better 

solution is adopted by using only a housing suspension, the relative 

motion of the rod being guided by the sealing elements. 

3) The combination of leakage and friction, measured for a stroke (or a part 

thereof) with constant velocity, allows verification of the hypothesis of 

a fully lubricated seal contact with negligible influence of surface 

roughness. 

Recommendations for future research. 

1) The complex and time consuming determination of the frictionless static 

contact pressure distribution and clearance profiles outside the contact 

with the finite element method (FEM), as performed in this thesis, may 

constitute a practical limitation to the use of PROGRES as a tooi for the 

designing of seals. Investigation into the possibilities of a faster 

determination of the required quantities is highly recommended. 

2) Fundamental research on the tribological process in the sea1 contact 

should be devoted to mixed lubrication to allow theoretica! predictions 

of leakage and friction over a wider range of operating conditions. 

Besides theoretica! modelling, there is an appearent need for experimen

tal "visualization" of what is actually happening in the contact. 
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APPENDIX 2.1 RADIAL HYDROSTATIC TAPERED BEARING 

A2.1.1 Introduetion 

A radial hydrostatic tapered hearing (RHTB) is a hearing for two axisymmet

ric, nominally eentrical parts. At least one of these parts must be tapered 
A possible configuration of such a hearing is represented in figure A2.1. L 

centre-line 
of bush 

e 
centre-line 
of rod 

Pz 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

p, 

Figure A2.1.1 A radial hydrostatic tapered hearing (RHTB}. 

The high pressure side of an RHTB must correspond with the side having the 

largest clearance. Under static conditions, the load carrying capacity of 

the hearing results from pressure differences over its circumference, which 

occur wben the parts are no longer eentrical at external loading, as illu

strated in figure A2.1.1. 

Analytical equations will be derived for the load carrying capacity, the 

leakage and the friction on the rod of an RHTB as represented in figure 

A2.1.1, considering relative motion between the rod and the tapered bush. 

The following assumptions are made: 

- the centre-lines of the rod and the bush are parallel; 
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• the velocity v, of the rod is constant; 

• the pressures p
1 

and p2 are constant and p2 > Pé 
• the physical properties of the Newtonian fluid (density, viscosity) are 

constant; 

• the fluid flow is laminar and stationary; 

• the fluid flow is purely axial. 

The equations, which will be derived, are generally valid for outstrokes 

(v < 0). However, for instrokes (v > 0) their validity is restricted by 
r r 

the possible occurrence of cavitation. 

In the derivations to follow, the angle coordinate <p will be used rath· 

er than the circumferential coordinate y. These coordinates are related by 

<p=~ 
d 

r 

, OSySml 
r 

(A2.1.1) 

In the derivations to follow, integrals over the circumference of the 

bearing must be calculated. Some integrals repeatedly appearing, are listed 
below. Recurrent relations given by Booker (1965) were conveniendy used for 

the calculation of the integrals (A2.1.4) until (A2.1.8). r .. [!_] d<p = z • .. [ 17 J , lel < 1 (A2.1.2) 

21t 

I cos<p bt[l+ecos<p] d<p = 2~ [1-~] , lel < 1 (A2.1.3) 

0 

21t 

J 1 
d<p = 2x[ 

1 
] , lel < 1 (A2.1.4) 

0 1 +ecos<p /17 

j ••"'! d~ = 2~ [t- __ 1_] , lel < 1 (A2.1.5) 

0 l+ecos<p ~ 

z. , ~ l I cos • d<p = 211: __ 1 __ 1 
0 l+ecos<p e2 1_e2 

• lel < 1 (A2.1.6) 

21t 

[t- (2+<'~ 1-•'J J cos
3

<p d<p = x(2;e
2

) , lel < 1 (A2.1.7) 

0 l+ecos<p e 

21t 

~2+<')~ t-e'" -t] 
J cos

4
cp d<p = x(2;.::

2
) , lel < 1 (A2.1.8) 

0 l+ecos<p e 
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A2.1.2 Pressure and velocity distribution 

We consider the one-dimensional, stationary and isoviscous Reynolds equation 

to calculate the pressure distribution in the hearing 

The geometry of the clearance is given by 

h(x,cp) = c [ 1 + ~ T +Ecoscp] 

with E = ~ (relative eccentricity). 

The following boundary conditions apply 

p{x=O,cp) • PI 
p(x=l,cp) = p2 

The clearances at both ends of the RHTB are given by (equation (A2.1.10)) 

h
1 

= h(x=O,cp) = c [l+Ecoscp] 

h2 = h(x=l,cp) = c[l+ ~ +Ecoscp] = h1+t 

Twice integrating the Reynolds equation (A2.1.9) yields 

6Tt.,v,l A/ 
p(x,cp) =- ---- + B 

th 2 t h2 

Using the equations (A2.1.12) and (A2.1.13), A and B are determined as 

2 Ap h~(h 1+t)
2 12Ttcvrh

1
(h1+t) A = __ _:__:__ 

1(2h, +t) 2h, +t 

Ap (h,+t)2 6Tt V I 
B=p+ + .,, 

1 
t(2hl +t) t(2bl +t) 

with Ap = p
2 

- p
1 

Hence, the pressure distribution in the hearing is given by 
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(A2.1.9) 

(A2.1.10) 

(A2.1.11) 

(A2.1.12) 

(A2.1.13) 

(A2.1.14) 

(A2.1.15) 

(A2.1.16) 

(A2.1.17) 

(A2.1.18) 

(A2.1.19) 

(A2.1.20) 
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The distribution of the pressure gradient in the axial direction is obtained 

from differentiation of equation (A2.1.20) 

(A2.1.21) 

A simplified form of the equation of conservation of impulse in the 

axial direction is considered to calculate the velocity distribution 

~ =" à
2

v ax c àz 2 

Using the boundary condinons 

v(x.,<p,z=O) =v 
r 

v(x,<p,z=h) = 0 

it follows that 

1 àp [ z
2 

hz] [ z] v(x,<p,z) = -- - - + v 1- -
"ax 2 2 r h 

c 

A2.1.3 Load carrying capacity 

The load carrying capacity is defined as 

d 21t I 
Fe = - _! I I p(x,<p) cos<p dxd<p 

2 0 0 

(A2.1.22) 

(A2.1.23) 

(A2.1.24) 

(A2.1.25) 

(A2.1.26) 

Substituting equation (A2.1.20) for the pressure distribution and integra

ting over the length of the hearing yields 

d l 
2
1t[ (b +t)

2 
h 

F = - -'- J p + Ap 1 [t- _1 ] + 
c 2 0 1 

t(2h1+t) h1+t 

+ 6'11cvr1 [-1- -4t~1 +~+ _1_]] cos<p d<p 
t 2h1 +t t hl 2h1 +t 

F =F +F = c cp cv 

dI Ap l1t h +t --·-- J _1_ cos<p d<p + 
2 0 2h1 +t 

3d f" V 21t[ rh +; ] _ r c r J 2coscp • 4tl--~-. -Jcos<p d<p 
t 0 2hl +t t hl 

(A2.1.27) 
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In the fonnula above F represents the part of the load carrying capacity 
cp 

due to the pressure difference Ap over the hearing and F the part due to 
cv 

the motion of the rod with velocity v . The integrals of equation (A2.1.27) 
. r 

will now be calculated separately. For shortness of notation, the following 

parameters are used 

m=! c 

a= 2E 
2+m 

2Kb+t 2K 
*) J _1_ cos<p d<p = J l+m+Ecos<p cos<p d<p = 

0 2h
1 
+t 0 2+m+2Ecos<p 

(A2.1.28) 

(A2.1.29) 

2K 2K z [ ] l+m J cos<p d<p + JL_ J cos <p d<p = mK 1_ 2+m (A2.l.30) 
2+m 0 l+acoscp 2+m 0 l+acos<p 2E 1 (l+m)z_4Ez' 

(A2.1.31) 

2K rh +t 2K 
*) J . ~l--•-]cos<p d<p = - ! J tn[l+m+Ecoscp]coscp dep = 

0 t h
1 

t 0 l+Ecoscp 

2K 2K 

- ! J t.n.[ 1+ -Loscp)coscp dep + ! J t.n.[l+Ecos<p]cos<p d<p = 
t 0 l+m t 0 

(A2.1.32) 

Substitution of equations (A2.1.30) until (A2.1.32) into equation (A2.1.27), 

finally yields the following equation for the load carrying capacity 

2+m -I (l+m)z-Ez' -~] 
(2+m) z -4E2 · m 

(A2.1.33) 
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A2.1.4 Leakage 

The flow through the bearing can be calculated from 

d 2x h 
Q(x) = _: I I v(x,<p,z) dzdep 

2 0 0 

Using equation (A2.1.25) for the velocity distribution yields 

ct 2X 3 vh 
Q(x) = _: I [~ _!_ ~ + _r ] dep 

2 0 12'11" àx 2 

(A2.1.34) 

(A2.1.35) 

It may be derived from integration of the equation of conservalion of mass 

over the height of the clearance, using the assumptions of constant density 

of the fluid and of stationarity, that 

h 

à I v(x,ep,z) dz = 0 
. dx 0 

(A2.1.36) 

Thus it is .observed from the equations (A2.1.36) and (A2.1.34) that the flow 

through the hearing is constant. Consequently, the leakage may be calculated 

by evaluating equation (A2.1.35) at an arbitrary axial position. At the 

position x
0

, where ~ = 0, the height of the clearance may be calculated 
dx 

from equation (A2.1.21), yielding 

Ap h~(h 1 +t)
2 

2h
1 
(h

1 
+t) 

h(x=x ,ep) = - -- + (A2.1.37) 
0 

3'!lcV/ 2h1+t 2h1+t 

Substituting equation (A2.1.37) and ~x0,ep) = 0 into equation (A2.1.35), it 
ax 

follows that the leakage can be calculated from 

(A2.1.38) 

In the equation above, ~ represents the part of the leakage due to the 
pressure difference Ap over- the hearing and Q. the part due to the motion of 

the rod with velocity v. The integrals of equation (A2.1.38) will now be 
r 

calculated separately. 

2x 2 2 2x 
*) I ht(ht+t) dep= c3 J (l+Ecoscp) 

2
(1+m+Ecosq>)

2 
dep= 

0 
2h

1 
+t 0 2+m+2Ec o s cp 
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2 2~ 2~ 
c3 (l+m) I dep + 2c3(l+m)E I cosep d(j) + 

2+m 0 1 +acos(j) 
0 

1 +acoS(j) 

3 2 2 2~ 2 2~ 3 3 4 2~ 4 
+ c (m +6+6m)E I cos ep d(j) + 2c'B3I cos ep d(j) + ~I cos ep dep 

2+m 0 l+acos(j) 0 l+acosep 2+m 0 l+acos(j) 

= ~3[16(l+m) 2 
-m

4 
+ m

4 
+ 3(2+m>.sz] 

8( 2+m) s/ (2+m)2·4E2' 4 
(A2.1.39) 

2~ b (h +t) ~ 
*) I 1 1 d(j) = c I (l+Ecosep)( l+m+Ecosep) d(j) = 

0 2h
1 
+t 0 2+m+2Ec os (j) 

2~ 2~ 22~ 2 

c l+m I dep + eB r cosep d(j) + cE I cos ep dep = 
2+m O l+aCOS(j) '6 l+acOS(j) 2+m O l+aCOS(j) 

c~ [2+m- m2 ] 
2 / (2+m)2-4E 2

' 

(A2.1.40) 

Substituting the equations (A2.1.39) and (A2.1.40) into equation (A2.1.38), 

the following equation for the leakage results 

M Ap c
3 

[ 16(1 ) 2 4 4 ] Q = 0., + ~ = _ r +m -m + m + 3(2+m)Ez + 

t21V 8( 2+m) s/ (l+m)z_4Ez' 4 

Mvc [ 2 ] + _r_r_ l+m _ m 
4 / (2+m)2-4E2' 

Al.l.S Frietion on the rod 

The friction force acting on the rod is calculated from 

d 2~ l 

Ff = 2r J J 'tvr(X,(j)) dxd(j) 

0 0 

(A2.1.41) 

(A2.1.42) 

Using equation (A2.1.25) for the velocity distribution, the viscous sbear 

stress on the rod is given by 

't (x,cp) = 11 ~x,cp,z=O) = -~ !! - TlcVr 
vr caz àx2 h 

(A2.1.43) 
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Substituting equation (A2.1.43) into equatión (A2.1.42) and using the equa

tion (A2.1.21) for the pressure gradient distribution, yields 

Fr=F +F = fp fv 

A 2xlh2 2 2xl 
- -dxdq>+dnv --+ -dxdq>= d r L.1p I I I (hl +t) 1 I I [ 2 hl (hl +t) 3 ] 

21 0 0 2h
1 
+t h2 r c r O O h 2h

1 
+t h2 

21t 21t 
drll.p I hl (hl +t) I [ 2 ~I +t] 3 ] - dq>+dhlv -=tn.- +--dq> 

2 2h+t rcr t h 2h+t 
0 1 0 I 1 

(A2.1.44) 

In the equation above, F fp represents the part of the fricti.on force due to 

the pressure difference ll.p over the hearing and F fv the part due to the 

motion of the rod with velocity v. The integrals of equation (A2.1.44) will 
r 

now be calculated separately. H an integral has been determined previously, 

only its solution will be presented. 

2
1t h (h +t) [ 2 ] 

*) I 1 1 dq> = ex 2+m _ m 

0 2h1 +t 2 / (2+m) 2 -4E2' 
(A2.1.45) 

2n; rh + 21t 
*) I- ~l~ dq> =- ~I ln[l+m+Ecosq>] dq> = 

0 t h
1 

t 0 l+Ecosq> 

~ ~ ~ 

-~ I ln[l+m] dq> - ~ I ln[t+ J?.....cosq>] dq> + ~ I ln[l+Ecosq>] dq> = 
t 0 t 0 l+m t 0 

(A2.1.46) 

(A2.1.47) 

Substitution of the equations (A2.1.45) until (A2.1.47) into equation 

(A2.1.44), yields 

F =F +F =!.dll.pc 
f fp fv 4 r 

--;:::::=::;;:::::::; -(2+m)] + 
(2+m)2-4E2 

+ 
2

ltd/ljcvr [-2ln[l+m+/(l+m) 
2
-Ez' ]+ 3m ] 

t 1~ /c2+m) 2-4E2' 

(A2.1.48) 
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APPENDIX 2.2 VERIFICATION OF THE STATIC FRICTION EQUATION 

FOR TUE RADIAL HYDROSTATIC TAPERED BEARING 

The absolute friction on the rod of the radial hydrostatic tapered bearing 

(RHTB) represented in figure A2.1.1 of appendix 2.1 due to a pressure dif

ference Ap over it, may be calculated for small relative eccentricities from 
(appendix 2.1, equation (A2.1.48)) 

F = mi Ap c l+m 
lp r 2+m 

(A2.2.1) 

with m =.!. c (A2.2.2) 

Measurements of the static sum friction of two different RHTB' s for pressure 

differences up to 10 [MPa] were performed to experimentally verify . equation 

(A2.2.1). The test rlg described in chapter 2 (§ 2.2) was used. It was 

equiped with two different lea.k: lids, as illustrated in figure A2.2.1. 

force 
transducer 

teaklid 1 leak lid 2 

Figure A2.2.1 Experlmental setup for the measurement of the static sum 

friction of two different radial hydrastatic tapered hearings. 

The exact rod diameter was 50.009 [mm]. The dimensions c, t and l of the 

hearings (appendix 2.1, figure A2.1.1) were determined as: 

- RHTB 1: c
1 
= 0.004 [mm], t

1 
= 0.020 [mm], 1

1 
= 34.7 [mm]; 

- RHTB 2: c
2 
= 0.046 [mm], t

2 
= 0.149 [mm], 1

2 
= 33.9 [mm]. 

The pressure difference (b~g equal to the sealed pressure p ) may lead 
• 

to a widening of the bearings. lt was assumed that this widening was con-

stant over the entire bearing length, i.e. that t remained constant The 

lea.k:age of the RHTB's was measured for different sealed pressores and the 

smallest hearing clearance c was calculated assuming negligible eccentricity 
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from (appendix 2.1. equation (A2.1.41)) 

(A2.2.3) 

It appeared that c increased about linearly with the sealed pressure p at a 
I 

rate of 0.001 [mm] per 1 [MPa]. as is illustrated in figure A2.2.2 for the 

RHTB 2. 
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Figure A2.2.2 Influence of the sealed pressure p 
1 

on the smallest 

hearing clearance c for the RHTB 2. 

Consequently. the influence of the sealed pressure on c (and m) must be 

incorporated in the calculation of Fep. 

The static friction forces on the rod of the different RHTB's. denoted 

as Fept and F fp2' act in opposite directions in the experimental setup of 
figure A2.2.1. The absolute resulting force on the rod is equal to the dif

ference 6F ep of the absolute values of F fp2 and Fept (F fp2 > F ep
1
). A com

parison between the calculated and measured absolute friction results is 

presented in figure A2.2.3. It is observed from figure A2.2.3 that discrep

ancies between the calculated and measured friction differences 6F ep are 

always smaller than 1 [N]. 
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Figure A2.2.3 Calculated and measured absolute friction forces on the 

rod of the RHTB's in the experimental setup of tigure A2.2.1 (àF fp = 
F rpz - F fp1). 
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APPENDIX 3.1 THE RIGHT CAUCHY-GREEN STRAJN TENSOR 

In the theory of continuurn mechanics, a body is considered to consist of an 

infinite number of material points. A material point of the body is uniquely 

identified by a column of material coordinates 5_ (ST = (~1.~.~). being no 
more than a label to the point. In a Lagrange formulation, normally adopted 
for solid continua, a point may alternatively be identified by its position 

in the reference state, given by its position vector Î
0 

(5.) from a fixed 
point 0 (origin) to the point. 

In figure A3.1.1, the deformation of a body from the reference configu

ration at time t
0 

to the momentary configuration at time tro is illustrated. 

reference 
contiguration 
at time t0 

F ... 

Figure A3.1.1 Deformation of a body. 

momentary 
contiguration 
at time tm 

The deformation is characterized by the deformation tensor F. This second 
order tensor projects the geometry of the body in the reference configura

tion on its geometry in the momentary configuration. Consirlering the vector 

dÎ
0 

between two neighbouring material points P and Q, we can write 

~ ~ 

dx = F·dx 
1D 0 

(A3.1.1) 

If the points P and Q do not coincide in the reference configuration, they 

can not coincide in the deformed configuration, because material points are 

impenetrable. This implies that the deCormation tensor is regular 

(A3.1.2) 

It may further be shown that the determinant of the tensor F represents the 
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change in volume accompanying the deformation 

dV 
det(F) = ~ 

dV
0 

The right Cauchy-Green strain tensor is introduced as 

C = ~·F 

(A3.1.3) 

(A3.1.4) 

with ~ the conjugate of F. Considering a material line segment in either 

the reference or momentary configuration, it may equally well be represented 

by its length ds and its direction, given by a vector of unit length l 

~ ~ 

dx=eds 

with ds = fii:i 
(A3.1.5) 

(A3.1.5a) 

The elongation factor A. is defined as the ratio of the deformed and the 

undeformed length 

ds 
A.=~ 

dso 
(A3.1.6) 

Working out equation (A3.1.6), using the definition of the deformation 

tensor F, yields 

ds / e ·F"·F·ê · ;:.. ~ · = o o o = e ·C·e 
0 0 

dso 
(A3.1.7) 

Since equation (A3.1.7) is valid for all ê
0

, the right Cauchy-Green strain 

tensor fully describes the deformation of a continuum. 

It can be shown tbat the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor is symmetrical 

and positive definite, as 

~ ~ 

for a "0 

(A3.1.8) 

(A3.1.9) 

Thus the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor may be written in the following 

speetral representation 
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(A3.1.10) 

The eigenveetors 1. (i=l,2,3) of C are identical to the squares of the elon-
1 

gation factors A.. (i=l,2,3) of material line segments, which are directed 
1 

along the eigenveetors it
10 

of C in the reference configuration. This direct-
ly follows from application of equation (A3.1.7) 

(A3.1.11) 

It may be shown that no shearing occurs between material line segments, 

which are directed along the eigenveetors of C in the reference configura

tion. Because of these properties, the eigenveetors of C are called the 

principal strain directloos and the roots of the eigenvalnes the principal 
elongation factors. The eigenvalnes of C are independent of the chosen basis 

with respect to which the tensor is represented and they are invariant for 

rigid body motions. 

It is common practice to use the following three invariants to charac

terize the deformation of a continuum, instead of using the principal elan

gation factors A.. (i=1,2,3) 
1 

I = ).2 + ).2 + ).2 (A3.1.12) 
I I 2 3 

(A3.1.13) 

(A3.1.14) 
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APPENDIX 4.1 SURF ACE ROUGHNESS CHARACTERIZATION 

A4.1.1 Customary roughness parameters 

A large number of different, partly standardized, parameters exists to char

acterize a roughness profile, i.e. a roughness height distribution along a 

line. Many of them are defined with reference to the mean line of the pro

file. The mean line is a line parallel to the geometrical proftle, such that 

the area of solid above it is equal to the area of void below it. The part 

of the proftie used to determine the roughness parameters is called the sam

pling length l . Definitions of several frequently used roughness param-
m 

eters, primarily according to DIN standards, will be presented. Most of them 

are illustrated in tigure A4.1.1. 

sampling length lm 

L2 bearing line at height c I 
--ftoo1'--""t-- L-- ----- - I !3 

x 

Figure A4.1.1 Some customary roughness parameters. 

R peak-to-valley height (DIN 4762): distance between the highest peak: 
I 

and the lowest valley. 

R maximum peak-to-valley height (DIN 4768): largest single peak-to-
mu 

R 
z 

R 
I 

R 
q 

valley height (i.e. R
1 

value) in five adjoining sampling lengths. 

average peak-to-valley height (DIN 4768): average of single peak-to

valley heights (i.e. R
1 

values) in five adjoining sampling lengths. 

arithmetic average roughness height (AA) or centre-line average 

roughness height (CLA) (DIN 4768) 

R = !._ J 18<x)l dx (A4.1.1) 
a l 

m l 
m 

root mean square (RMS) roughness height (MIL-STD-10) 

Rq = -j T J 32
(x) ~ (A4.1.2) 

m l 
lil 
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R depth of surface smoothness (DIN 4762): distance between the highest 
p 

peak and the mean line. 

The roughness parameters above provide only information on the roughness 

heights. Some information on the profile structure may be obtained, consict

ering the bearing Iength or the bearing fraction of the profile at a certain 
height c from the mean line. 

l
1
(c) bearing length at height c (DIN 4762) 

n 
I (c) = l: l.(c) 
t hd 1 

with n number of intercepts of roughness asperities with the 

bearing line at height c from the mean line; 

l; length of a single intercept i along the bearing line. 

t (c) bearing fraction at height c (DIN 4762) 
p 

UlO l (c) 
t (c) = • 
P I 

[%] 

m 

(A4.1.3) 

(A4.1.4) 

The bearing fraction curve (Abbott bearing area curve) can be obtained, 

plotting the bearing fraction versus the height c. 

A4.1.2 Statistical rougbness cbaracterization 

The height distribution S(x,y) of a rough surface is considered as a real

ization of a two dimensional random process §(x,y) in the theory of statis. 

tical roughness characterization. The collection of all realizations 8(x,y) 

is called the ensemble of the random process. Detailed information on random 

process theory may e.g. be obtained from Paponlis (1984). 

The two dimensional random process §(x,y) defines a random variabie § 
for every (x,y) e R2

• Probabilities of events related to such a single ran

dom variabie §(x,y) can be determined from the probability density function 
fa(S;(x,y)), which will generally depend on (x,y). This function is defined 

by the probability that the random variabie §(x,y) has a value between a and 

a+<ta. 

f§(S;(x,y)) dS = P(S :!> §(x,y)-s S+da) (A4.1.S) 

, Se R (A4.1.5a) 

00 

J f§(S;(x,y)) d3 = 1 (A4.1.5b) 
•CO 
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Probabilities of events related to n random variables o. (i=l, .. ,n) at dif

ferent positions (x .• y.) e R2 can be determined from the-
1 

n-dimensional prob-
' 1 

ability density function f~: 2 (8
1
, .. ,3 ;(x

1
,y

1
), •• ,(x ,y )) 

u
1 
.. u n n n 

- ·a 

fs:: ~: (3
1
, •• ,3 ;(x.

1
,y

1
), •• ,(x ,y )) d3

1 
•• d3 = 

u
1 
.. u n n n u • -a 

(A4.1.6) 

(A4.1.6a) 

00 00 

I .. I f§t .. §a (31, .. ,3a;(xl,yl), .. ,(xa,ya)) d3r.d3a = 1 (A4.1.6b) 
-oo -oo 

Tbe random process §(x,y) can be described in more detail with increasing n. 

Generally, attention is restricted to a 2-dimensional probability density 

function, so that only two random variables §
1
(x

1
,y

1
) and §

2
(x

2
,y

2
) of the 

random process §(x.y) can be simultaneously observed. It is further custom
ary to assume that the random process §(x,y) is second order homogeneous, 

meaning that the n-dimensional probability density function is invariant for 

a translation of the origin of tbe coordinate system for all n ::;; 2. This im

plies that the 1-dimensional probability density function is independent of 

(x,y) and that the 2-dimensional probability density function only depends 

on 't
1 

= x
2
-x

1 
and 'ty = y

2
-yl' The assumptions above wi11 be adopted in the 

following. 

The 1-dimensional probability density function f0(3) of the random pro-

cess §(x.y) provides information on thd roughness height distribution. It 

allows the calculation of important statistical properties, like the average 

~ö and tbe varianee oà 
- -

00 

(A4.1.7) 

00 

(A4.1.8) 

-oo 

The varianee is called tbe mean square value if ~ö = 0, then being tbe 

square of tbe RMS roughness height R (equation (A4.1.2)). Sometimes, the 

expected valnes of (§(x,y)-~8l3 and C§<x,y)-~0) 4, generally normalized by 
- -

tbe proper power of the RMS value and respectively called the skewness and 

the k.urtosis, are also used in surface roughuess characterization. Further

more, tbe probabilities of specific roughness heights can be determined with 
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the probability density function. 

Generally, the autocorrelation function R~('tit~ is used in addition 

to the 1-dimensional probability density function to characterize the random 

process ~x.y). It is determined by the 2-dimensional probability density 

function fa a (a
1
,a2;t ,t ) -1-2 x 'Y 

00 00 

= r r al(x,y) 82(x-+'tx,y-+'t~ f§,§2 (Öl,82;'tx'9 döldö2 
-oo -oo 

(A4.1.9) 

The autocorrelation function provides insight into the correlation between 

the random variables §
1
(x,y) and §2(x-+'t,.,y-+'t~. A large absolute value of 

this function indicates a strongly linear relation between the two random 

variables. The absolute maximum value occurs for 't = 't = 0. It may be de-
" '1 

rived, using equation (A4.1.8), that Raa(O,O) = Ga + lla· -- -
The autocorrelation function allows periodic components in the roughness 

structure to be determined. The random variables §
1
(x,y) and §

2
(x-+'t,.,y-+'tY) 

will be completely uncorrelated for 't , t -+ oo ü no periodic components are 

present. and consequendy R~('tity) _.; 11l However, in the alternative case, 

the autocorrelation function will eventually become a periodic function for 

t and/or t -+ oo. 
x y 

Information on the directional properties of the rough surface can also 

be derived from the autocorrelation function. The function R~('tx•9 may be 

transferred into a polar representation R~~('t ,8) using t = t cos8 and t = 
~ r x r y 

trsina. The rough surface is anisotropic if R88(t,,9) depends on t, and 8. 

It is isotropie if R~~<t ,a) depends only on 't. Pektenik (1967/1968) sug-
uu r r 

gested to use the 50 percent correlation length A.o.s as a function of 8 as a 

measure for the anisotropy of . the rough surface. It is defined for the case 

· that !la = 0 as the distance over which the value of the autocorrelation 

function decayes to 50 percent of its value in the origin. as is illustrated 

in figure A4.1.2 for an autocorrelation function of a roughness profile 

without periodic components. The ).
0
"(6) distribution is approximately an 

ellipse according to Peldenik. The ratio between the lengtbs of its axes may 

be used as a texture parameter y. For isotropie surfaces y = 1. 

A number of interesting profile and surface statistics, sucb as the peak 

and summit heigbts, the profile and mean surface gradient and the peak and 
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Figure A4.L2 The definition of the 50 percent correlation length A.o.s· 

mean summit curvature. are related to the autocorrelation function. Nayak 

(1971) derived expressions for the probability densities of these quanti

ties, applying random process theory to an isotropie Gaussian surface. He 

showed that the statistical properties of such a surface are not identical 

to the statistical properties of a profile, but may be determined by profile 

measurements in an arbitrary direction. 

A4.1.3 Functional tiltering 

Generally, a continuous wavelengtil spectrum is present on a rough surface. 

Portions of the spectrum are automatically rejected, when a roughness pro
file is measured. The short wavelengtil content will be deterrnined by the 

resolution of the sensor or by the sample interval, · i.e. the horizontal dis
tanee between two adjoining readings of the roughness height distribution, 

during digital assessment of the profile. The long wavelengtil content of a 

measured profüe will be determined by the length of the profile or by the 
filtering action of a high pass cut-off filter (e.g. a 2-RC filter), often 

build in in standard measuring apparatus. The numerical values of height 
dependent parameters depend on the longest wavelengtlts measured, while those 

of texture dependent parameters, such as slopes and curvatures, depend on 

the shortest wavelengtlts measured (e.g. Thomas (1984, pp. 111-118)). There

fore, it is important that a band of wavelengths, which is of functional im

portance to the phenomenon considered, is selected by the roughness measure

ments or by subsequent filtering of the measured profiles. This is called 

"functional filtering". 
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A4.1.4 Measurements on the RRR seal 

It was required to determine some roughness parameters of the RRR seal's in
ner surface, considering the influence of the seal roughness on the lubrica

tion of the seal contact. Information on the roughness heights (particularly 

the RMS value 0' (= R )) was required for comparison with a characteristic 
q 

film thickness (e.g. § 4.4.1.1). It was further necessary to investigate if 
the probability density function of the roughness heights was approximately 

Gaussian, if the autocorrelation function was about linear, and to determine 

the texture parameter y (§ A4.1.2), related to · the application of the aver

age flow model of Patir and Cheng (e.g. § 4.4.2.1). Roughness profiles were 

measured on a test rig enabling computer controlled measurements (Struik and 

Muchang (1987)), primarily in the axial and tangenrial direction. An optical 

(modified compact disc) sensor was used, operaring with a light spot of 

about 1 [IJ.ID]. 

The roughness characteristics to be determined are mainly dependent on 
the longer wavelengths. Wavelengtbs up to the width of the seal contact may 

be important to the lubrication. It was decided to messure roughness pro

files over the largest possible length in the axial direction (4 [mm]) and 

to apply no subsequent filtering. Merely the nominal seal geometry, fitted 

by a polynomial, was subtracted from a measured profile before the roughness 

characteristics were calculated. However, the roughness profiles often in
corporated deep valleys from local imperfections in the seal surface, which 

significandy influenced the values of the height dependent roughness param

eters. These deep local valleys were considered of no importance to the lu

brication of the seal contact. Therefore, it was investigated to what extent 

the sampling length (= profile length) could be reduced without significant

ly influencing the values of the height dependent roughness parameterS, so 

that the probability of including a surface imperfection in the roughness 

profile would be reduced. Eventually, measurements were performed with a 
sampling length of 1 [mm]. The smallest possible sample interval (0.5 [IJ.ID]) 

was used for the measurements. 

Altogether 26 profile measurements in the axial direction and 24 profile 

measurements in the tangential direction were performed on two different 

seals. Results for several - height dependent roughness parameters (§ A4.1.1) 

are presented in table A4.1.1. It is interesting to note for comparison, 

that mechanica! measurements using a stylus with a common radius of 5 [J.UD] 

yielded significantly smaller average roughness values: R = 0.44 [IJ.ID], 0' = • 
0.57 [f.im], R = 3.57 [IJ.ID) and R = 2.25 [IJ.ID]. This may be contributed to the 

t p 
deformation of roughness asperities from mechanical contact with the stylus 
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Table A4.1.1 Measured results for several height dependent roughness 

parameters. 

average standard 95 % confidence interval 
value deviation 

Ra [j.J.m] 0.59 0.08 0.56+ 0.61 

cr [j.J.m] 0.83 0.11 0.80+ 0.86 

Rt~ 8.70 1.84 8.18+ 9.23 

R [j.J.m] 3.32 0.96 3.05 + 3.59 
p 

and to the fact that smaller deptbs of narrow roughness valleys are regis

tered due to the large stylus dinlension compared to that of the light spot 

of the optical sensor. 

A characteristic probability density function of the measured roughness 

heights is represented in figure A4.1.3 and compared with a Gaussian distri
bution (er = 0.83 [j.J.m]). 
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Figure A4.1.3 Characteristic probability density function of the mea

sured roughness heights compared to a Gaussian distribution (a = 0.83 

[j.l.m]). 
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It is observed from figme A4.1.3, that the probability density function of 

the measured roughness heights is about symmetrie, but is somewhat steeper 

than a Gaussian distribution. This is reflected in the values of the skew

ness (average value -0.09, 95 percent confidence interval -0.25 + 0.07) and 
of the kurtosis (average value 4.53, 95 percent confidence interval 4.22 + 

4.84). For a Gaussian distribution the respective values are 0 and 3. 
The measured autocorrelation functions resembied an exponential curve, 

not deviating very much from a straight Hne (Podbev§ek (1990)). In table 

A4.1.2, the measured results for the 50 percent correlation lengtbs in the 

axial and tangenrial direction are presented, as well as their ratio, the 
texture parameter y. 

Table A4.1.2 Measured results for the 50 percent correlation lengtbs 

in the axial and tangendal direction and their ratio y. 

average standard 95 % confidence interval I 
value deviation 

Àax 
o.s [JJ.m] 2.71 0.70 2.43 + 2.99 

À tang 
o.s [JJ.m] 2.82 0.93 2.43 + 3.21 

Àax 

"{= 
o. s 0.96 0.40 0.85 + 1.08 --

À la 118 
0. s 

It is observed from the results in table A4.1.2 that the assumption of an 

isotropie surface (y = 1) may not be rejected. Some additional measurements 

under augles of 45 and 135 degrees with the axial direction were performed, 

since the axes of the ellipse A.o.
5
(8) (§ A4.1.2) do not necessarily coincide 

with the axial and tangenrial direction of the seal. These measurements 

yielded 50 percent correlation lengtbs within the 95 percent confidence 

intervals presented in table A4.1.2. 
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APPENDIX 4.2 THE AVERAGE FLOW MODEL OF PATIR AND CHENG 

The average flow model of Patir and Cheng was developed to describe the 

(elasto)hydrodynamic lubrication ((E)Ill..) between rough surfaces in the full 

and partlal lubrication regime. 
of the model will be presenteci. 

of Patir and Cheng (1978, 1979a, 

Bavel (1987). 

In thls appendix, the main characteristics 

More information is provided in publications 

1979b) and in a discussion of the model by 

Patir and Cheng considered a rough surface as a realization of a two di

mensional random process §(x,y) (appendix 4.1, § A4.1.2). The random process 

was characterized by the probability density function fa(B) and the autocor-

relation function R§§('tx•9· The Reynolds equation was assumed to be local

ly valid, so the surface roughness should only have small slopes (Reynolds 

roughness). The hydrodynamic lubrication of two such rough surfaces both 

moving in the same or opposite direction, as illustrated in figure A4.2.1, 

was considered. The local fûm thlckness hL was defined as 

fo
oom(x,y,t) + a(x,y,t) 

hL(x,y,t)= 
0 

, h (x,y,t) + a(x,y,t) > 0 oom 

, h (x,y,t) + 6(x,y,t) S 0 
nom 

with h nominal fûm thlckness (distance between 
nom 

the mean levels of the rough surfaces); 

6 = al + 62 (combined roughness height). 

(A4.2.1) 

(A4.2.la) 

Note that the deformation of contacting roughness asperities is not consid

ered in the definition of the local film thickness. This will render the 

average flow model less accurate for small ~ h nom values, a being the RMS 

value of the combined roughness. Patir and Cheng fust expected significant 

errors for ~ h acm < 0.5. 

The local film thlckness, the pressure and the flow through the film are 

random processes, since the contributions of the roughnesses to the local 

fûm thlckness are described with random processes. Patir and Cheng put for

ward the following equation for the expected value of the flow per unit of 

width in the direction of motion 

(A4.2.2) 

The pressure flow factor + compares the expected pressure flow between 
p 

rough surfaces with the pressure flow between smooth surfaces, having the 
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Figure A4.2.1 The hydrodynamic lubrication of two moving surfaces with 

random roughness as considered by Patir and Cheng. 

same nominal geometry. The second term in equation (A4.2.2) represents the 

flow transport due to the entrainment velocity {- v::E. The following equation 

for the expected value of the local film thickness was presented 

00 

(A4.2.3) 

It is observed from equation (A4.2.3) that E(!!L) = bncm if 3 > ·h_". i.e. 
if no contact occurs, and if E (§) = 0, being the case if roughness heights 

are measured from the mean level. In tigure A4.2.2, ~ E (!!L) is compared with 

~ h ncm for a Gaussian height distribution with E (§) = 0. The third term in 
equation (A4.2.2) represents the additional flow transport due to sliding 

between the rough surfaces. Results will be presented later, wbich show that 
+ -+ 1 and + -+ 0 if ~ h -+ oo. With E fh '\ -+ b (figure A4.2.2), equa-

P • ..., ncm \!![) _" 

tion (A4.2.2) reduces to the equation for the flow per unit of width between 

smooth surfaces. Substituting equation (A4.2.2) in an average conservalion 

of mass equation 

() () --(E(q)) + -(E(!!J) - 0 
dX dt 

(A4.2.4) 
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2 

Figure A4.2.2 Comparison between ~ E (!!L) and ~ h nom for a Gaussian 
height distribution with E (§) = 0. 

the following average Reynolds equation was derived 

~ V V 

a [- cp ~ ~(E(Iû) + ~ E(!!J + ~ acp] + ~(E(!!J) = o 
CJX p 121') CJX 2 2 I CJt 

(A4.2.5) 

Patir and Cheng determined the correction factors cp and cp by a large 
p I 

numher of numerical experiments, considering the hydrodynamic lubrication of 

a rectangular hearing element with constant nominal fllm thickness for the 
respective cases of pure rolling and pure sliding. Both surfaces of the 

hearing element were provided with a numerically generated random roughness 

according to a Gaussian probability density function, a linear autocorrela

tion function and a texture parameter "( (appendix 4.2, § A4.1.2), calculated 

as the ratio of the 50 percent correlation lengtbs in the x- and y- direc

tion. The deterministic Reynolds equation was solved with a finite differ

ence technique and the results were used to calculate a spatial average 

flow, which was compared with the expected flow of equation (A4.2.2). The 

same problem was solved a number of times (about 10) with different, but 

statistically identical, rough surfaces to calculate average values for the 

flow factors. The pressure flow factor cp depended on ~ h and on the 
p u nom 

statistica! properties of the combined roughness, as illustrated in figure 

A4.2.3. The shear flow factor cp depended on ~ h and on the statistica! 
a v nam 
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properties of the individual rough surfaces, according to 

0' z h 0' z b 
q, = ( -'] Cl> ( ~ y ) - ( 2) Cl> ( ~ y ) 

• 0' 't 0' ' I 0' •z 0' ' 2 
(A4.2.6) 

Tbe emperical Cl>, data for a single rough surface are represented in figure 

A4.2.4. 
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Figure A4.2.3 Tbe pressure flow 

factor +. 
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Flgure A4.2.4 Tbe shear flow 

factor Cl>. 
• 

Patir and Cheng (1979a) stated that the EHL of rough surfaces could also 

be calculated with the average flow model, using the pressure and sbear flow 
factors as determined above, and tbey actually performed such calculations 

(1979b). In the EHL model, the nominal f:tlm thickness was updated for the 

elastic deformations from the expected pressure. Note that tbe deformation 

of roughness asperities from local pressures (micro-EHL) was thus neglected. 

Patir and Cheng also considered the horizontal force on a rough surface. 
Tbe following equation was put forward for the expected values of tbe hydro
dynamic shear stress on the rough surfaces 

h ~ ~VA 
E(1:) = ± q, nom ~(E~)) _ _ u._ rq, ± q,] 

- fp 2 ax h lf fl 
(A4.2.7) 

nom 

in which the "-" sign ho~ds for surface 1 and the "+" slgn for surface 2. 

The shear stress factors +rp and +,, were obtained from numerical slmula
tions of the same model problems as for the determination of q, and q, , now 

p I 

comparing a sparlal average shear stress witb the expected value of the 

shear stress according to equation (A4.2.7). lt was determined that +rp de

pended on ~ h "_ and on the statistical properties of the combined rough

ness, as illustrated in figure A4.25. The shear stress factor +r. depended 
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on _!__ h and on the statistica! properties of the individual rough sur-a oom 
faces, according to 

q>fl = ( :~f c~»,.J h~om ,yt) - ( :zr c~»f.J h~om ·Yz) (A4.2.8) 

The emperical cl» & data for a single rough surface are presented in tigure 

A4.2.6. 
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Figure A4.2.5 The pressure shear 

stress factor q,rp. 
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Figure A4.2.6 The shear stress 

factor cl» rp for a single rough 

surf ace. 

The q,
1 

term arose from taking the expectance of the sliding velocity compo

nent of the shear stress. For a given probability density function of the 

combined roughness heights, q,
1 

can directly be calculated from 

( 
1) 00 fa<8> 

•=h E- =h I --d8 
f 110111 h nom h+8 

"'i. -h nom 

(A4.2.9) 

nom 

Note that the integrand in equation (A4.2.9) is boundless for 8 = -h . oom 
Therefore, Patir and Cheng chose a small film thickness e. below which the 

hydrodynamic shear stress was assumed not to exist (thus using (-boom +e) as 

the lower integration boundary in equation (A4.2.9)), and suggested to in

clude the shear stress for smaller films as part of the boundary friction. 

Rather arbitrarily, Patir and Cheng chose e = O.Ola. However, the choice of 

s significantly influences +
1 

as is illustrated in tigure A4.2.7 for a 

Gaussian probability density function. 
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Figure A4.2.7 The influence of e on the shear stress factor cpr accord

ing to equation (A4.2.9) with lower integration boundary (-b +e) for -a Gaussian probability density function. 

The average flow model of Patir and Cbeng bas received considerable at
tention in the literature and appears to be generally accepted. Most discus

sions concerned (the determination of) the values of the flow factors cp and 
p 

cp and were reviewed by Cbeng (1984). He concluded that the trends and accu-
' racy of the results of Patir and Cbeng, as reported in this appendix, were 

generally confmned for larger values of ~ h (say ~ h > 3), but that 
V ROIII V DOIII 

discrepancies between the results of different investigators significandy 

increased with decreasing ~ h nom. Experimental verification of the flow 

factors appeared to be badly needed. 
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APPENDIX 5.1 REYNOLDS-ELASTICITY ELEMENT FORMULATION 

Consider the axisymmetric thin film lubrlcation along the inner surface of 

an elastic body, as illustrated in tigure A5.1.1. 

ri gid rod 

,.......__. ___ 1 ______ • ·-· 

r z ~ ~ 

I 
I 
I 

__ __j 

Z2 

Figure AS.Ll Axisymmetric thin film lubrication along the inner sur

face of an elastic body. 

Smooth surfaces, sma1l film thickness gradients, an incompressible Newtonian 

fluid and isothennal conditions are assumed. 

An element formulation will be presented, which dèscribes the Reynolds 

equation, modelling the thin film lubrication, as well as the distributed 

loads imposed on the axisymmetrie elastic body by the pressures and viscous 

shear stresses generateel in the film. The element is called the Reynolds

elasticity element. Principally, it is merely a boundary element, which must 

be coupled to axisymmetric elements descrihing the mechanica! behaviour of 

the elastic body. The formulation of the latter elements, generally based on 

the principle of virtual work (e.g. Bathe (1982, pp. 315-318)), will not be 

considered. 

The direction s along the inner surface of the elastic body (figure 

A5.1.1) may in good approximation be considered coincident with the axial 

direction z, because of the · sma1l film thickness gradients. Then, film pres

sures act as a distributed load t in the radial direction 
r 

(A5.1.1) 

and viscons shear stresses act as a distributed load t in the axial direc-

tion on the inner surface of the elastic body 

t = • !! ~ + 'r\Vr 

z 2 àz b 

A5.1 Reynolds-elasticlty element lormulation 

z 

(A5.1.2) 
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These distributed loads yield the following contribudons to the virtual 
work of the external forces on the elastic body 

fJW = 
u 
r 

3W = 
u 
z 

z2 

J zm p aur dz 

zt 

z 
2 fJV 

J 2m [- ~ ~ + _r] 3u dz 
z 2dz h z 

I 

(A5.1.3) 

(A5.1.4) 

3u and 3u being variadons of the radial and axial displacements at the 
r z 

inner surface of the elastic body. Note that the distributed loads have been 

integrated over the entire circumference of the elastic body for consistency 

with the tormulation of the axisymmetric mechanical elements in the commer· 

cial FEM program SEPRAN, in which the Reynolds-elasticity element was incor

porated in this thesis. The equations (A5.1.3) and (A5.1.4) provide two of 

the three basic equations for the fonnulation of the Reynolds-elasticity 

element. 

The rlght hand sides of the equations (A5.1.3) and (A5.1.4) may alterna
dvely be derived by applying the principle of weighted residuals to the 

rlght hand sides of the equations (AS.l.l) and (A5.1.2), respectively using 

the variadons of the unknowns u and u as weighdng funcdons. The thinl 
r z 

and last basic equation for the Reynolds-elasticity element tormulation will 

be derived accordingly from the Reynolds equation. We will firsdy consider 

the stationary case. 

The stationary case. 

The one-dimensional, stadonary and isothermal Reynolds equation reads 

~ [-~dp+v ~] =0 
dz 12'11 dz r 2 

(A5.1.S) 

with 11 = fl(p) (A5.1.Sa) 

The film thickness h is equal to the sum of the initial clearance h0 and the 

radial displacement u at the inner surface of the elastic body 
r 

(A5.1.6) 

(A5.1.6a) 

h 0 is equal to zero in the case of contact between the elastic body and the 
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rod in the static situation, i.e. h0 ~ 0. The follo\0-ng boundary conditions 

apply in the absence of cavitation 

p(z=z
1
) = p

1 
(A5.1.7a) 

p(z=z
1
) = P

2 
(A5.1.7b) 

Multiplication of equation (A5.1.5) with a weighting function ()p, foliowed 

by integration over the length of the ftlm and partial integration using 

Öp(z=z
1
) = Öp(z=z

1
) = 0 (prescribed pressures), yields 

zz 

Jd [-Jè~+v ~] Öpdz= 
z dz 12rt dz r 2 

1 . 

zz 

J ~ [ Jè ~ - V ~ ] dz + IÖp 
z dz 12rtdz '2 

1 

zz 

J ~ [..!è~-v ~] dz=O 
dz l2fl dz r 2 

zt 

(A5.1.8) 

The equations (A5.1.3), (A5.1.4) and (A5.1.8) constitute the complete 

set of basic equations for the element formulation. The unknowns in these 

equations are the displacements u and u at the inner surface of the elas-
r z 

tic body and the film pressure p. The film thickness can be determined from 
u according to equation (A5.1.6). It is convenient at this stage to linear-

r 
ize the set of basic equations, rather than firstly deriving the discrete 

element equations from them and to 1inearize afterwards. Adopting a Newton

Raphson type of linearization, not considering the change in the radial 

coordinate r and in the length of the lubricant film, the linearized set of 

basic equations in iteration n+ 1 reacis 

(A5.1.9) 

(A5.1.10) 
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(AS.l.ll) 

Linear elements are used to interpolate u , u and p over the length of 
r z 

the ftlm. Within a single element the degrees of freedom are thus given by 

2 
u"(z) = 

r 
l: .P.(z) u". 

j=l J fJ 
(A5.1.12) 

2 
u"(z) = 

z 
l: .P.(z) u". 

j = 1 J liJ 
(A5.1.13) 

2 
pe(z) = L .P.(z) p~ 

j = 1 J J 
(A5.1.14) 

with cp.(z) (j=1,2) being linear Lagrange interpolation polynomials 
J 

e 

cpt(z) = 
z

2
-z 

z" S z S ze (A5.1.15) 
e e • 1 2 

zz-zt 

• 
+z<z) = 

z-z
1 z~szsz; (A5.1.16) 

e e • 
zz -zl 

with -\ the z-coordinate of node k (k=l,2) of element e. 

The same linear Lagrange interpolation polynomials are chosen for the 

weighting functions (Galerlrin method). Thus for node i (i=1,2) of element e 

öu". 
n 

8u" 
zi. 

8p~ 
1 

=.i= 

=. = i 

=.i= 

1 

1 

1 

(A5.1.17) 

(A5.1.18) 

(A5.1.19) 

The Iinearized set of equations (A5.1.9) until (AS.l.ll) for a single ele

ment thus reads in matrix notation 

S" S" S" u" r 
u u u u .. , -r -u 
r r r z r 

se S" S" • u" = f (A5.1.20) 
1111 u u u, -z '"11 
zr zz z 

S" S" S" p_" f 
pur puz pp -p 
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with u"' ,u"', p_" subcolumns with valnes of the unkowns in 
·r -z 

the nodal points i (i=1,2) of element e 

and for ij = 1,2 

S" (i") 
u u \1 
z r 

S" (i') 
up J 
z 

S" (i") 
pu \1 

r 

S" (i") 
pp \1 

f (i) 
" r 

f (i) 
a 
z 

f(i) 
p 

=-J2xr+.+.dz 
1 J 

e 

[ 
1 dp TIV ] 

=J2xr --a+-' •.•. dz 
2 dz h2 1 J e a 

h d •.. 
=J2xr~+.-Jdz 

2 • dz e 

=0 

[ 
ho dp h dp TIV 0 TIV ] 

=-J2xr -2--!2+-rh -2-r +.dz 

e 2 dz 2 dz h2 h 1 

11 11 

b3 dp h2 dp V d •. 
= J [ 2. 2- 2. 2 h0+ __!_ h0

] -
1 dz 

e 4TI dz 4TI dz 2 dz 

The time depedent case. 

For the time dependent problem the isothermal Reynolds equation reads 

àh+~ [-~~+v !!] =0 at àz 12TI àz r 2 

with Tl = Tl(p) 

(A5.1.21) 

(A5.1.22) 

(A5.1.23) 

(A5.1.24) 

(A5.1.25) 

(A5.1.26) 

(A5.1.27) 

(A5.1.28) 

(A5.1.29) 

(A5.1.30) 

(A5.1.30a) 

A modified 9-method may be adopted. The discretized Reynolds equation at 

time level m+8 reads 
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h -h h3 ()p V 
m+ a m d [ m+9 m+9 r b ] = 0 

9.:1t - dz 1211 a;- - l m+9 
(A5.1.31) 

with .:1t timestep • 0 < a s 1 

(A5.1.32) 

(A5.1.33) 

1 1-8 
-Pa--p 
9 m+ 9 m 

(A5.1.34) 

No iteration is necessary for smal1 time steps. The most accurate solution 

is obtained for 9 = 0.5 (Crank-Nicolson). 

The same metbod as for the stationary problem can be used to linearize 

the equations. Hence, only the submatrix S and the subcolumn f are modi-
~r ~ 

fied as follows (ij=l,2) 

se (i.) 
pu ,J 

r 

f"(i) 
p 
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= se (ij) + _1_ I '~'j dz 
~r 8.:1t e 

= f"(i) + _I_ I (u l 41
1 

dz 
P 9.:1t rln 

e 

(A5.1.35) 

(A5.1.36) 
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NAWOORD 

Dit onderzoek werd gefinancierd door de Stichting voor de Technische Weten

schappen (STW), gebiedsraad van de Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver 

Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (ZWO). Diverse mensen hebben een bijdrage 

geleverd aan het onderzoek. Op deze plaats wil ik hen bedanken. 

Met mijn collega Marnix Visscher heb ik vele interessante discussies 

gevoerd. Zijn inbreng op dit werk is van onschatbare waarde. Han Verest 

leverde een belangrijke bijdrage bij het uitvoeren van berekeningen met de 

eindige elementen methode (EEM). Huub Wouters was met name een steun en 

toeverlaat bij het programmeren. Ouus Segal (TU Delft) realiseerde de 

gewenste uitbreidingen van het EEM pakket SEPRAN. Op Harry van Leeuwen is 

regelmatig een beroep gedaan vanwege zijn kennis van de tribologie en haar 

literatuur. Verscheidene medewerkers van de vakroep WFW hebben geholpen bij 

het oplossen van verschillende vragen en problemen. 

Op het experimentele vlak was de inbreng van Jan Peels van onschatbare 

waarde. Hij participeerde in bet ontwerp van . proefopstellingen en bouwde 

deze met veel enthousiasme en groot vakmanschap. Zijn kritische houding 

tijdens het uitvoeren · van experimenten leidde meer dan eens tot betere 

constructieve oplossingen en meetprocedures. Op Rens Kodde kon altijd een 

beroep worden gedaan bij meettechnische problemen. Klaas Struik zorgde voor 

ondersteuning bij de ruwheidsmetingen. De proefafdichtingen werden door de 

firma Parker-Prädifa OmbH (Bietigheim-Bissingen, Duitsland) toegeleverd. 

Niet in de laatste plaats worden de studenten genoemd, die via hun 

eindstudies een bijdrage leverden aan het onderzoek: Wouter de Smit, Marnix 

Visscher, Frank van Ewijk, Mark van Berkel en Frans Podbev§ek. 

Tijdens het tot stand komen van het proefschrift werden waardevolle 

suggesties geleverd door prof. dr. ir. M.J.W. Schouten, prof. dr. ir. E.A. 

Muijderman, dr. ir. O.J.J. van Heijningen en prof. ir. A.W.J. de Oee. Jan 

Peels tekende de meeste figuren. 

Tot slot gaat mijn dank uit naar mijn vrouw Bea voor haar steun, begrip 

en geduld gedurende dit onderzoek en naar mijn ouders voor hun stimulerende 

opstelling. 
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Errata 

- Page 38, equation (3.16a): 

the term .. [À;--•-r should be replaced by .. [À;- +z]" 
À1À2 À1À2 

• Page 38, equation (3.16b): 

the term .. [À~- -1 -r should be replaced by " [À~-+z r 
À1À2 À1À2 

• Page 74: 

"(M < 10)" should be replaced by "(M < 9)" 

- Page 103: 

"41 being negati.ve for the combination of a stationary rough and a moving 
I 

smooth surface" should be replaced by "41 being negati.ve for the observed 
I 

case of a rough seal and a smooth rod surface (appendix 4.2, equation 

(A4.2.6) and figure A4.2.4)" 

- Page 133, figure A4.2.6: 
.. ., " should be replaced by "4> n 
~ 6 



Stellingen 

bij het proefschrift 

On the calculation of leakage and friction 
of reciprocating elastomeric seals 

1) Toepassing van de inverse hydrodynamische smeringstheorie op een wrij

vingsloze statische kontaktdrukverdeling onder beschouwing van de druk

opbouw in de aanjaagzone van de smeerfilm vormt een efficiënte methode 

voor het oplossen van het etastahydrodynamische smeringsprobleem van een 

translerende elastomere afdichting. 

- hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift -

2) De toepassing van de inverse 

gemeten of numeriek berekende 

hydrodynamische smeringstheórie op een 

statische kontaktdrukverdeling onder . ver-

waarlozing van de drukopbouw in de · aanjaagzone van de film is in ieder 

geval onjuist, als niet . kan worden· . aangetoond dat de . gradiënt van de 

wrijvingsloze statische kontaktdrukverdeling aan de rand van het 

kontakt, relevant voor de berekeniitg van de filmdikte op de plaats(en) 

waar de drukgradiënt nul is (de "flowcriterion" h
0
), een eindige extreme 

waarde vertoont. 

- hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift -

3) Bij een berekening aan de etastahydrodynamische smering van een trans

lerende elastomere afdichting, die alleen het ontstaan van zeer dunne 

films toelaat (« 1 [J.Lm]), kan het belangrijk zijn behalve de filmdruk

ken ook de viskèuze ·schuifspanningen op de afdichting in rekening te 

brengen. Echter, de praktische geldigheid van de berekening kan dan sig

niflkant worden beperkt door invloeden van de oppervlakteruwheid. 

· - hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift -

4) De ruwheid van een translerende etastomere afdichting beïnvloedt de 

smering van het kontakt. Hoewel zij gedeeltelijk wordt weggedrukt ten 

gevolge van mikro-elastohydrodynamische smering, zal . in het algemeen de 

afdichtingsruwheid, eerder dan de doorgaans aanzienlijk . kleinere ruwheid 

van het starre tegenloopvlak, . een overgang van volledige naar gemengde 

smering veroorzaken. 

5) In een 

tingen 

- hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift -. 

proefopstelling 

kan het (in 

voor wrijvingsmeringen 

de literatuur veelvuldig 

aan translerende 

gerapporteerde) 

afdich-

simultane 

gebmik van as- en huisondersteuningen leiden tot foutieve meetresulta-



ten ten gevolge van mogelijk grote resulterende krachten op de afdich

tende elementen en ondersteuningen. 

- hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift -

6) De hypothese van een volledig gesmeerd afdichtingskontakt met verwaar

loosbare invloed van de oppervlakteruwheid kan worden geverifieerd via 

simultane lekkage- en wrijvingsmeringen voor een slag (of een gedeelte 

daarvan) met konstante snelheid. 

- Kanters, A.F.C. en Visscher, M., "Lubrication of reciprocating 

seals: experiments on the influence of surface roughness on fric

tion and leakage", Tribological design of machiM elemen.ts (Proc. 

15th Leeds-Lyon Symp. on Trib.), ~ ill(ili), pp. 69-77, 1988. -

7) Het verdient aanbeveling de geldigheid van fenomenologische materiaal

modellen voor een in de beoogde toepassing opgelegde of een daarmee 

vergelijkbare deformatietoestand te onderzoeken, indien modelkonstanten 

bepaald zijn voor een beperkt deformatiedomein. 

- hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift -

8) Bij voorspelling van lekkage of wrijving van een translerende ciastomere 

afdichting in een praktijksituatie moet o.a. rekening worden gehouden 

met tijds- en omgevingsinvloeden op het afdichtingsmateriaalgedrag. 

9) Bij het opzetten en uitvoeren van experimenten wordt vaak onvoldoende 

aandacht geschonken aan de mogelijk grote invloed van wrijving op het 

eindresultaaL 

10) Ten aanzien van gekwantificeerde wetenschappelijke resultaten zou men 

niet moeten volstaan met het geven van subjektieve kwalitatieve beoor

delingen. 

11) Verhoging van de kosten van het autogebruik zal slechts beperkt leiden 

tot een vermindering van dit gebruik, indien de kostenverhoging niet 

vergezeld gaat van maatregelen die de grote voordelen c.q. een mogelijke 

noodzaak van het autogebruik belangrijk verminderen. 

12) Het korrekt afbreken van Engelstalige woorden is een door de meeste 

Nederlanders niet onderkend probleem. 

A.F.C. Kanters, januari 1990 


